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The shift towards the 21st century leads to new questions and assignments for landscape architecture in the Western world. Where the 20th
century was characterized by unrestrained (economic) growth, the 21st
century will be one of less people, expenditure cuts, and sustainability.
We were fascinated by the issue of shrinkage, by the image of empty
villages in France and depressive shrinking regions in Germany. We wondered what we as landscape architects could contribute to prevent the
frightening images from happening in the Netherlands, as our country
faces the first symptoms of shrinkage as well.
This thesis offers a landscape architectural approach to shrinkage in
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, a delta region in the south-west of the Netherlands. The aim of this thesis is to explore how a landscape architectural
design experiment can contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
During this thesis project we have explored Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: the
forces of nature, the endless sea, the manmade dikes, the smell of
onions, the taste of ‘Zeeuwse bolus’. It was an expedition we could not
have done without the support, enthusiasm, inspiration and critics of
our supervisor Dr. Ir. Ingrid Duchhart.
The following people have helped and inspired us by sharing their
expertise: Mart ten Braak, Antoine Dierikx, Tiny Maenhout, Marcel de
Paauw, Piet Goossen, Leon Kaagman, Martijn van Kalmthout and Pieter
Pauw.
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Finally, we want to thank our fellow students, friends, and family for
their support during this thesis project.
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The shift towards the 21st century leads to new questions and assignments for landscape architecture. The phenomenon of shrinkage is
expanding and affects the Western world, including the Netherlands.
It is therefore necessary for the profession of landscape architecture to
study shrinkage and to become skilled in dealing with shrinking regions.
The aim of this thesis is to research how a landscape architectural
design experiment can contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, a shrinking region in the south-west of the
Netherlands.
The design experiment is based on the assumption that ‘landscape’
is the result of the continuous interaction between nature (natural
organisation) and society (social organisation). Therefore, the landscape
is studied as a system of these intertwining processes. Different social
and natural challenges are related to shrinkage and put pressure on the
‘shrinking landscape’.
During this thesis project it has become clear that shrinkage is a creeping process. The region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is still in the earliest
phases of shrinkage, and clear spatial effects are hardly visible yet. But
shrinkage has an influence on the landscape already: with the purpose
of economic gains, new developments take place while the old structures are left to their fate. In this process, the most valuable commodity
for the future of the region, the landscape, is under pressure. A look
into the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is therefore necessary: what can
keep the region going the coming decades, and how should current
developments react to that? Challenges in the social organization are
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investigated in relation to their natural foundation to understand the
challenges for the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

Shrinkage has its effects on the agricultural sector in, amongst others,

izing the region and its main economic driving forces. The increasing

a lack of successors of farmers. Global socio-economic developments

number of older residents, in the region itself and in the cities surround-

put pressure on the agricultural sector as well. Efficiency, up scaling

ing it, will become very important. They have different demands of the

and short production lines are becoming increasingly important to stay

landscape, and landscape quality will become vital for attracting these

competitive. The sector is also challenged by the effects of climate

people. The potential for food production and an authentic leisure

change, resulting in water problems: salinization in the lower polders

industry is present already, but are threatened by developments in the

near the coast, and more extreme differences in precipitation patterns,

natural system in the coming decades.

causing water shortages in summer and a water surplus in winter. Even
though the soils of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen are amongst the most fertile in

The opportunities for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as described in the previous

the world, adaptations must be made to maintain the unique productive

section, need a motor to drive them forward. The climate problems

character of the region.

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen faces can be the mechanism that fuels the transformation of the landscape. The realization that natural forces can be of

Shrinkage also results in spatial problems in the recreational sector. In an

economic benefit and can actually help solving the problems that the

attempt to attract more visitors to the region and to stimulate economic

changing climate causes is becoming more popular. In Zeeuws-Vlaan-

growth, more and more recreation parks are built near the North Sea

deren, the mechanisms for these natural solutions are in place, they

coast. Old recreation parks are left to their fate, resulting in a recreation

only have to be rediscovered. The characteristics left behind by the delta

sector that is still outdated and not able to fulfill the wishes of the

history, can be used in an entirely new way. The parts that were once

future generations of tourists, which are looking for more authentic,

low-lying and salt, are now the highest parts and contain fresh water.

diverse, active and natural forms of tourism. With this development of

The ridges deposited by the creek systems are now the best places

uncontrolled expansion, the quality of the coast is slowly disappear-

where fresh water lenses can be developed.

ing, as the narrow, but open coastline becomes fully built. This poses
problems for natural challenges as well: the flexibility in dealing with

These are the mechanisms that can create a durable natural system,

sea level rise is declining, while the possible effects of a disaster become

which is vital for the future of a sustainable agricultural industry and

greater. The expected rise of 65 to 130 centimeters in the year 2100, in

diverse and authentic recreational sector. Applied on a larger scale level,

combination with the developments behind the coast, asks for a more

these principles have resulted in two different zones: the broad coast,

resilient approach towards coastal defense in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

and the productive polders. The main concept is that the broad coastal
system protects the productive inner land by countering the effects of

From our landscape architectural viewpoint, we think that a focus on

salinization and sea level rise.

the landscape and its qualities could prove valuable for the region of
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, because of its unique position in the delta, surrounded by a ring of cities. This position offers great potential in revital-
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The resilient, broad coastal zone is part of the solution to increase safety

villages will have more potential for development than others. For the

and to add quality to recreation in this area. This thesis shows a design

attractive villages in the coastal zone for example, where investments

for an offensive strategy for the North Sea coast, a seaward expan-

and efforts are concentrated, a plan for development can be made. For

sion of beach and dunes by sand nourishment in combination with

villages in slower zones however, ‘acupunctural interventions’ become

dams. Valuable historic polders and villages are protected and there is

the guiding principle: interventions on a lower scale level, such as green-

plenty of room for recreational developments on the higher parts of the

ing of the environment and re-use of buildings. For these villages, it is

landscape. Furthermore, we propose a brackish seepage zone in the

still important to recognize their future potential for development.

low lying parts of the coastal zone. By removing the thick clay layer, salt
water can seep here, which prevents salinization further land inward.

The design experiment is not meant to be a final design, but rather to
present a range of promising ideas to generate discussion about the

Because the effects of climate change are buffered by the broad coast,

future of the region. Change can only be realized when there is public

a durable fresh water system can be maintained and further developed

support. Therefore, the aim of seductive images in this design experi-

land inwards, in the productive polders. The design for these areas is

ment is to generate enthusiasm among politicians, experts, opinion

based on the differentiation between two types of agricultural produc-

leaders and inhabitants. The design will be valuable for Zeeuws-Vlaan-

tion. Large scale production takes place in large open polders, where

deren if multiple actors in the area, such as inhabitants, project develop-

the agricultural sector has the necessary space for large fields and pro-

ers, and the government, form coalitions behind certain ideas, because

duction buildings, where no other developments take place and where

they have shared interests. The strategies proposed in this thesis can be

infrastructure is optimal for fast transport of products. The other type

the basis for such coalitions, and inspire the next steps.

is the small scale creek landscape, where production of water intensive
crops takes place. This is made possible by fully using the natural water
storing capacity of the creeks. These creek systems provide water to the
large scale production landscapes when needed.
The proposed strategies lead to a differentiation in slow and fast zones,
to hotspots of developments and spots of slow rhythm of the delta. This
means investing in some places, and taking a step back in others.
This also requires a shift in thinking about infrastructure and services:
less roads and services in some places, to improve connections and services in another. The villages of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen need to differentiate
as well, and to reflect on their strong points in a shrinking society. In
the new context of the future landscapes of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, some
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The phenomenon delta
On the golden edge of eternal oceans and endless continents.
Outburst of abundant fresh water from mighty rivers. Foamflecked, whirling sedimentary dynamism of unbridled energy.
Timeless infinitude of tides and seasons, storm and rain.
A diffuse dawn, thinly hazed skies, bright sunshine, floating
clouds, limpidity, the distant threat of thunder; at sunset a
purple glow. Dark ultramarine nights with myriad stars, the
phosphorescence of the sea, whispering rustle, ... paradise!
[...]
A landscape with millions of organisms, fish, birds, both salt
water and fresh water, countless plants and flowers. A place
where man can live of what is left by the abundant sea, of
what is offered by the fertile soil. Nearly perfect. Vulnerable.
Reclamation is civilization. A dialogue between the empty
plain, its limits, and a flood of perspectives.
A challenge to ultimate creation. Man reclaims, drains, prepares and ploughs the land. Builds houses, towns, and shapes
his landscape.
[...]
In: ‘Het fenomeen delta: landschap van Nico de Jonge / The
phenomenon delta: a Nico de Jonge’s landscape’
(Te Boekhorst et al., 1996, p. 6-9)
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Imagine
Imagine…that climate measures will help revitalizing the

Imagine...that the sublime openness of the inland polders will

shrinking region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the Netherlands.

become a source for large-scale agriculture! Better and more

Tackling both problems of population shrinkage and climate

efficient fresh water management offers opportunities for up

change will result in something beautiful! The unique delta,

scaling and large production spaces. We do no longer think

where Nico de Jonge talks about in his book ‘Het fenomeen

small scale as we need to feed the inhabitants of the sur-

delta / The phenomenon delta’ offers many opportunities: end-

rounding cities in the future. Here is place for large scale farm

less beaches, sublime nature, hours of strolling, experimental

enclaves, where agriculture might even change into industry:

recreation, spacious living, large-scale food production, salt

there is room for experiment!

water experience...
Imagine…that such a landscape becomes reality. Imagine…
Imagine...that coastal expansion results in new land and a

that the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen gets the most out of its

broad coastal zone where recreation flourishes. Unique brack-

opportunities. Imagine…that this example shows that shrink-

ish nature areas give room to rare species and are places for

age is no longer a matter of ‘Help, what should we do?’, but

active walks, relaxation, wellness and culinary experiences.

rather of ‘YES, we have room for something new!’.

Cultural historic villages along the coastline are the new pillars
of the former shrinking area and offer lots of magnificent spacious residential locations.
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On the previous pages we showed our fascination for the unique and
beautiful delta landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, as Nico de Jonge
describes in his book ‘Het fenomeen delta / The phenomenon delta’.
We imagined ourselves a future for the shrinking region of ZeeuwsVlaanderen in which climate measures help revitalizing the region. We
imagined a region that gets the most out of its unique opportunities.
In part I of this thesis we clarify our fascination for the topic shrinkage and we explain the landscape architectural lens that we use to

part I

approach the topic. In Chapter 1, Introduction, we introduce our study

Approach to
shrinkage

based on the illustration on the right page, that will return at every first
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area Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and its characteristics related to shrinkage. We
explain how we make the connection between shrinkage and landscape
architecture. Furthermore, we explain our purpose, our research questions, and the methods that we used in order to conduct our research.
The chapter also gives an overview of the several chapters in this thesis,
page of a part of the thesis. In Chapter 2, Theoretical framework, we
explain the landscape architectural lens that we use to approach the
topic. First, we define the term landscape. Second, we describe the
new outlook of landscape architecture in a shrinking society. Third, we
explain how we as landscape architects approach the topic of shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Finally, we explore the theory behind future
studies, basically backcasting. Part I is the practical and theoretical basis
for our research in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

I approach to

III ENVISIONING
the vision is inspired
by our fascination

shrinkage
chapter 2

chapter 1

AND DESIGNINg

conclusion: connecting
design and theory

chapter 6

fascination

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTural

combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture

landscape as the interaction
between nature and society

the lens forms the basic approach
to the following research and design

VISION

LENS
the vision is inspired by the
necessity of social change

a seductive image for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

our fascination is based on an important social challenge: shrinkage

II EXPLORING AND

the potentials of the beautiful landscape strengthen our fascination

UNDERSTANDING
chapter 5

chapter 7 & 8

the lens forms the basic approach
for research and design

chapter 3

DESIGN
chapter 4

offensive coast and productive polders

dynamic DELTA LANDSCAPE

SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES

exploring the effects of climate change
on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

exploring the dynamic delta landscape

exploring the effects of shrinkage and the
changing agricultural- and recreation sector

NATURAL LANDSCAPE

chapter 9
IMPLICATIONS

the vision is inspired by the
necessity of climate adaptation

implications on higher scale level

reflection on our fascination: how does the
design contribute to shrinkage solutions?

chapter 10
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture, next steps
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1

Introduction

This introductory chapter starts with our fascination for the topic shrink-

world phenomenon that will expand in the future (Lindsey, 2007). Also

age (paragraph 1.1). Paragraph 1.2 introduces the study area Zeeuws-

countries such as the Netherlands, where shrinkage has long been no

Vlaanderen, a shrinking region in the Netherlands, and gives a brief

issue, already face the first effects of population decline.

description of the problems in this region. A definition of the problem

Population prospects for the Netherlands, made by the Planbureau voor

statement will be given in paragraph 1.3, which leads to a description

de Leefomgeving (2010b) (the Dutch advisory body for environment),

of the purpose of this thesis in paragraph 1.4. Paragraph 1.5 and 1.6

show that the population will already be declining in more than one

explain respectively our landscape architectural lens and the worldview

third of the municipalities between now and 2040 (illustration 1.1). The

that both are the basis of our approach to shrinkage. The research

Dutch population in general will be declining from 2035 onward, as

questions and methods will be given in paragraph 1.7 and 1.8. The

stated by Ruimtelijk Planbureau (2006), the former Dutch advisory body

chapter ends with an overview of the next chapters and a guide to the

for environment. As illustration 1.1 shows, shrinkage mainly concerns

reader (paragraph 1.9).

the peripheral and rural regions such as the Eemsdelta, the Achterhoek,
Parkstad Limburg, and Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

1.1 Fascination

Being fascinated by the phenomenon of shrinkage, we started our thesis project by asking ourselves how landscape architects could play a role

The sight of boarded houses, vacant buildings and desolate city areas

in shrinking regions. As the phenomenon will become more widespread

are known from foreign regions that face a considerable decline in the

in the future, and as it will also affect our own living environment in

number of inhabitants. Former mining areas in Northeast England, old

the Netherlands, it will be necessary for the profession of landscape

industrial towns in the United States and East Germany, and rural vil-

architecture to study shrinkage and to become skilled at dealing with

lages in France, Spain and Poland are just some examples of places that

these regions.

have lost the driving force of regional economy and where inhabitants

Although we presumed that we as landscape architects could contribute

have left en masse (Ruimtelijk Planbureau, 2006).

to the discussion about shrinkage, we were not sure about how to do
that. There have been several design projects for shrinking villages in

Population decline does no longer solely concern former industrial

the Netherlands, but there does not exist something such as a design

regions and rural villages. Shrinking cities and regions are a Western

approach to shrinkage. Questions that came up to our mind were: What

Introduction
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Bron: PBL & CBS (2009)
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> Illustration 1.1 | Shrinkage in the Netherlands (Adapted from: Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving,
2010b).
Tussen 2031 en 2035
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housing market as just the number of inhabitants. Ruimtelijk Planbureau

(2006) states that shrinkage is also the process Beleidsstrategieën
of a changing populavoor huidige en toekomstige krimpregio’s

age, as predictions will never exactly come true? How can we advocate

tion composition. This can occur in age (dejuvenation and ageing) or

an action agenda that helps to bring about changes for these regions?

in ethnicity. As a result, demographic shrinkage can be defined as a

With these questions in mind we started our thesis project.

combination of:

Sterke groei (10% of meer)

[1] a declining number of inhabitants;
Definition

[2] a declining number of households;

In public debate, shrinkage is often defined as a declining number of

[3] a declining number of the potential labour force (ageing 20-65);

inhabitants. But in fact, shrinkage is a much more complex concept.

20

Approach to shrinkage

[4] a changing population composition.

Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (2010b, p. 12) states that the devel-

When this thesis speaks about ‘shrinkage’, it means the combination of

opment of the household number and the number of the potential

these four processes.

1.2 Study area: Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
Our fascination does not solely concern the topic shrinkage and its

> ZEEUWS-VLAANDEREN

implications for landscape architecture, but also the characteristics of
> Province		

Zeeland

> Region		

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

> Coordinates

51°20’ NB, 3°49’ OL

> Land area		

733,19 km²

> Water area

42,61 km²

> Inhabitants

106.038 (01-01-2010)

> Municipalities

Sluis (24.089 inhabitants)

		

Terneuzen (54.089 inhabitants)

		

Hulst (27.860 inhabitants)

Although the province of Zeeland in general will reach its population

> Important water-

North Sea

stabilization point within five years, the region Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is

bodies

the shrinking region Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is the
most southern region in the province of Zeeland (illustration 1.2) and is
a region that faces the first effects of shrinkage. Just because shrinkage
is in its first phase here, it is interesting and, above all, necessary to ask
ourselves what the future of the region will be.
Shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

North Sea
Westerschelde
Sluis
Terneuzen

Hulst

Westerschelde

declining in population numbers already (illustration 1.6). The municipality of Hulst shows stabilizing population numbers for the next 20 years,
but the predictions for the municipalities of Terneuzen (decline up to
10%) and Sluis (decline up to 17%) are not that good. The intermezzo

> Illustration 1.2 | Factsheet Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (Data: Provincie Zeeland, 2008).

on page 23 gives further insight in population numbers in and prospects
for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
Shrinkage can affect the housing stock and the level of facilities that
can be kept in a region (Haase, Seppelt and Haase, 2008). Although the
effects of shrinkage are not that huge in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen yet, the
first effects can already be seen. Vacancy rates in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
have increased to 10 percent, shop owners have no successors and the
(financial) carrying capacity is not enough to maintain facilities and services - such as schools - in the smaller villages, as stated by De Paauw,
Maenhout & Dierikx (2011, interview), policy officers of the municipality
of Sluis (illustration 1.3). Shrinkage can even affect a whole region, as
a low economic level does not attract new investors. Shrinking regions
can become abandoned regions when they fall into the downward

> Illustration 1.3 | Not all facilities and services can be kept in shrinking regions: the supermarket in Cadzand (left) and the
snackbar in Breskens (right) had to close because of declining visitor numbers.

Introduction
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> Intermezzo Shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: facts and figures
Population development in the Netherlands between 1972 and 2050 (CBS, 2009)
18 mljn

The Dutch population number will be declining from 2035 onward,
whereas the province of Zeeland has already reached its stabilization

17 mljn

decline of population

point in 2010 (illustration 1.4 and 1.5). The province will face a decline
16 mljn
15 mljn
14 mljn

of its population number already after 2025 (Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
The problems become even more urgent when looking to the differences within the province. While some regions will still be growing in
the coming years, due to positive migration rates and birth rates, others
will already be declining. Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is among the declining

13 mljn

regions, with the municipality of Sluis, in the west of Zeeuws-Vlaan-
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50

12 mljn

observed

prediction

deren, as most striking example of shrinkage (illustration 1.6).
Illustration 1.7 shows that the province of Zeeland in general will face

> Illustration 1.4 | Population development in the Netherlands, 1972-2050
(Adapted from: CBS, 2009).
Population development in Zeeland between 1972 and 2050 (Provincie Zeeland, 2008)

several problems regarding a changing population composition. The
number of young people is declining, due to lower birth rates and
young people leaving the area when looking for a job (Provincie Zeeland, 2008). Also the potential labour force is declining. The number of
elderly in increasing considerably. In the coming 20 years this number

400.000

will be even higher, as result of the babyboom generation which will

390.000

turn 65 from now onwards.
stabilization of population
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In the future, households will get smaller as a result of continuing individualisation and more elderly. Therefore, the number of households will
keep growing for quite a long time in the province (Provincie Zeeland,
2008) (illustration 1.8). Simultaneously, the demand for housing will
not decrease immediately. Zeeuws-Vlaanderen will probably only face a
decline in the demand for housing after 2025 (illustration 1.9)
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> Illustration 1.5 | Population development in Zeeland, 1972-2050
(Adapted from: Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
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This intemezzo has shown that shrinkage is a complex and intangible
process of which the population effects will only be visible after some
time. This increases the difficulty for landscape architects to work on
shrinkage already.

Development in number of households in Zeeland between 1996 and 2050 (Provincie Zeeland, 2008)
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> Illustration 1.6 | Population development of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, compared to
Zeeland (2010=100) (Adapted from: NU2021, 2011).

Development of age groups in Zeeland between 2007 and 2050 (Provincie Zeeland, 2008)
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> Illustration 1.8 | Development of number of households in Zeeland, 1996-2050
(Adapted from: Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
Average yearly growth in the demand for housing per 5 years per region (Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
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> Illustration 1.7 | Development of age groups in Zeeland, 2007-2050 (Adapted
from: Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
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> Illustration 1.9 | Average yearly growth in the demand for housing, per 5 years
per region in Zeeland (Adapted from: Provincie Zeeland, 2008).
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ture and nature. The dikes remember of times when inhabitants fought
against the water.
Today, the water and the long coast line are exactly the pull factor for
tourism in the region. But today, this coast line is also endangered by
the effects of climate change. Also the hinterland faces the effects of
climate change in increased salinization and a changed precipitation
pattern.
Although an approach to shrinkage could focus on the problems in
a region, we were immediately intrigued by the opportunities of this
beautiful delta region. When zooming out to the Randstad and the
bigger cities of Belgium, it becomes clear that Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is a
> Illustration 1.10 | Vacancy in Manchester/Liverpool, United Kingdom: will this daunting image also be the future of ZeeuwsVlaanderen?

beautiful open space in the city ring of The Hague, Rotterdam, Bergen
op Zoom, Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges (illustration 1.12).
What if, in the future, the older citizens of these cities are looking for

spiral where so many regions in, for instance, Germany and the United

more space to live and for a better and healthier environment to grow

Kingdom have already fallen into: not interesting for economic pur-

old? What if energy prizes will increase so much that all these cities

poses, not interesting for new developments (illustration 1.10).

need food that is produced close by home? What if people will become
more aware of their environment and if they are looking for a holiday

Opportunities

close by home? What if people will have less free time but they still

Besides the fact that Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is a shrinking region, it is

want to relax in a natural environment?

also part of the unique delta landscape of the southwest Netherlands.
Landscape architect Nico de Jonge has wonderfully shown the beauty of

Although we presumed that the potencies and opportunities present

the ecological dynamics in this delta landscape (see page 11). The rich

in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can be key for the shrinking region, we were

and varied biotope results in a landscape of gradients and opposites:

not sure how. We wondered if a landscape architectural approach, that

sea-land, ebb-flow, fresh-salt, dry-wet. The lowlands of Flanders and the

focuses on the landscape and its opportunities, could prove valuable.

Netherlands are “outstanding examples of cultures brought to prosperity in a delta area” (Te Boekhorst et al.,1996, p. 13) (illustration 1.11).
The characteristic delta landscape is formed by both natural and human
processes, as will be showed in chapter 3. The landscape of ZeeuwsVlaanderen can be characterized as an open landscape, rich of agricul-
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The Hague
Delft
Rotterdam
Dordrecht

Roosendaal
Bergen op Zoom

Antwerp

Bruges

Ghent

> Illustration 1.11 | Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: endless continents, floating clouds,
cultures brought to prosperity in a delta area (as described by Nico de Jonge).

> Illustration 1.12 | The potential of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as beautiful open space
in the the urbanized region of the Netherlands and Belgium.

1.3 Problem statement
There is no political interest in shrinking regions, which results in decay,

We presumed that landscape architecture can contribute to strategies

abandonment, or impulsive investments. A frequently heard opinion is

for dealing with shrinkage, but at the start of this thesis we did not

that peripheral areas should be able to manage on their own, as there

know how. With the design tools of landscape architecture we are not

is simply no money available for the enormous costs of restructuring

able to directly influence migration rates, nor are we able to steer the

neighbourhoods in shrinking regions. In a desperate attempt to attract

housing stock. A few investments on lower scale level will not help to

more people, municipalities in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen are investing in large-

get a whole region out of decline.

scale projects such as residential- and business areas and large recre-

A one-sided approach to shrinkage that only focuses on small scale spa-

ation parks. At the same time, however, there are many old neighbour-

tial solutions in the villages where shrinkage occurs, is not yet possible

hoods that are not able to attract new residents anymore.

in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Currently, Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is in the stage

The question arises what the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen will be. How

before that and we presume that landscape architectural approach, that

can we prevent that it will fall into the downward spiral that so many

focuses on the landscape and its opportunities, could prove valuable in

cities and regions have already fallen into and how can we give the

this stage.

region new perspective?
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1.4 Purpose
preparation

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the possibilities of landscape

elaboration and
regional platform

market place:
offering projects to
interested parties

architecture in contributing to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, thereby increasing the awareness of shrinkage and

initiative

motivating for action.
Hereby, we presume that landscape architecture can contribute to the
discussion about shrinking regions. We presume that focusing on the

atelier:
generation of
knowledge
and concepts

further
elaboration

projects

landscape and the landscape qualities can prove valuable for dealing with shrinking regions, and we presume that the starting point is:

idea generation

looking for a combination between the social and natural system of the
landscape.
This thesis will be an experimental design that offers a perspective and
matter for discussion about shrinkage. This thesis will offer an image
of how it could look like if social and natural challenges are joined into

public support

implementation

> Illustration 1.13 | Process design for regional projects (Adapted from: Van
Mansfeld et al. (2003).

a future perspective. Rather than focusing on objects and practical
solutions, the role of us as designers in this thesis is to “open up our
imagination towards more creative ways of dealing with the unavoid-

tion. The second one is the line of democratic legitimacy, or creating

able” (Guerra Pastrian, 2010).

public support. Third, there is the line of implementation of the idea.
These lines are different, but not separated.

Idea generation

This thesis can be seen as the initiative for such a process and as a first

This thesis will be just one step in a much more complex process of

step towards idea generation. This thesis will provide us with knowledge

defining and implying strategies for dealing with shrinkage in Zeeuws-

about how landscape architecture can contribute to strategies for deal-

Vlaanderen. Van Mansfeld, Pleijte, De Jonge and Smit (2003) have

ing with shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Furthermore, it will provide us

stated that the ‘polder’ principle of shared agreement is no longer the

with seductive images for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, that will help to create

desired process when one wants to realise ideas in a region. Rather,

enthousiasm and to get public support from politicians, experts, opinion

it will be important to form coalitions around promising ideas. That is

leaders, and inhabitants.

exactly what this thesis aims to do.
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According to Van Mansfeld et al. (2003), the process design for regional

The aim of this thesis is not necessarily to attract more people to

projects, according to this new approach, consists of three lines (illustra-

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. It could be that it does attract more people, it

tion 1.13). The first line is the process line of idea generation, or innova-

could also be that it does not. The intangible matter of shrinkage and

human behaviour make it impossible to make predictions. Anyway, the

THE
‘SH
RI

to find out where to invest and where not.

PE’
SCA
ND

ING LA
NK

design is not meant to attract millions of people. This thesis rather tries

1.5 Landscape architectural lens
Natural organisation

Landscape architecture is a holistic discipline that aims to understand
the complex relations between natural and man-made systems. This

climate change
biodiversity

thesis is written from the belief that the landscape can be basis for
shrinking strategies in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Landscape is the result of

challenges

Social organisation
challenges

housing
agriculture
recreation
industry

many processes that we are often not conscious about. These are natural processes, such as climate change, but also social processes, such as
globalization, cultural processes, or shrinkage.
In this thesis, ‘landscape’ is approached as the result of the continuous
interaction between nature (natural organisation) and society (social

> Illustration 1.14 | Landscape model for the shrinking region Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

organisation) (illustration 1.14). This theoretical idea is the basis for
our approach to shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: rather than studying

better foundation for the future and giving the region a quality boost.

shrinkage as a problem on itself, we prefer to study the landscape as

The principle of a focus on landscape and a quality boost to regions that

a system of intertwining processes. For Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, we have

suffer from population decline is not new. Examples of former shrinking

defined climate change as the most important challenge for the natural

cities in East Germany show that goal-oriented and carefully considered

landscape. The most important challenges for the social landscape

quality interventions can be part of the solution for places to overgrow

are shrinkage, the agricultural sector that is under pressure, and the

their problems. Examples of landscape based place marketing show that

outdated recreation sector. Chapters 4 and 5 will explore the social and

regions that were once neglected, such as Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

natural challenges.

and the Camargue, can become attractive again because of its unique

This thesis assumes that the natural forces of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can be

landscape characteristics. The intermezzo on page 34 further explores

leading for the future of the region and that this offers opportunities for

the cases of Aschersleben, Magdeburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and

a more robust, sustainable, and diverse landscape.

the Camargue, as illustration of how shrinking cities and regions can get
a quality boost.

What we as landscape architects can contribute to shrinkage, is to focus

A further theoretical basis for this thesis can be found in chapter 2.

on the landscape and its characteristics and qualities, thereby creating a
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1.6 Worldview
Although the vision for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is part of an advocacy
A landscape architectural research to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen means that

worldview, the actual design is based on a pragmatist worldview: real-

it will be necessary to lay down the construct of the landscape and to

world practice oriented, pluralistic, and a combination of approaches

understand its appearance and processes. Therefore, constructivist-

and methods. The design is the culmination of all research done in this

based research material, such as maps and data, form the start of this

thesis. Illustrations 1.15 and 1.16 give a schematic overview of how the

thesis. Postpositivist knowledge will help to understand the landscape.

different worldviews have been basis for this thesis research.

However, a constructivist stance does not go far enough in advocating
an action agenda to help marginalized regions such as Zeeuws-Vlaan-

1.7 Research questions

deren. This thesis is written from the belief that the future can be better
and that there needs to change something. The goal of this experimen-

Research questions are related to the type of worldview that the

tal design is to find out what landscape architecture can contribute to

researcher has when conducting the research. An advocacy worldview

strategies for dealing with shrinkage. This thesis can also be seen as

is typically seen with qualitative research (Creswell, 2009). Qualitative

a call for reform and change, as a research that addresses important

research questions are open-ended and suggest the exploration of a

(social) issues and that intertwines with the current political agenda. By

certain phenomenon (Creswell, 2011), in this case the relation between

increasing the awareness of shrink and motivating action, the advocacy

landscape architecture and shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

worldview is the ‘umbrella’ paradigm for this thesis.
Therefore, we would like to phrase the research question that guides
the research and design process in this thesis as follows: How can a
landscape architectural design experiment contribute to strategies for
Postpositivist worldview

Constructivist worldview

Knowledge

Understanding the landscape
and its processes

dealing with shrinkage in the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen?
Subquestions that help to answer this question are:
[1] How is the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen formed and what are
its characteristics?

Participatory/advocacy

Pragmatist worldview

worldview
Mission and vision for the future,

Designing

‘seductive images’

[2] What is the influence of shrinkage on the landscape of ZeeuwsVlaanderen?
[3] What is the influence of climate change on the landscape of 		
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen?

> Illustration 1.15 | Aspects of four different worldviews as basis for this thesis.
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[4] How can the profession of landscape architecture deal with the
issue of shrinkage?
[5] How can the high degree of uncertainty regarding the future be
incorporated into design strategies?

Constructivist worldview

advocacy worldview

pragmatist worldview

Characteristics

Characteristics

Characteristics

Understanding

Political

Consequences of actions

Social and historical construction

Empowerment and issue oriented

Pluralistic

Theory generation

Change oriented

Real world practice oriented

Purpose

Purpose

Purpose

Understanding the landscape

Mission and vision for the future,

Designing

and its processes

‘seductive images’

1.8 Methods
A qualitative research process is often an emergent process, as Creswell
(2009) states. This means that the initital plan for research cannot be
tightly prescribed and that all phases of the process may change or shift

•

after the researcher enters the field and begins to collect data. This also
happened during this thesis project. We started with a fascination for

•

•

ducing the whole landscape as object for study, and climate change as
Illustration 1.17 gives a schematic overview of the work process and

We use a theoretical lens in order to view our topic. This lens is formed

literature, mostly written by authors that are connected to Wageningen
University, in order to further define our approach to ‘landscape’ and
shrinkage.

offering a perspective for
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen that shows

understanding the process of

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

the opportunities of the bundled

advocating an action agenda that

forces of shrinkage and climate

landscape

helps to bring about changes in

solutions

understanding the process of

the marginalized region Zeeuws-

climate change and its effects on

Vlaanderen

•

•

•

How is the landscape of Zeeuws-

Explorative research questions
•

What is the influence of shrink-

Practical research questions
•

How can the high degree of

Vlaanderen formed and what are

age on the landscape of Zeeuws-

uncertainty regarding the future

its characteristics?

Vlaanderen?

be incorporated into the design?

What is the influence of climate

•

How can the profession of land-

change on the landscape of

scape architecture deal with the

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen?

issue of shrinkage?

initially by our own background and knowledge, but is deepened
by literature study. We have used theoretical landscape architectural

•

the future of the shrinking region

Descriptive research questions

are used during the research and design process.
Methods of phase I

stimulate the discussion about

the landscape

an important natural challenge for the region.
thesis setup. The next section will give an overview of the methods that

•

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
shrinkage and its effects on the

the topic shrinkage, but as soon as it became clear that we could not
make a design for just a village, the subject became broader by intro-

understanding the landscape of

Procedures
Sketching, innovating, designing

Procedures

Procedures

Products

Map study, fieldtrip, literature research

Interviews, appreciating, envisioning

Perspective for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

Products

Products

Landscape analysis, pictures, maps

Future study, interview notes, vision

> Illustration 1.16 | Characteristics of the different worldviews (Based on: Creswell, 2009 and Creswell, 2011).
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Methods of phase II

The design process was not linear in character. Actually, the different

The second phase of this thesis aims to explore the landscape of

phases have been carried out all together and at the same time. We

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and to understand the landscape processes and

have researched, sketched, designed, researched again, sketched again,

challenges. The methods that have been used in this phase are field-

researched something else, etcetera. Sketching and designing have

work, interviewing, literature study and map study.

continuously led us to new questions. Therefore, this process can be

We have been on a fieldwork trip to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen twice: a week

defined as ‘research by design’, in which the final design is the culmina-

in March and half a week in July. The first trip was meant as a first

tion of all research done in this thesis.

exploration, the second to ‘test’ our designs. The advantage of having
seen the region in both winter and summer is that we have a broader
knowledge of the appearance of the landscape. During the fieldwork

1.9 Guide to the reader

trips we have made notes of our observations and we have made pictures of the landscape, which we ordered afterwards.

In this chapter we have introduced our fascination for the topic shrink-

We have done several interviews with experts in order to deepen our

age and its relation to the profession of landscape architecture. We

knowledge about Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, shrinkage, water management,

have explained the problem, the purpose of this thesis, the basis of our

and climate change adaptation. The questions were open ended. The

theoretical approach to the topic, the different worldviews that are basis

transcripts of the interviews can be found in the appendix.

for this research, and the research questions and methods.

The literature study was focused on shrinkage, climate change, and

Chapter 2, Theoretical framework, further explains the landscape

challenges for the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. We have used books,

architectural lens that we use to approach the topic. The chapter

articles, scientific publications, thesis reports, and governmental reports.

explains how landscape is approached in this thesis, how the outlook

The map study was primarily based on data of Geo Information Systems

of landscape architecture is changing in a shrinking society, how we as

(GIS) of the WUR Geodesk, Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (AHN)

landscape architects prefer to approach the topic shrinkage and how we

and Geografisch Loket Provincie Zeeland.

can deal with uncertain futures.

Methods of phase III

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 explore the dynamic delta landscape of Zeeuws-

The third phase of this thesis envisions a future for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

Vlaanderen and its challenges. Chapter 3, Dynamic delta landscape,

We were inspired by the opportunities of the region and used them as

focuses on the origin of the unique delta landscape and explores the

basis for our vision. In this phase we used our landscape architectural

different landscape types and characteristics of this region. Chapter

methods, such as observing, appreciating, sketching, scenario study,

4, Social landscape challenges, examines the challenges of society in

and designing.

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. We have defined shrinkage, the agricultural sector,
that is under pressure, and the outdated recreation sector as the most
challenging developments. Chapter 5, Natural landscape challenges,
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I approach to

III ENVISIONING
the vision is inspired
by our fascination

shrinkage
chapter 2

chapter 1

AND DESIGNINg

conclusion: connecting
design and theory

chapter 6

fascination

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTural

combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture

landscape as the interaction
between nature and society

the lens forms the basic approach
to the following research and design

VISION

LENS
the vision is inspired by the
necessity of social change

a seductive image for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

our fascination is based on an important social challenge: shrinkage

II EXPLORING AND

the potentials of the beautiful landscape strengthen our fascination

UNDERSTANDING
chapter 5

chapter 7 & 8

the lens forms the basic approach
for research and design

chapter 3

DESIGN
chapter 4

offensive coast and productive polders

dynamic DELTA LANDSCAPE

SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES

exploring the effects of climate change
on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

exploring the dynamic delta landscape

exploring the effects of shrinkage and the
changing agricultural- and recreation sector

NATURAL LANDSCAPE

chapter 9
IMPLICATIONS

the vision is inspired by the
necessity of climate adaptation

implications on higher scale level

reflection on our fascination: how does the
design contribute to shrinkage solutions?

chapter 10
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture, next steps

> Illustration 1.17 | Flowchart of the research and design process and the thesis setup.
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focuses on the challenges for the natural landscape, which primarily
come down to climate change and its effects on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
Issues such as a rising sea level and salinization will become more important in the future.
The landscape analysis and the challenges are basis for the vision for
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 explain the vision and
the design for the region. Chapter 6, Envisioning the future, explains
our view on the future and explores a possible and preferable future for
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Chapter 7, Broad coast, shows the design for an
offensive and broad coast that is capable of both keeping the see out
and of developing into a diverse nature and recreation area. Chapter 8,
Productive polders, shows the design for sublime, large polders that are
capable of large-scale food production. A fresh water system provides
the polders with fresh water. Chapter 9, Design implications, takes a
step back and reflects on the implications of the design on a higher
scale level and for the villages of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. This chapter
explores possible strategies for several villages in the region.
Chapter 10, Conclusion and discussion, the last chapter in this thesis,
contains a conclusion to the research question, a discussion, and recommendations for further research.
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> RESEARCH STRUCTURE
> Problem statement
The phenomenon of shrinkage will become more widespread in the future. It will also affect our own living environment in the Netherlands, as it already does in the study area Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, that is facing the first effects of shrinkage. It is necessary for the profession of landscape architecture to study shrinkage and to become skilled at dealing with these regions, but there is no clear approach
yet. The opportunity of the landscape as pull factor for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen seems to be an option that landscape architects can work
on, but it is not investigated yet how this should be done.

> Purpose statement
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the possibilities of landscape architecture in contributing to strategies for dealing with shrinkage
in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, thereby increasing the awareness of shrinkage and motivating for action.

> Presumptions
[1] Landscape architecture can contribute to the discussion about shrinking regions.
[2] Focusing on the landscape and the landscape qualities can prove valuable for dealing with shrinking regions.
[3] A combined approach towards shrinkage and climate change can prove valuable for beautiful and seductive images for the future
of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

> Research question
How can a landscape architectural design experiment contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in the region of ZeeuwsVlaanderen?

> Subquestions
[1] How is the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen formed and what are its characteristics?
[2] What is the influence of shrinkage on the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen?
[3] What is the influence of climate change on the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen?
[4] How can the profession of landscape architecture deal with the topic shrinkage?
[5] Can a landscape design approach offer opportunities to guide shrinkage?
[6] How can the high degree of uncertainty regarding the future be incorporated into design strategies?

> Illustration 1.18 | Factsheet: research structure of this thesis.
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> Intermezzo A quality boost for regions and cities

> Illustration 1.19 | Pink flamingos in
the Camargue region.

A presumption of this thesis is that the landscape can become a pull

tance for its diversity of ecosystems and large numbers of breeding and

factor for the shrinking region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The principle of

wintering waterbirds (Mathevet, Tourenq and Mesléard, 2002).

a focus on landscape and a quality boost for regions that suffer from

Promotion campaigns for the Camargue all emphasize the unique char-

population decline is not new. This intermezzo shows the cases of the

acter of this brackish landscape: “salty plains, shallow lagoons, seasonal

Camargue and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, that illustrate how land-

marshes, black bulls roaming the wetlands, the white Camargue horses,

scape can become a region’s asset in place marketing. The cases of

pink flamingos stalking about, migrating birds swarming over you and

Aschersleben and Magdeburg show how carefully considered quality

once in while a glimpse of a white-washed Cabane de Gardian, the

interventions can be part of the solution for places to overgrow their

homesteads of the cowboys of the Camargue” (Travel Writers, 2011).

problems.

The landscape of the region is very important for its promotion.

Camargue

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

The most successful touristic regions in the world all bring a clear land-

Using the landscape as way of promotion is also picked up by shrink-

scape image to mind. The Camargue is a region that has become suc-

ing regions, as the next case will show. Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is a

cessful because of its promotion as a unique nature area. The Camargue

peripheral region in the north-east of Germany, bordering the Baltic Sea.

region is located in the delta of the Rhone delta in the Mediterranean

At this moment, the region has 1,7 million inhabitants, but this number

coast, south-eastern France. The delta system covers an area of about

is threatened by a low fertility rate and by increasing numbers of young

145.000 hectares of land and is characterized by a patchwork of fresh,

people leaving the area (Heinrichs, 2010).

brackish and saline wetlands. These wetlands are of international impor-

> Illustration 1.20 | The Camargue region is famous for its white wild horses.
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> Illustration 1.21 | The Camargue region: a brackish wetland landscape.

Current strategies of the regional government and tourist organisations
are characterized by large promotion campaigns in order to attract new
residents and tourists to the region. The slogan ‘MV tut gut’ has been
the basis for a promotion website and several brochures, all emphasizing the unique, natural and cultural character and the healthy environment of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (State Marketing MecklenburgVorpommern, 2011). The region is presented as ‘wellness-land’: a place
to be for both active people that want to discover this beautiful area,
and for people that are seeking for relaxation.
Warm place marketing
Place marketing is not a strange phenomenon for shrinking regions, as
Hospers (2011) points out in his article about place marketing in shrinking Europe. However, Hospers states that promotional activities are only
a fraction of the whole place marketing exercise. He advocates a ‘warm’
approach for shrinking regions in Europe by stating that ‘relationship

> Illustration 1.22 | Grand Hotel Heiligendamm, Mecklenburg
Vorpommern. These kind of images have to attract tourists.

> Illustration 1.23 | Schwerin castle: a typical image that
emphasizes the past of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.

marketing’ is much more promising for shrinking regions. Relationship
marketing “starts from the premise that keeping existing customers is
more profitable than acquiring new ones (Sheth and Parvatiyar, 2000
in: Hospers, 2011, p. 373). It tries to “solidify existing relationships,
transform indifferent customers into loyal ones and serves customers
as clients” (Hospers, 2011, p. 373). Therefore, according to Hospers,
European shrinking areas that want to adopt a place marketing strategy
should also focus on warm place marketing. This makes more sense
than solely trying to attract newcomers.
The belief that focusing on current inhabitants is at least as important
than focusing on newcomers, is shared by Heinrichs (2010), vicepresident of the German Academy for Spatial Research and Planning.
He states that “state intervention cannot reverse the overall trends of
spatial development, but can contribute to stabilize living conditions”

> Illustration 1.24 | Promotion of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: the landscape is used to promote the region.
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(Heinrichs, 2010, p. 18). He proposes a spatial development strategy
for Mecklenburg-Vorpommern that has to stabilize those living conditions: urban renewal, administrative reform, regional planning for less,
concentration of schools and medical services, and a new strategy for
public transport.
The belief that stabilizing living conditions of the current inhabitants is
at least as important as attracting newcomers, has also formed the basis
for strategies in former shrinking cities in Germany, as the next two
cases will show.
Aschersleben
Aschersleben is the oldest town in Saxony-Anhalt in East Germany. The
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the reunification of Germany that
followed affected towns and cities in the former GDR by more than
just political change. In the post-reunification period, Aschersleben was
characterized by the collapse of large industry firms. Only 7 percent of
the industrial workplaces survived, and high unemployment and migration were the consequence. Inhabitant numbers have declined from
33.891 in 1989 to 25.611 in 2005 (Heller, ed., 2010a).

> Illustration 1.25 | ‘Drive thru’ galler in Aschersleben.
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> Illustration 1.26 | ‘Drive thru’ gallery in Aschersleben.

The town’s strategy to tackle shrinkage consists of a “concentric
deconstruction from the outside to the inside”, according to Heller, ed.
(2010a). Vacant buildings in the outer neighbourhoods are demolished
and amenities such as schools are brought back into the old city centre.
Other interventions that focus on the city centre are stabilisation of the
historic ring road, transformation of the rivercourse, and a ‘drive thru’
gallery that is set up on several vacant plots.
Magdeburg
Magdeburg is the capital of Saxony-Anhalt in East Germany. As in
Aschersleben, the economic changes after 1989 have changed the city.
Large companies closed down and as a result, only 85.000 people had
a job in 1999, against still 167.000 in 1990 (Heller, ed. 2010b). The city
experienced a wave of emigration, as people went looking for well paid
work in the west.
The city participates in a program for long-term urban development.
A reduction of the housing stock is part of this program. But an even
more interesting part of the program is ‘Living beside and with the
> Illustration 1.27 | Elbpromenade in Magdeburg.

Elbe’, in which brownfield sides along the river are being prepared for
new urban developments (Heller, ed. 2010b). The aim is to raise public
awareness for the river. New pathways and city squares along the river
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Elbe, river steps, vantage points and bridges have to improve accessibility, usability and quality of experience of the Elbe.
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This intermezzo has shown four examples of a quality boost to regions
or cities. It has become clear that the landscape can be an important
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asset in place marketing for attracting newcomers, but that it is also
important to keep existing customers by a strategy of warm place marketing, in which small scale interventions, based on local qualities, such
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as the presence of a river, are important.
MAGDEBURG

> Illustration 1.28 | Magdeburg urban development program.
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Theoretical framework

The aim of this chapter is to clarify the landscape architectural lens that

and Voghera’s (2008, p. 72) definition of landscape as “a meta-structure

is used to appraoch the topic and to give an overview of the theories

of relations between different systems – geomorphologic, ecological,

that are used during the research. The chapter starts with an explora-

environmental, historical cultural, aesthetic, socio-economical, territorial,

tion of the term landscape in paragraph 2.1. This paragraph will also

that includes all genetic, biological and functional relations among the

show how landscape is appraoched within landscape architecture,

components of each part of the earth’s surface”. Hull and Revell (1989

especially at Wageningen University. Paragraph 2.2 contains a descrip-

in Arriaza et al. 2004, p. 115) give a very practical definition of the

tion of the new outlook of landscape architecture in a shrinking society.

landscape as “the outdoor environment, natural or built, which can be

The chapter continues with paragraph 2.3, an explanation of how we as

directly perceived by a person visiting and using that environment”.

landscape architects approach the shrinking region Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
and how we want to make use of the landscape qualities and landscape

The word landscape is not easy to define, as only these descriptions

processes. Finally, paragraph 2.4 explores the theory behind future stud-

already show. Therefore, landscape architects work with landscape

ies.

models in order to understand the landscape. The next section will give
an overview of landscape models that have influenced this thesis.

2.1 Landscape approach

Landscape models
The landscape approach as developed at Wageningen University will

The word landscape originates from the Dutch words ‘land’ and ‘schap’.

serve as theoretical basis for this thesis. The Wageningen approach to

Vroom (2006, p. 177) defines ‘land’ as “a territorial entity, to be anal-

landscape is based on models that help to analyse and understand the

ysed objectively in its components, such as soils, water, vegetation and

landscape in its current form and to analyse the several driving forces

land-use”. ‘Scape’ is defined as “the landscape of our daily living envi-

that influence the landscape. The approach builds on several landscape

ronment (...) what we see, with its meanings, and also with its stories of

models that were developed upon each other’s theories.

the past and the present, which raise our expectations and emotions”.

The next section will explore the - for this thesis - most important mod-

Landscape is thus not only a clear, physical system that can be analysed;

els: the Triplex model, the Sociophysical organisation model, and the

it is rather a complex whole in which emotional aspects play an impor-

Intertwining triplex and sociophysical organisation model.

tant role. The complexity of the term landscape is expressed in Brunetta
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Sociophysical organisation model

Triplex model

Intertwining triplex and sociophysical organisation model

anthropoghenic

biotic

abiotic

> Illustration 2.1 | Landscape models: Triplex model (left), Sociophysical organisation model (above), and Intertwining triplex and sociophysical organisation model (right)
(Source: Duchhart, 2007).

> Triplex model

> Sociophysical organisation model

The Wageningen approach to landscape has primarily been formed

Also in the 1980’s, Kleefmann introduced the sociophysical organisation

by Kerkstra and Vrijlandt. They have defined landscape as “the visible

model, that refined the influence of society on the landscape (illustra-

result on the surface of the earth of the interactions between man and

tion 2.1) (Duchhart, 2007). Kleefmann’s model is more focused on

nature” (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, 1988 in Duchhart, 2007, p. 16). The

processes and systems, rather than the more pattern oriented triplex

triplex model, as developed by Kerkstra and Vrijlandt in the 1980’s,

model. In Kleefmann’s model, the appearance of the landscape, also

shows the interactions between human and nature in a three-layered

called sociophysical organisation, is determined by the interaction

model, consisting of an anthropogenic, biotic and abiotic layer (illustra-

between the natural organisation and the social organisation: the two

tion 2.1) (Duchhart, 2007). As Kerkstra and Vrijlandt state, humans

basic regulating principles of the model. The natural organisation con-

continuously influence their environment, but the other way around,

tains an abiotic subsystem (representing inanimate nature) and a biotic

humans are dependent on nature for natural resources such as water,

subsystem (representing living organisms).

food, and fresh air. Landscape is the visual result, a snapshot at a certain

Kleefmann sought for a more sophisticated approach to the anthropo-

moment of time, of this continuing process of change (Kerkstra, Struik

genic layer: he emphasized the driving forces behind the factors that

and Vrijlandt, 1976).

form the landscape. Subsequently, he defined the society as a social
organisation with three subsystems: the economic subsystem (representing the organisation of production), the cultural subsystem (representing
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the shared pattern of norms and values), and the political subsystem

2.2 Landscape architecture according to a new outlook

(representing the intermediary between the two foregoing subsystems).
The three subsystems are closely related. According to this model,

Our western society is based on the principle of economic growth and

planning and design are thus instruments to prepare for future spatial-

so does the appearance of the landscape. Farms are continuously up

organisation opportunities (Duchhart, 2007).

scaling their businesses, new residential and business areas pop up
rapidly and large recreation projects are developed to give regions an

> Intertwining triplex and sociophysical organisation model

economic boost. As Ten Hooven (1999) states, speediness has gained

In 2007, Duchhart proposed a modified model, combining the triplex

a high status in modern society. Since the industrial revolution, time

model and the sociophysical organisation model (illustration 2.1). In

has changed into an economical factor of importance. Since then, the

Duchhart’s opinion, the theoretical notions behind both the triplex

western society has undergone a permanent acceleration of life (Ten

model and the sociophysical organisation model are complementary.

Hooven, 1999). Where the natural organisation has been the leading

Both models take the interaction between the natural landscape and

factor for development for ages, the current landscape is highly influ-

the society as starting point for their exploration of the landscape. But,

enced by the social organisation.

where the triplex model is strong in the description of the landscape
in physical and tangible terms (pattern oriented), the socio-physical or-

A new outlook

ganisation model focuses more on the driving forces behind the factors

The system of everlasting growth does no longer work in a society

that form the landscape (process / system oriented). Duchhart therefore

whose population is shrinking and ageing. The shift towards the 21st

proposes an intertwining model, in which the two are combined (Duch-

century leads to new questions and approaches for landscape architec-

hart, 2007).

ture. Everlasting (economic) growth will be an unobtainable ideal in a
shrinking society. Bachman and Braun (2008, in Raad Landelijk Gebied,

Conclusion

2009, p. 20) state that “the concept of growth as ‘ever more of the

The landscape approach of Wageningen University forms a good foun-

same’ will in all likelihood get outdated by demographic changes”.

dation for the exploration and understanding of the complex whole that
is called ‘landscape’. In the introduction of this paragraph we stated

Population decline does not mean that growth as a principle will totally

that landscape is not easy to define. However, with the help of several

come to an end, but it gives reason to adjust our perception of growth.

models, we can now conclude that ‘landcape’ is the result of the con-

The Raad Landelijk Gebied (2009) (the Dutch advisory body for agricul-

tinuous interaction between nature (natural organisation) and society

ture, nature and food quality) states that shrinkage increases the need

(social organisation). This theoretical idea is the basis for our approach

for a new social outlook within our country and in international per-

to shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: rather than studying shrinkage as

spective, especially in combination with issues such as climate change,

a problem on itself, we prefer to study the landscape as a system of

environmental degradation and the world food problem. We have “to

intertwining processes.

develop alternative ways of thinking such as ‘prosperity without growth’
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in which quality of life and wellbeing become the leading principles

and an increasing prosperity in the last decades, everything less than

rather than pure economic growth” (Raad Landelijk Gebied, 2009, p.

growth is unacceptable. This is difficult to adapt to for both the national

21).

government and for shrinking regions such as Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
Shrinking regions lack an integral approach. There are mostly only local

Shift in mentality

visions that focus on growth, or at least preserving what is there at the

The notion of a new outlook, which is based on quality rather than on

moment, while in fact this may not be possible at all.

quantity, asks for a shift in mentality of residents, policy makers, and

If shrinking regions want to survive in contemporary society, they should

(landscape) designers. For most people, who have experienced growth

take their fate into their own hands. They should invest in a new and
vital social organisation, based on the areas potential and uniqueness.
Müller and Siedentop (2004) have described the differences between

Growth-oriented planning

Decline-oriented planning

The focus is on growth, spatial planning as “distribution” of

The focus is on redevelopment, cost-efficient stock develop-

quantitative increases (settlement and traffic land, population,

ment, stabilisation, revitalisation, qualitative development

jobs, etc.)

(residential environment, infrastructure, traffic, etc.)

Building-law and regional-planning tools directed mainly

Importance of derelict land, recycling of land and buildings,

towards new development of land and new construction;

differentiated reconversion, adaptation of infrastructure to

infrastructure development as concession and incentive for

changed needs.

growth-oriented planning, as the basis for growing (urban) areas,
and decline-oriented planning, that has to become the new basis for
shrinking regions (illustration 2.2). Decline-oriented planning is much
more based on principles such as qualitative development, revitalisation,
integrated concepts, and intermunicipal cooperation.

investment.

A vision for the entire region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen could prove valuable: it offers new perspectives and chances for economic development
in the region, potential that otherwise might not have been recognized.
A higher scale level is necessary because the roots of the problems in

Growth-oriented control (land use and constructional develop-

Initiation and organisation of reconversion, rehabilitation, and

ment)

development with scarce financial resources.

Planning as the basis for distributing growth, separation of

Planning as management of shrinkage processes, small-scale

spatial functions (home, place of work, etc.)

functional mix.

Order-oriented control of land use and constructional develop-

Strategic planning and integrated concepts, consequence

ment, designation of settlement land, protection of open

assessment, taking account of life cycle of facilities and

areas.

demographic changes, model projects, use options, activation,

change. Dealing with population shrinkage means that we as landscape

contractual arrangements, efficiency.

architects have to take the new outlook into consideration. For a long

the area have little to do with the boundaries of villages and neighbourhoods, and solutions may lie in measures that need to be taken on a
scale level higher than the local scale.
Conclusion
The practice of landscape architecture in contemporary society will

time, the focus has been on growth, but now it is time to focus on qualIntermunicipal competition (residents, industry, etc.), sectoral

Intermunicipal cooperation, equalization arrangements, multi-

incentives, intersectoral framework control.

level cooperation, intersectoral coordination.

> Illustration 2.2 | Characteristics of growth and decline-oriented planning (Source: Müller and Siedentop, 2004).
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ity, rather than on quantity and growth, and to (re)discover the potencies of shrinkage.

2.3 Approach to shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

THE
‘SH
RI

Paragraph 2.1 has shown that ‘landscape’ can be defined as the result
of the continuous interaction between nature and society. Landscape
architecture is the integral discipline that studies the landscape as a
system of intertwining processes. Paragraph 2.2 has shown that the
outlook of landscape architecture will change in a shrinking society:

Natural organisation

the focus has to be on quality, rather than on quantity. This paragraph

climate change
biodiversity

explains how this thesis approaches shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

challenges

and how ‘quality’ might offer a solution for this region.
Integral solution

PE’
SCA
ND

ING LA
NK

quality
revitalisation
recycling
adaptation
organisation
protection
integral
intermunicipal
efficiency
intersectoral

Social organisation
challenges

housing
agriculture
recreation
industry

It is unique for the profession of landscape architecture to treat problems from a landscape point of view. An issue such as ‘water management’ might be approached very technical by a hydrologist. A landscape
architect would treat the issue differently: he would study the water

> Illustration 2.3 | Landscape model for the shrinking region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

system, but also its relation to the landscape, its influence on land use,
its connection to other problems in an area, etcetera. The same holds
for the problem of shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Shrinkage is not a

put pressure on this landscape and the social developments. Therefore,

problem on itself, but it has relations to other problems in the region.

the solution for shrinkage might be found in a focus on the landscape

As landscape architects, we are curious to find out if they can be solved

(the context of shrinkage) and in an integral approach. A landscape

simultaneously.

architectural approach to shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen implies that

In this thesis, we wonder how a landscape architectural design experi-

these other processes also have to be studied. Chapters 4 and 5 explore

ment can contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in Zeeuws-

the different relevant processes and challenges in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen,

Vlaanderen. Illustration 2.3 shows how we approach the ‘shrinking

that influence the landscape.

landscape’ of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, with different processes and challenges putting pressure on it. As will become clear in chapter 4, the

Quality

phenomenon of shrinkage is interwoven with other developments in the

Paragraph 2.2 has already shown that the focus for shrinking regions

region, such as an agricultural sector that is under pressure, and an out-

should be on quality, revitalisation, and recycling. Why is it so important

dated recreation sector. In the future, the quality of the landscape will

to focus on quality and what actually is quality?

be very important for shrinking regions. Natural processes, on their turn,
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might think about it. Second, quality is to a great extent dependent on
the human perception of the landscape: something that is not so easy
to measure and that is subjective.
Daniel (2001) points out the different meanings that quality can have.
Landscape quality can refer to a ‘degree of excellence’: which landscape
is better for providing food or shelter, or for recreational or agricultural
purposes? Landscape quality can also refer to ecological quality, as in
ecological and natural value. These types of quality are still somehow
measurable. However, landscape quality can also refer to visual quality,
or scenic quality. Here, perception, interpretation, and meaning become
more important: factors that are not so easy to measure.
Other definitions of attributes to determine landscape quality include
both functional measures (such as unity, function, maintenance, historic
> Illustration 2.4 | This photo shows the former mine-workers neighbourhood Heilust in the province of Limburg: a neighbourhood that has been built in the 20th century under the principle of economic growth. Today, however, this neighbourhood deals
with shrinkage and deterioration: the principle of growth is outdated. The new focus should be on quality.

character, soil and water) as sensory measures (colour, smell) (Coeterier,
1996; Bouma et al., 2008).
The just mentioned explorations and definitions of landscape quality make a distinction between a more functional approach to quality
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Defining the qualities of a landscape gives more insight in the spa-

and a more visual approach to quality. The first focuses on landscape

tial dilemma’s of that place, as stated by Bouma et al. (2008). When

use, functionality, food production, shelter, maintenance, naturalness,

globalisation of agriculture continues, it is possible that agriculture will

historic character, and possibilities for recreation and other types of land

disappear in the Netherlands, which offers more room for other func-

use. The second focuses on the attractiveness of a landscape, on beauty,

tions. But, it is also possible that there will only be very large, industrial

colour, smell, experience, interpretation, and meaning.

farms in the future, which means that it is impossible to maintain every

Because of time constraints, this thesis focuses on the functional

cultural historic quality. Defining the qualities of a landscape is thus

approach to quality. Adding quality will thus mean: increased func-

important when considering the future of that landscape.

tionality, better opportunities for food production, increased safety

Focusing on the specific qualities of a place is inherent to landscape

and coastal defence, a durable water system, better opportunities for

architecture. In finding a spatial solution, architects will always tend to

recreation, an efficient system of facilities, and a better visible historic

find motives in the landscape that can form the basis of this solution.

character.

Defining ‘quality is not so easy, however. First of all, there is a differ-

An exploration of the visual and experiential quality was impossible

ence between what expert people think about quality and what laymen

without interviewing inhabitants as well, which was not possible whitin

the time limits of this thesis. For the next steps, especially when designing for the lower scale level, it is be recommendable to explore this
aspect of quality as well.

2.4 Future study

normative

exploring the

exploring

emphasizing

neutral: state-

correct,

the desir-

diversity and

ments about

desirable

able future

conflict

the future are

future

avoided

Forecasting &
foresight

Landscape architects work on designs that aim to improve a situation
for the future. The type of assignment and the type of future that the

Political
correct
backcasting

Radical
backcasting

Critical
futures

architect is striving for influences the type of design. A strict design
assignment with a timeframe of about 5 years asks for a different

normative and social

normative and social

approach than an assignment like in this thesis: looking for the poten-

uncertainty are reduced

uncertainty are used

cies of shrinkage and thereby developing a vision for the far future. This

> Illustration 2.5 | Using and reducing normative uncertainty in approaches to
future studies (adapted from: Van Asselt et al., 2010).

paragraph deals with the theory of future studies and makes a short
sidestep to the practice of spatial planning, in which future studies are
more common.

[6] questioning, involving debating, participating, deconstruction and
Future

		

The base of future studies starts with the research of Marien (2002),

According to Marien (2002), most futurists describe their activity as

who defined six basic categories of the future. The six categories of

exploring probable, possible and preferable futures. The design of this

future thinking are:

thesis will be a combination between a possible and preferable future.

[1] probable futures, involving forecasting and predicting likely 		
		

futures;

[2] possible futures, involving constructing alternative futures and
		

scenarios;

reformulation (Marien, 2002).

A landscape designer mostly works with possible futures. The advocacy
point of view of this thesis, however, requires a sidestep to preferable
futures: visioning for a desired future. The next section describes backcasting, as a way of exploring the desired future.

[3] preferable futures, involving visioning, planning and policy-making
		

for desired futures;

[4] present change, where indicators and trend analysis help to
		

forecast the future;

[5] panoramic views, involving holistic, integrative thinking and
		

environmental scanning;

Backcasting
Van Asselt et al. (2010) have been working on an extensive report
about future studies, in which they define several ways of exploring the
future. The type of future exploration that is important for this thesis is
backcasting: “looking back from the future” (Quist, 2007 in Van Asselt
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et al., 2010, p. 76). Backcasting is based on one preferable or desirable

less power at the same time? The provincial government does not have

future (illustration 2.5). The futurist starts with this future and makes a

enough money and power anymore, resulting in fewer investments on

roadmap to the current situation, which gives insight in the policy steps

the regional scale. This thesis can be seen as a manifest for interest and

that have to be made to reach the desirable future. The aim of back-

investments in shrinking regions. Just because these regions do have

casting is to stimulate action that helps to achieve the desirable future

fewer inhabitants, there is plenty of room for activities that cannot find

(Van Asselt et al., 2010).

their place in the fully built urban area. It is important to find the poten-

As Van Asselt et al. (2010) notice, the few examples of backcasting that

cies of shrinking regions, to look for cooperation, and to create quality

currently exist are politically correct: the desirable future is connected to

for the future.

policy goals or preferences. The future exploration of the Delta committee can be seen as an example of politically correct backcasting.
Another form of backcasting, that seems to be more appropriate for

2.5 Conclusion

this thesis, is radical backcasting: a form of backcasting in which more
radical ideal images are outlined (illustration 2.4). This type is based on

Shrinkage increases the need for a new social outlook of landscape

the exploration of a desirable future, rather than on a politically correct

architecture, as the principle of growth will become outdated. Current

desirable future.

planning principles should be adjusted towards concepts of revitalization, quality and intermunicipal cooperation.

Although future explorations and designs strive for a certain future, it is
very unlikely that exactly this future will be reality. Still, future explora-

As landscape architects, educated at Wageningen University, we ap-

tions help us to make the right decisions at this time. Witsen (2005)

proach the phenomenon of shrinkage from an integral point of view.

states that future explorations say more about the time when they are

We have defined ‘landscape’ as the result of the continuous interaction

made than about the time where they are meant for. Explorations are

between nature (natural organisation) and society (social organisation).

acceptable when they reason through on trends and developments of

Shrinkage is not a process on itself, it is rather related to other develop-

this time and because the authors use imaginary strength and creativity

ments in the landscape. Therefore, it seems to be useful to approach

to explain the vision.

the landscape as a system of intertwining processes. A landscape architectural approach to shrinkage can be valuable as landscape architects

This thesis about Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is written in a political climate

specifically focus on the landscape as a whole, and on the qualities

where the national government is subtracting her hands from periph-

already present in the area.

eral, shrinking regions. As the focus is on economic growth, there is less
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and less money for these regions and for low dynamic functions such as

In order to study the landscape as an integral system, the different social

nature and forestry. Shrinking regions should be able to manage them-

and natural challenges have to be discovered. Chapters 4 and 5 will ex-

selves, but how can they do this when the regional organisation gets

amine the social and natural landscape challenges. These challenges will

be translated in to opportunities, that form the basis for a vision for the
future (chapter 6). The method of backcasting seems to be useful for
thinking about the future. Decisions about which directions to choose
can be based on the image of a preferable and possible future that one
wants to strive for in shrinking regions.
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In part I of this thesis we clarified our fascination for the topic of shrinkage. We stated that it is necessary for the profession of landscape
architecture to study shrinkage, as it will become an important issue in
the future. We introduced the study area Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and our
fascination for this beautiful delta landscape with its many potentials.
We asked ourselves how a landscape architectural design experiment
could contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in ZeeuwsVlaanderen. Our approach focuses on the large scale potentials and
challenges present in the landscape, rather than on local problems. We
want to make connections between these challenges and to present
a vision and design that give new context to the shrinking region and
its villages. Our definition of landscape is explained in the theoretical framework: landscape is the result of the continuous interaction
between society and nature.

part II

In part II of this thesis we explore the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

Exploring &
understanding

Chapter 3, A dynamic delta, focuses on the origin of the unique delta
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The aim of this part is to understand the most important landscape
processes and challenges. Our fascination for the landscape of ZeeuwsVlaanderen also leads to a study of its natural system: we wonder if
social and natural challenges chan be solved simultaneously. Therefore,
the challenge of climate change will also be a significant part.
landscape and explores the different landscape types and characteristics
of this region. Chapter 4, Social landscape challenges, examines the
issue of shrinkage more in-depth. Other social landscape challenges that
will be examined are the agricultural sector, that is under pressure, and
the outdated recreation sector. Chapter 5, Natural landscape challenges,
focuses on the challenges for the natural landscape, which primarily
come down to climate change and its effects of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
Issues such as a rising sea level and salinization will be examined.

I approach to

III ENVISIONING
the vision is inspired
by our fascination

shrinkage
chapter 2

chapter 1

AND DESIGNINg

conclusion: connecting
design and theory

chapter 6

fascination

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTural

combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture

landscape as the interaction
between nature and society

the lens forms the basic approach
to the following research and design

VISION

LENS
the vision is inspired by the
necessity of social change

a seductive image for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

our fascination is based on an important social challenge: shrinkage

II EXPLORING AND

the potentials of the beautiful landscape strengthen our fascination

UNDERSTANDING
chapter 5

chapter 3

NATURAL LANDSCAPE

DESIGN
chapter 4

offensive coast and productive polders

dynamic DELTA LANDSCAPE

SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

exploring the dynamic delta landscape

exploring the effects of shrinkage and the
changing agricultural- and recreation sector

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES
exploring the effects of climate change
on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

chapter 7 & 8

the lens forms the basic approach
for research and design

chapter 9
IMPLICATIONS

the vision is inspired by the
necessity of climate adaptation

implications on higher scale level

reflection on our fascination: how does the
design contribute to shrinkage solutions?

chapter 10
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture, next steps
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3

Dynamic delta landscape

This chapter describes the past of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, that was
characterized by a close relationship with the sea, as showed by the
illustrations 3.1 to 3.5. When walking or cycling through the landscape,
dozens of creek remnants and hundreds of kilometers of dikes remind
of the constant battle of man against the sea.
Paragraph 3.1 gives an overview of the historical development of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Paragraph 3.2 studies the current landscape types. The
most special and important landscape types are discussed further, to
give insight in the character and beauty of the current landscape. These
landscape types are: the old islands (paragraph 3.3), the creek landscape
(paragraph 3.4), the Renaissance polder (paragraph 3.5), the North Sea
coast (paragraph 3.6) and the Westerschelde coast (paragraph 3.7).

> Illustration 3.2 | Islands in wild delta
waters

> Illustration 3.3 | First endikements
around 1100 on islands

> Illustration 3.1 | This map from 1570 shows Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as a wild delta
landscape with islands, some of which disappeared altogether - for example
Wulpen, the most northern island on the map.

> Illustration 3.4 | Expanding endikements, gulleys in between islands get
smaller

> Illustration 3.5 | The remaining gulleys
are endiked last, which creates small,
narrow polders
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4400 B.C.

500 B.C.

500 A.D.

As the sea level rises, tidal marshes are formed

Beach walls are formed, which allows a lagoon to

The peat bog is drained for agricultural use, and

against the pleistocene sand area.

form, and eventually peat bog emerges.

the land settles. The sea is able to penetrate the
low land and large parts of the peat bog are
smashed away.

> Illustration 3.6 | Land formation in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen has been dependent on the forces of the sea.

3.1 From a dynamic to a fixated system

The first endikements in the 11th century were provisory man-made
dikes, only a few meters high. These dikes would protect from the

Throughout the centuries, the sea continuously invaded and retreated;

daily rhythm of the tidal movements, but when a storm surge oc-

new land was formed and existing land was taken. The landscape never

curred, the dikes often proved not to be strong enough, and the

was and never is the same, as the maps above illustrate.

inhabitants were surrendered to the mercy of the sea. During times,
the floods occurred so frequently, that the area had to be abandoned

The landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is a delta landscape. This is not al-

altogether, sometimes for hundreds of years (Vos & Van Heeringen,

ways recognized, because the area is attached to Belgium and therefore

1996).

not an island. The region has less of the delta-charm than the islands of
Zeeland, but its past is just as dynamic and dangerous, with the battle

The tremendous forces of the sea were constantly being tamed to

between man and sea that has been going on for thousands of years.

create a safe living environment. But at times of military conflicts, the

During this battle, numerous islands were formed, and sometimes en-

sea was welcomed in, instead of kept out. To stop the enemy from

gulfed by the sea again.

invading, large patches of land were inundated. The most important
and large-scale inundations took place in 1583 and 1584. By demol-
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1000 A.D.

1530 A.D.

Present

As the sea level decreased, the higher parts on

Around 1100 the first endikements take place,

Present situation: the entire area is reclaimed on

creek ridges are used for settlements.

with different islands as the base for land

the sea; the coastline is fixated.

reclamations.
Legend illustration 3.6
pleistocene sand
peat bog
tidal marshes
old islands

lagoon

(mostly deepest parts,
approx. -1,5m - 0m NAP)

creek systems (high

beach wall
endikements

ridges and low streambeds,
>1,5m NAP)

> Illustration 3.7 | The elevation map shows the traces of a dynamic past of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
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> Illustration 3.8 | ‘Drowned land’ of Saeftinghe: never reclaimed drowned
polder.

> Illustration 3.9 | Once drowned, now one of the highest parts of ZeeuwsVlaanderen.

ishing dikes, the sea took over and large, uncontrollable stream holes

tion after World War II, large parts of Zeeland, South-Holland and

arose (Hemminga, 2004). This often resulted in entire polders being

Brabant were hit by one the largest catastrophes of the twentieth

surrendered to the dynamic forces of the sea for decades. When the

century: the Great Flood of 1953 (Waternoodsramp). This was once

land was finally dry again, the next conflict often arose and the dikes

again a storm surge, that breached the dikes and caused never

were breached once again, and the process started all over. Eventu-

before seen high water levels (illustration 3.10). 38.000 Acres of land

ally, most of the low-lying inundated parts were endiked again (see

were flooded, and 1835 people died in the provinces of Zeeland,

paragraph 3.4).

South-Holland and West-Brabant (Kuipers, 1998).

The landscape is full with relicts from these ages: historic villages
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such as Retranchement and Sluis, lying on strategic positions next

Current landscape

to the inundated land, have historic defense walls. The many creek

With the increasing demand for a safe living environment, the dynamic

remnants that emerged after these inundations are still visible in the

character of the delta was constantly being tamed, and the enormous

landscape. The drowned land of Saeftinghe (illustration 3.8 and 3.9)

length of the contact zone between land and sea was reduced over the

is an example of an area of land that was never reclaimed again,

centuries. The dynamic system of islands with creeks and gullies was

now forming one of the most important brackish nature areas of

slowly transformed into a fixated system with one efficient coastline (see

Western Europe.

illustration 3.6).

The end of the military inundations did not mean the end of the

With the construction of the Delta works, a series of dams, dikes

intrusion of the sea. Just as the Netherlands started the reconstruc-

and storm surge barriers that have been realized in Zeeland between

High tide/low tide | Tidal movements are created by the pulling forces of the moon and the sun. Because the moon is closest to
earth, it has the greatest influence. The moon pulls the water surface in the oceans up, causing a gigantic wave. Due to centrifu-

> Illustration 3.10 | The great flood of 1953: within 15 minutes the water reached
the gutters of the houses.

gal powers a similar wave also emerges at the other end of the earth. In between these waves there is low tide. In the middle of
the ocean the water surface is only pulled up 60-90 cm, but near the coast these height differences increase strongly. In the case
of the south-western delta and the Westerschelde, which is an estuary (open connection between river and sea with tidal influ-

the 1950s and the 1990s, the dangers of the sea were considerably

ences), this gigantic shallow wave is pushed into the relatively small opening of the estuary, causing increasing water levels. Near
Antwerp for example, water levels can reach +5m above NAP (Hemminga, 2004).

diminished. But with the increasing levels of safety, the dynamic
delta character of the Delta was lost. Where Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
used to be a varied area with salt marshes and mud flats, islands and
creeks, the coastline is now fixated. Remnants of the battle against
the sea are visible throughout the entire area, and have formed its
qualities and characteristics.
The next paragraphs describes the different landscape types in
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and their specific characteristics, as a basis for
the further thesis.
Storm surge | Storm surge is the combination of storm at sea, coinciding with spring tide. Spring tide is the situation where
moon, sun, and earth are in one straight line, and the pulling forces of the sun and moon are combined, resulting in increased
tidal differences. If this occurs in combination with a storm at sea, the ocean water is pushed even higher. Because the southwestern delta is situated in a giant funnel, formed by Great Britain and the coast of France, this causes the water levels to rise up
to 3 metres above the normal level (Hemminga, 2004).

> Illustration 3.11 | Defining high tide, low tide and storm surge.
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> Illustration 3.12 | Map of the different landscape types in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

3.2 Landscape types

Clay landscape:

•
The landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen consists out of 3 major parts:
the sea clay landscape, the coastal landscape, and the sand landscape.

for the first land reclamations;

•

natural sedimentation;

the past of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, can be identified. The borders and tranconsiderably and their characteristics make the landscape of ZeeuwsVlaanderen interesting. The types that will be discussed are:
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creek systems: the system of gullies and banks that lied between
those islands and were endiked in later stages, or filled through

Within this broad classification, further subtypes that tell the story of
sitions between these types are not always easy to draw, but they differ

old islands: the oldest parts of the landscape, which were the basis

•

Renaissance polder: a large-scale geometrically designed polder,
unique because of its size and linearity.

Old islands | paragraph 3.3

North Sea coast | paragraph 3.3

Creek system | paragraph 3.4

Westerschelde coast | paragraph 3.4

Renaissance polder | paragraph 3.5

Pleistocene sand landscape | appendix

Coastal landscape:

•
•

North Sea coast;
Westerschelde coast.

The Pleistocene sand landscape is not discussed in this chapter, as it is
of less importance for this thesis. The appendix gives an overview of the
characteristics of the sand landscape.
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Nieuwvliet
Cadzand

Groede

Biervliet

Kloosterzande

> Illustration 3.13 | Location of the old islands in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

> Illustration 3.14 | In the first stage of reclamation, a dike is built around the
original settlement on a sandy bank in the delta river (left). Land reclamation
continued as soon as the new land was high enough: another dike was built
around the older one (right).

3.3 Old islands
One of the oldest parts of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen are the old islands: the

tions 3.14 and 3.19). Sometimes, the pattern of an existing creek was

first bases for land reclamations. The island of Cadzand for example is

followed, which resulted in the very characteristic winding dikes (for

first named in a charter in the year 1111 (Geschiedenis Cadzand, 2011),

example on the old island of Cadzand).

and its dike system is among the oldest of Western-Europe.
[2] Because of the rising sea level and the therefore increasing height
The dynamic delta area, to which the area of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

of sedimentation, each reclamation was higher than the previous one

belonged, has always known islands. These were often sand flats, that

(illustration 3.16). This way, the original island that was once the highest

became high enough for settlers to live on through the process of

part, is in the current landscape often the lowest part (e.g. the villages

constant sedimentation. These natural heights were the basis for further

of Cadzand and Biervliet, illustration 3.18). An exception is Groede, that

land reclamations. The original land was protected with low dikes, and

is built on a more sandier flat, which was not sensitive to soil settling.

the sea deposited sand and clay against these dikes. As soon as the land
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became high enough, a new dike was formed, and land was reclaimed

Finally, only a small gulley between two islands remained. These were

on the sea (Beenhakker, 2003). This process resulted in two spatial

reclaimed as well, resulting in very narrow and often relatively high

characteristics:

polders because of the sedimentation that took place by the remaining

[1] Because the original island was the base for reclamation, new pol-

streams. Farms were often built on the somewhat higher parts and in

ders ‘circled’ around this base, creating winding dike patterns (illustra-

low density, resulting in beautiful islands in a vast emptiness.

> Illustration 3.15 | Ridge of Groede: the original islands is the highest part,
because of a sandy soil, while surroundings have settled.

> Illustration 3.16 | Island of Biervliet: the original heavy clay island settled,
while new sedimentations are higher because of rising sea levels.

> Illustration 3.17 | The old island of Groede is founded on a sandy beach wall,
which has hardly settled and is therefore still higher in the landscape.

> Illustration 3.18 | The old island of Biervliet was founded on a lower clay flat in
the river, which settled over the years. Surounding polders are higher.

> Illustration 3.19 | The winding patterns of the dikes of the old islands are accentuated by trees.
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1

2

3

4

> Illustration 3.20 | Development of the village of Groede over the years: because it was founded on a higher ridge, several roads came together (1). On the crossing of these
roads a church was founded with a road surrounding it (2). The farms were situated alongside the roads (2 and 3). These gaps were later filled with new expansions and recreation parks (4).

Settlements on the old islands

all directions, their current position is some distance from the sea. Dur-

The first settlements in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen were on the old islands.

ing the expansion of leisure and tourism after World War II, this resulted

Cadzand and Groede are so called ring villages, where buildings are

in a need for facilities closer to the coast, and villages such as Cadzand

concentrated in a ring around the church. The chosen spot was in

and Nieuwvliet received a ‘twin-brother’, with the addition –Bad: satel-

most cases the junction of several roads on a higher ridge (Beenhak-

lite villages with almost only recreation houses, very busy in summer but

ker, 2003). The houses of workers and shops could be found around

abandoned in winter. These villages will be discussed further in para-

the church, while farms were built in a linear pattern along the nearby

graph 3.6 about the North Sea coast.

roads. During post World War II-expansions the gaps between these
lines were filled, resulting in neighbourhoods that have poor connections to the original organically grown structure of the old village (for
example Groede, illustration 3.21).
In the small villages that lie at some distance from the coast, such as
Cadzand, Groede en Nieuwvliet, the historic centres have been well
preserved. The core centres of these villages are often very charming,
and relatively popular on the housing market (De Paauw, Maenhout,
Dierkx, 2011, interview). They are not coastal villages in the sense that
they are situated directly at the coast: because they were founded on
sand flats in the river, and consequent land reclamations took place in
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> Illustration 3.21 | The old village of Groede has organically developed around
the church.

dike house
ringway village

> Illustration 3.22 | The village of Cadzand is a so called ‘ringway-village’: a road
surrounds the church, and from that circle roads depart to other directions.

> Illustration 3.23 | Many dike houses were built on the old islands, often in the
small pockets created by the curves of the dike.

> Illustration 3.24 | Large land reclamations were often not made for many farmers, which resulted in low building densities
and beautifully planted ‘islands’ in great empty spaces. The absence of shrubs gives a great deal of transparancy in winter.
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1) open water system

2) process of sedimentation

3) a ridge is formed that is higher than surrounding landscape, through
continuous sedimentation
Sluis
Aardenburg
Retranchement
Oostburg

Axel

Hulst

> Illustration 3.25 | Location of creek systems in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

3.4 Creek systems

> Illustration 3.26 | Inversion landscape: low lying creeks become the high parts
in the landscape.

as grass land, and some were simply left to their fate. This mixed use
has resulted in fragmentation of the once connected creek system. Even

The creek remnants in the current landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

though some parts are now being restored, unfortunately they largely

cannot be traced back to one certain period. The Tirion map from 1747

remain inaccessible because of their nature function (illustration 3.29).

(illustration 3.28) shows a moment in time, when the Zwin-gulley, that
was approximately formed in the 4th – 7th century (Geschiedenis Cad-

The opportunities of the creek system are enormous: where the relicts

zand, 2011), was still intact. After this time, numerous land reclama-

are still visible, they are very often the basis for the very special character

tions, floods and filling of creeks by man, have altered the system into

and quality of the site.

a fragmented and disconnected patchwork. Especially militairy inundations constantly flooded the land (see illustration 3.27).
The Zwin gulley connected several villages with open sea, providing the possibility for trade and fishery. Several villages such as Sluis,
Aardenburg, Brugge and Oostburg were for a long time dependent
on this connection. Through natural sedimentation and reclamations,
the connection to the sea was lost. The remainder was made fit for
agriculture if possible, and if not, it was regarded as wasteland. Some
parts were filled with house waste (Beenhakker, 2003), some were used
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> Illustration 3.27 | Inundations during the war against the Spanish (1583-1584).
Fortifications were made at the edges of inundated land.

> Illustration 3.28 | 1747: the vast gulley system of the Zwin tidal channel is still intact, providing villages such as Oostburg and Sluis with a
direct connection to sea.

> Illustration 3.29 | Creek remnant near Kloosterzande: one of the rare occasions that creeks are accessible and in use.

Almost sedimentated creek: forms a high ridge in the landscape

A creek remnant that was part of a land reclamation: the entire creek gulley

A large creek system of high banks and low streambeds (often only a small

is endiked, and the water body remains

stream remains)

> Illustration 3.30 | Three different stages of creek development that can be found in the landscape.
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> Illustration 3.31 | Spatial developments of villages within the framework of old
fortifications.

> Illustration 3.32 | Walking on the old defence wall of Retranchement.

Settlements near the creek systems
The current relationship between the creeks and the inhabitants of
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is twofold: on the one hand, beautiful places can
be found where the potential of the creeks is fully utilized, on the other,
even more places can be found where it is totally ignored.
Villages that were once reliant on the connected system of creeks have
now turned their backs towards them, such as Oostburg (illustration
3.33). A lot of the context and contact that used to exist between village and creek have disappeared when a large part of the village was
destroyed by bombings in 1944. Post World War II-expansions respected
the creek as natural border, but did not interact with it. This resulted in

> Illustration 3.33 | Creek remnant ‘Groote Gat‘ near Oostburg. The creek is
inaccessible to the public and there is no visual relation between the city and the
creek, as all sightlines are blocked by plantings.

a total lacking of routes, sightlines, and accessibility of the creek system.
ment, the water also plays an important role, and a walk around the en-
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A special category are the fortified villages such as Retranchement,

tire town can be made (illustration 3.32). Even after so many centuries,

Aardenburg and Sluis, that bordered on the area that was inundated

these ancient structures add a special kind of quality to the villages. In

during the Staats-Spanish war in the 16th century (H+N+S Landschaps-

Sluis and Retranchement for example, the post World War II-expansions

architecten, 2003). Their fortified walls are still visible, and especially in

never made the leap across the village walls, resulting in a very coherent

Retrancement and parts of Sluis, very well recognizable. In Retranch-

and qualitative living environments.

> Illustration 3.34 | Farms and houses are built next to the creek on small higher ridges: most special places in the landscape.

> Illustration 3.35 | The pattern of housing is dictated by the elevation in the
landscape. Circled house on photo on the right.

> Illustration 3.36 | Beautiful living environments are found next to creek remnants; farms are created on the slightly higher
banks next to the water.
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Schoondijke

Hoofdplaat

> Illustration 3.37 | Location of the Renaissance polder in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

3.5 Renaissance polder

> Illustration 3.38 | This map from 1640 shows the plan for the Generale Prins
Willempolder: the geometrical layout contrasts with the more organic shapes
of the old islands.

The Renaissance Polder, or Generale Prins Willempolder, was reclaimed
in 1650 and was one of the largest land reclamations undertaken ever
in Zeeland (illustration 3.38). This was around the same period as the
Beemster Polder (1612), a world famous polder in North-Holland, which
is still intact (illustration 3.39). They were both characterized by a high
degree of linerairity and geometrical shapes.
The remarkable thing about the Prins Willempolder is that it was reclaimed in one go: an enormous patch of mudflats between islands was
reclaimed at the same time, including the present stream gullies (see
illustrations 3.40-3.42). This resulted in a special contrast between the
rectilinear polderstruture and the winding creeks.
Similar polders can be found elsewhere in the region, but not as large
scale as the Generale Prins Willempolder. Their difference with the first
land reclamations that started from the old islands is obvious however,
because their layout is mostly linear, but on a smaller scale level.
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> Illustration 3.39 | The Beemster: world famous polder created in the same
period (1612) as the Generale Prins Willempolder.

> Illustration 3.40 | A large area of mud flats and salt marshes was endiked in
go, including present creeks.

> Illustration 3.41 | The result: a strong contrast between the straight lines of the polder and the winding creek remnants in
the landscape.

> Illustration 3.42 | Geometrical lines in the renaissance polder combined with
creek remnants, with an important function for the water system.

> Illustration 3.43 | Unique open landscape in the Renaissance polder.
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Settlements in the Renaissance polder
The settlements in the large scale land reclamations have in common
that they were planned: often a certain spot or crossroads in the new
reclamation was designated for a new village. The settlements of
Schoondijke and Hoofdplaat are examples of such cross-roads villages.
The case of Schoondijke is special. Even though the village was already
mentioned in documents dating back to the Middle ages, two catastrophes swept the village off the map. During military inundations,

1) Schoondijke in 1850:

2) 1900: crossing roads

3) present: block wise vil-

the old village was drowned. During the development of the Generale

rectangular square intact

are still leading for spatial

lage expansions have taken

developments

place

Prins Willempolder, the new Schoondijke was designed according to
the same geometric principles with which the polder was designed,
and a rectangular village square of 50 by 50 meters was planned at the
intersection of the two crossing roads in Schoondijke (illustration 3.44).
Unfortunately, just as Oostburg, the village was heavily bombed in
October 1944, and not much remained of the 17th century Schoondijke. In the post-World War II reconstructions of the village, the central
square was respected (Geschiedenis Zeeland, 2011).
Currently, Schoondijke does not have a very good reputation. Houses
of inferior quality are situated only meters away from one of the main
roads of west Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, and what was once the heart of the
village is now one of the least desirable places to live. But Schoondijke
is a village with two faces: on the outer edges, where Schoondijke borders at the original dike of the island of Groede, and a creek remnant,
very characteristic and unexpected living environments can be found.
They are hard to spot from the main road, but if one were to able to
make a walk around Schoondijke, it would mean a pleasant surprise. In
the heart of the post WWII-expansions some very well cared for living
environments can be found, that contrast heavily with some of the
degraded housing blocks that can be seen elsewhere.
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> Illustration 3.44 | Schoondijke was designed according to the same principles
as the Renaissance polder: geometrical shapes. A rectangular square was supposed to form the heart of the city.

> Illustration 3.45 | Farms are built on slight elevations.

> Illustration 3.46 | The renaissance polder is characterized by openness and
planted islands with small farms, founded on the slightly higher parts.

> Illustration 3.47 | The twofold character of Schoondijke: high quality living environments near the creek (above) and deteriorated housing alongside the main roads. Poor quality housing and lots of traffic make this a less attractive place to live.
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Knokke-Heist Cadzand-Bad

Breskens

> Illustration 3.48 | Location of the North Sea coast in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

> Illustration 3.49 | Unique quality of the Zwin nature area: walking alongside the beach, it takes you land inwards into wild, brackish nature.

3.6 North Sea coast
The North Sea coast originally consisted of the dikes of several polders.
In later coastal reinforcement projects, these several dikes were fortified
and turned into one sea dike. Due to limited dune formation, this dike
has received a more natural look, but it is still a relatively narrow coastline: because of the predominantly south-western winds, the sand has
no chance to settle against the sea dike and is blown away (Deltares,
2010). Two special natural areas; the Zwin-gulley and the Zwarte Polder,
remnants of where the sea breached the land, interrupt this narrow
coastline (see also the intermezzo on page 140).
Settlements along the North Sea coast
In 1866, a hotel-restaurant was founded on a dune top near Cadzand
(Zeelandboek, 2011) (illustration 3.51). It was intended as a spa, as from
1800 visiting the sea for health purposes became popular within the
higher classes. The same developments took place in Scheveningen and
Zandvoort, which later developed in large touristic villages. The main
reason this never happened with Cadzand-Bad was because of a lack
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> Illustration 3.50 | The Zwin (above) and Zwarte Gat (below), the latter surrounded by recreation parks.

> Illustration 3.51 | The first signs of tourism in 1866: the bathing house of
Cadzand.

> Illustration 3.52 | Cadzand in the present day situation: large hotels have been built on the dunetops. Because of poor accessibility, Cadzand was never able to develop to the size of competitors such as Scheveningen and Zandvoort.

of accessibility; the roads were poor and there was no railroad network
(Verstraten, 2008).
After World War II, when accessibility was improved and coastal tourism became much more popular and affordable for a large part of the
population, Cadzand-Bad was developed further. With this development
there existed a need for settlements directly near the coast, in addition to the existing villages that were some distance from the coastline.
The main purpose was facilitating the tourists that visited in summer.
Because of the slightly broader dunes at Cadzand-Bad, hotels and
houses have been developed on top of the dunes (3.52), while at other
settlements such as Nieuwvliet and Groede recreation parks have been
developed directly behind the coast. The longer history of Cadzand-Bad
is reflected in the quality of housing; Cadzand-Bad has relatively more
durable housing, while Nieuwvliet-Bad and the parks near Groede are
more temporary in nature, and consist mainly of recreation bungalows.

> Illustration 3.53 | A unique sight when standing on the beach near the Zwin gulley: the dune formation is disrupted and the
sea enters through a stream gulley.
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Breskens

Hoofdplaat

Terneuzen

> Illustration 3.54 | Location of the Westerschelde coast in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

> Illustration 3.55 | Westerschelde: intriguing contrast between natural qualities
such as these sunbathing seals on the mud flats in the Westerschelde...

3.7 Westerschelde coast
Quietness and naturalness come to mind when thinking about the
Westerschelde coast. The sea dike is mostly used as a sheep meadow
(illustration 3.56). On the side bordering at the estuary, salt marshes and
mud flats are formed. Seals can be seen sunbathing on the sand flats in
the Westerschelde, a strange contrast with the enormous ships slowly
moving from and to the harbour of Antwerp (illustration 3.55).
Settlements along the Westerschelde coast
Settlements bordering on the Westerschelde are scarce. Only Hoofdplaat and Terneuzen can be found behind the Westerschelde dike.
The contrast between the two is large: Terneuzen is a large town with
almost 25.000 inhabitants, driven by industry and the harbour at the
canal to Ghent, while Hoofdplaat has only 800 inhabitants. Hoofdplaat,
as so many other villages in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, completely disappeared after it was flooded in 1408 (Hoofdplaat, 2010). In 1778, the
land was reclaimed again and the village of Hoofdplaat was founded on
a crossroads. Unlike Schoondijke, it has no central square, but because
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... and a heavily used harbor corridor.

> Illustration 3.56 | The Westerschelde coast: agricultural land versus salt marshes in the Westerschelde.

there is significantly less traffic, living conditions directly near the road
are better.

3.8 Concusion
The continuous struggle with the sea has resulted in a dynamic history
for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Although this dynamic system slowly transformed into a fixated system with one efficient coastline, the characteristics of the past are still visible in the current landscape. The clay
landscape is characterized by winding patterns of dikes in the oldest
polders, by creek remnants land inward, and by geometrical lines in the
Renaissance polder. The coast landscape is diverse. Along the North
Sea coast, sandy beaches can be found, while the Westerschelde coast
is characterized by a single dike and a sharp contrast between nature
and industry. Settlement patterns can be traced back to these landscape
types. These characteristics are the basis for the special landscape and
qualities of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The next two chapters will describe
how different social and natural challenges put pressure on this beautiful landscape.

> Illustration 3.57 | Above: Hoofdplaat, aquiet village behind the dike. Below: The Westerschelde dike is characterized by
quietness.
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Social landscape challenges

Chapters 1 and 2 have shown that shrinkage is not a problem on itself,

4.1 Shrinkage

but that it is connected to other problems in the region. The agricultural
sector is under pressure by global socio-economic developments and

Population development graphs show that the population of Zeeuws-

by water problems as a result of climate change. The recreation sector

Vlaanderen is already shrinking (see page 23-24), but the effects of

is outdated and is not able to fulfil the wishes of the future tourist.

population shrinkage are not so easy to discover as one would expect.

Working on a vision for this shrinking region means that these problems

A trip to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen does not lead to images of totally aban-

should be incorporated as well. They both influence the landscape and

doned neighbourhoods. Some neighbourhoods give an abandoned

will be important economic pillars in the future. Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

impression, based on the notion that quite a lot of property is offered

faces natural challenges as well: climate change will affect the region

for sale. As De Paauw, Maenhout and Dierikx (2011, interview), policy

in different ways and brings along important challenges for coastal

officers of the municipality of Sluis, make clear, it is indeed hard to see

defense strategies, safety and water management.

shrinkage: when one walks through a village it takes effort to see or
experience it.

A vision for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen should try to find solutions for different
problems in the region: an integral approach could prove valuable.

In order to attract new visitors and residents to the region, there are

Therefore, this chapter explores the social challenges for Zeeuws-

several new development projects in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Examples

Vlaanderen: shrinkage, and its influence on the landscape and the living

of these projects are Cavelot in Cadzand-Bad, Nieuwvliet-Bad Strand

environment, the agricultural sector, and its need for up scaling and less

Resort (beach resort), Waterdunen near Breskens, and Groote Jonkv-

restrictions, and the recreation sector, and its need for renewal.

rouwe in IJzendijke (illustration 4.2). These projects seem to be very

The next chapter, chapter 5, will examine the natural challenges.

successful, as most of the houses are sold in no time. Later in this
paragraph it will become clear that these new developments are just

Chapter 4 and 5 together will make clear which challenges the region

examples of spatial segregation between shrinking areas on one side

will face in the future. In chapter 6, the vision, these challenges will be

and growing areas on the other.

translated into opportunities for a regional vision and design.
De Paauw, Maenhout and Dierikx (2011, interview) state that shrinkage
is definitely a problem for the region, as the municipality of Sluis already
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> Illustration 4.1 | Smaller and older houses in IJzendijke: these smaller and older houses will soon no longer meet the need
for a certain quality and will be the first ones affected by vacancy.

> Illustration 4.2 | Newly-built houses in ‘Groote Jonkvrouwe’ in IJzendijke: most
of the houses were sold in no time. Particularly starters were interested.

has a vacancy rate of 10 percent. At this moment, the effects of shrink-

Shrinkage influenced by historical development

age mainly occur in the lower segment of the housing market. The

The historical development of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen influences shrink-

smaller houses, having a selling price below 100.000 Euros, are hard to

ing patterns of today. The first settlements in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen were

sell (illustration 4.2). People that were once attracted by these houses,

on the old islands, as showed in paragraph 3.1. The historic centres of

such as starters, are now looking for bigger houses with larger gardens

these villages, such as Cadzand, Groede and Nieuwvliet, have been well

that do not need any renovation.

preserved (illustration 4.3). During a walk through one of these villages,

The decline of the demand for housing is defined by the three advisory

one can see beautiful images of cute, historic houses, with characteristic

planning bodies in the Netherlands, Centraal Planbureau, Milieu- en

bricks and orange roofs (illustration 4.3). It is not difficult to imagine

Natuurplanbureau and Ruimtelijk Planbureau (2006, p. 78): a shrinking

that these historic centres are a popular place for living nowadays.

housing market means that dwellings that do not meet the need for a
certain quality will become vacant and will fall in value. The result can

On the contrary, other villages have been highly influenced by World

be a vicious circle: a declining value of one house can lead to a declin-

War II (1940-1945). Villages such as Oostburg and Schoondijke were

ing value of the neighbouring house, etcetera. Vacancy is an inevitable

completely bombed during this war, as showed in paragraph 3.3. Lots

result of population decline, and impoverishment is always lurking.

of historic elements have been lost and a period of post-war reconstruction followed (illustration 4.3). In these villages, mostly typical post-war
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GROEDE

1960 | Still a small village, small eastward expansion

1980 | Expansion around historic centre

2011 | Densification

Groede in the beginning of the 20th century

Groede in 2011: an attractive, historic centre

Oostburg in 1944: heavily bombed

Oostburg in 2011: post-war reconstruction buildings

1900 | Oostburg: small village in polder, near creek

1950 | Post-war reconstruction after World War II

1960 | North- and southward expansion

2011 | East- and westward expansion and business areas

OOSTBURG

1900 | Groede: Village on beach wall, many orchards

> Illustration 4.3 | Spatial development of the villages Groede (above, a village with a historic centre) and Oostburg (below, a heavily bombed village) between 1900 and 2011.
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reconstruction buildings and neighbourhoods with smaller working-class

is the decline of liveability that affects a region. There is not that much

houses can be found (illustration 4.3). These houses are small compared

difference between 24.000 or 23.000 inhabitants, but the threatening

to current standards, and besides, they need renovation. The neighbour-

decline of liveability does lead to unpleasant situations”.

hoods have a compact setup and lack the image of beautiful old trees

Many people assume that population decline automatically leads

and a connection with the landscape, which is characteristic for the

to more space. However, this is not always true, as has been stated

historic villages. It is not difficult to imagine that exactly the houses in

by Ruimtelijk Planbureau (2006, p. 120): “the relationship between

these post-war neighbourhoods are difficult to sell.

population decline and space is not linear, due to the factor of price

Also the historic villages have post-war expansions, as there was a

elasticity”. When the demand for ‘space’ decreases, the price of ‘space’

shortage of housing in that time. Although these neighbourhoods are

will fall down. This can lead to a renewed interest in space. Lower

positively influenced by the proximity of a historic centre, they show the

prices can thus lead to a growing demand for bigger houses and plots.

same characteristics as those in Oostburg and Schoondijke.

The demand for space also increases with increasing income rates, as
Ruimtelijk Planbureau (2006) states. The level of prosperity and the level

Shrinkage and landscape

of education have been rising rapidly in the last decades, resulting in an

In fact, there are two main problems behind a shrinking population that

increasing pressure on space for housing, infrastructure, leisure activi-

concern the living environment and the landscape.

ties, and industry.

First, the paradox between the growing number of new developments

Even more important for the demand for space is the demographic

on one side and the declining neighbourhoods on the other, results in

composition of the population. An ageing population, combined with a

segregation. Segregation in the light of shrinkage is defined as “the

longer life expectancy and a higher prosperity level, will lead to a higher

spatial separation of growing and shrinking areas next to each other”

demand for longer independent living, better accessibility of houses,

(Haase, Seppelt & Haase, 2008, p. 334). When Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

and to a good healthcare structure. The current supply of housing

keeps on realizing new large-scale projects and neglecting ‘older’ neigh-

and facilities does not meet the wishes of the coming generation. The

bourhoods, this will unavoidably lead to impoverishment and a spatial

houses of the future have to be bigger, better accessible, and should

segretation of both areas. A challenge for the future is to approach both

be combined with healthcare. Also, a smaller labour force will lead a

areas at the same time. New (building) projects should be built in such a

decreasing financial basis for the quality of living, working, facilities and

way that they are connected to the villages and the landscape, thereby

living environment. This can lead to a decline of spatial quality and live-

improving regional quality. This way, new investments could also lead to

ability in the region.

a rising value of the current housing stock.
Need for quality
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Second, shrinkage can lead to declining spatial quality and liveability. As

In conclusion to the previous section, shrinkage is to a high extent not

Ten Braak (2011, interview) project leader of the provincial development

only related to the housing stock and the housing supply, but also to

plan ‘Natuurlijk Vitaal’ states: “shrinkage as such is not the problem, it

space, landscape and liveability. Shrinkage requires fundamental rethink-

Goes

ing that focuses on quality improvement rather than on growth and
quantity, as was already showed in paragraph 2.2, by the illustration of

Vlissingen

Müller and Siedentop (2004).

0:56h

The focus on quality is not new. Current spatial planning documents for

0:32h

0:24h

the Zeeuws-Vlaanderen notice that spatial quality will be an important
factor for the shrinking region. Examples of these documents are the

0:53h
Breskens

0:26h

0:34h

Knokke-Heist
Oostburg

regional development plan Natuurlijk Vitaal (2004) and the provincial

Terneuzen

0:48h
0:37h

Omgevingsplan (2006). Ten Braak (2011, interview), projectleader of
Natuurlijk Vitaal, advocates that Zeeuws-Vlaanderen needs quality
improvement for the region in general and for the recreation sector

Bruges

0:54h

0:35h

Antwerp

particularly. In his opinion, quality improvement means, amongst others,
better accessibility of nature areas, new ways of recreation, an agricultural sector that is much more intertwined with recreation, and a better

Ghent

image of the region. Also Goossen (2011, interview), project leader of
the provincial Omgevingsplan 2012-2018 and coordinator of the provincial quality team, notices the necessity of the focus on spatial quality

> Illustration 4.4 | Travel time between villages in Zeeland and Belgium (in hours, by car).

for the shrinking region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. He states that spatial
quality will be even more important in the future: “we should ask

the same problems of having to close schools or scale-down technical

ourselves what the specific quality of the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

infrastructure, these problems should not be tackled at the level of the

is and what this means for landscape planning: what do we want at

single municipality: regional solutions should be sought to “save” facili-

which place?” According to Goossen, Zeeuws-Vlaanderen has to focus

ties and maintain public services in the long term and in keeping with

on the unique landscape and the unique nature areas such as Land van

community needs”.

Saeftinge and Het Zwin. The beautiful combination of quietness, space,

Currently, the villages in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen are characterized by a high

agriculture, polders, emptiness, the delta and the sea do have economic

level of facilities and services. Almost every little village still has his own

importance and should be a focus for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

school, sports association and community centre. De Paauw, Maenhout
and Dierikx (2011, interview) point out that it will be financially impos-

Need for regional outlook

sible to keep every facility in every little village. Consequently, it will be

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen needs to rethink its structure of facilities and

important for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen to think about the level of facilities

infrastructure. An important challenge for decline-oriented planning

and services.

is the growing importance of the region as a level for action. Müller

When considering facilities and services in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, it is

and Siedentop (2004) explain why: “If a number of municipalities face

important not to forget the infrastructural conditions. The travel time
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between Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and Belgium is much shorter (37 minutes

4.2 Agricultural transition

by car from Oostburg to Brugge) than from Zeeuws-Vlaanderen to Walcheren (53 minutes by car from Oostburg to Goes) (illustration 4.4). The

Shrinkage has its effects on the agricultural sector too, amongst others

Belgian border was once a strict separation between the two regions,

in a declining number of successors of farmers. This is a problem, as

but the differences become smaller. More and more inhabitants of

global socio-economic developments and the effects of climate change

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen tend to go to Belgium for their shopping. A better

put pressure on the agricultural sector as well. Where the fertile clay

collaboration with Belgium could prove valuable for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

soils of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen have provided income for many genera-

when considering the structure of facilities and services in the region.

tions of farmers, the future of agriculture is under pressure now. This
paragraph examines the different developments.

Conclusion
This paragraph has made clear that shrinkage is a complex process that

A short history of agriculture in the Netherlands

affects the housing market, but this process is still in an early phase in

Klijn and Veeneklaas (2007) describe the influence of agriculture on

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. More urgent problems of shrinkage are related to

many landscape changes in the last century: agriculture has influenced

the landscape and the living environment - aspects that we as landscape

occupational patterns, parcel shape and –size, and infrastructure. Agri-

architects can work on.

cultural phenomena such as farms, characteristic buildings, cultivated

It will be important for shrinking regions to act as a region, rather than

fields, wooded banks, and court plantations have made the landscape

as separate municipalities. The approach of shrinking regions should be

to what it looks right now.

focused towards revitalisation, qualitative development, and adaptation

The Dutch government has been influencing the agricultural sector

to the changed needs of the population – which in this case means:

since the 1920’s. As a financial crisis influenced society at that time,

more elderly. There should be thought about regional qualities and

food was a strategic product and a lack of food, which could lead to

strategies to prevent declining spatial quality and liveability from happening. Differentiation from other regions will be an important key for
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Also, there should be thought about the regional
level of facilities and services, as it will not be possible to save them in
every little village.
The landscape can be the pull factor for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The
landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is highly influenced by agriculture, an
important economic driving force for the region. The next paragraph
examines the relationship between shrinkage and agriculture and the
problems behind the future of agriculture in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
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> Illustration 4.5 | Land consolidation in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Left: small plots,
around 1900, right: larger plots, current situation.

1850-1920

1920-1950

1950-1980

1980-2010

> 2010

•

self-sufficiency and local market

•

financial crisis

•

modernisation

•

milk quotas

•

decreasing European support

•

introduction of fertilizers

•

stagnating agricultural sector

•

international market

•

stricter legislation for fertilizers

•

worldwide competition

•

increasing competition

•

important for employment

•

up-scaling

•

decreasing economic significance

•

up-scaling and intensifying

•

increasing influence from abroad

•

increasing governmental influence

•

awareness of disadvantages for nature

•

legislation for nature and environment

•

stricter legislation for nature

?
> Illustration 4.6 | Transition in the agricultural sector per period of time (Based on: Klijn and Veeneklaas, 2007).

political dependency, should in any case be avoided. At that time, the

quotas, a stricter legislation for fertilizers and pesticides, an increasing

agricultural sector was also very important for employment and financial

social pressure and a decreasing economic significance have led to an

income: two other reasons for governmental influence on this sector.

agricultural sector that is in trouble (Klijn and Veeneklaas, 2007) (illustra-

Until the 1970’s, land, landscape, and water management were con-

tion 4.6).

tinuously optimized in favour of the agricultural sector (illustration 4.5).
Besides securing the food production, this optimization was focused on

Agriculture under pressure

an increasing efficiency, up scaling of farms, intensive use of fertilizers

With up to 700 farms, agriculture is the most important form of land

and pesticides, and specialization. Instruments to reach the highest level

use in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Grain, potatoes, onions and sugar beets

of efficiency were land consolidation, of which the land consolidation

make this region famous for its agricultural products. The number of

act of 1954 is the most important example, land reclamation, drainage,

farms is, however, decreasing and the sector faces problems for the

and the formation of an educational and research network (Klijn and

future (Gebiedscommissie West Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen, 2004, p. 16),

Veeneklaas, 2007).

partly due to stricter rules and partly due to regional characteristics such

From the 1970s onward, people started to worry about the negative

as shortage of fresh water.

influence of agriculture on the environment. The land use act of 1985

The agricultural sector in general is not profitable enough anymore. As

strived towards a broader range of functions in the rural area, resulting

a result, some farms in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen are already broadening their

in a less monofunctional land use (Klijn and Veeneklaas, 2007).

farm with, for instance, recreational products (Rijk and Venema, 1998).

In the last decennia, the agricultural rules have become stricter. Milk

This phenomenon especially occurs in the coastal zone, that is less pro-
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ductive as a result of salinization as will become clear in paragraph 5.4.
Another problem for the agricultural sector is the relative high age of
farmers: more than half of the farmers is above the age of 55 and most
of them will retire without successors (Ruimtelijk Planbureau, 2005 p.
12). This results in farmers selling their farm.
Fresh water is not limitless available in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and water
management is one of the most important issues for agriculture. As Van
Kalmthout (2011, interview), policy officer at Waterschap Scheldestromen, points out, the agricultural sector has problems with water surplus
in winter and (fresh) water shortage in summer. However, although it
seems clear to many that some bad harvests of last years have been
caused by drought, this cannot be proved. Drought is something difficult to measure, as a bad harvest is not necessarily due to drought,
> Illustration 4.7 | Land use in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is dominated by agriculture.

but can also have other causes. The water problems will increase in the
future, as climate change affects the pattern of precipitation. Nevertheless, there is a need for more fresh water supply and storage in ZeeuwsVlaanderen, but there are no measures yet to realize. Paragraph 5.4 will
further examine the different challenges for water management, related
to climate change.
The tension between agriculture, nature and recreation is reason for
a growing suspicion by farmers, as they notice that ‘their’ agricultural
land gets lost for the development of nature and recreation. Large-scale
projects, such as Waterdunen, near Breskens, have resulted in enormous
protest under farmers in the region. A peaceful development of both
agriculture and nature and recreation seems to be impossible. The challenge is to find allianced between the different sectors.

> Illustration 4.8 | Typical agricultural production in West Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
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Challenges for the future

their income by the expansion of recreational functions, next to their

The future of ground-based agriculture is uncertain. The publication of

‘traditional’ farm.

Stuyt et al. (2006) describes the probable influence of global processes
on the agricultural sector in the Delta region in the next 25 years. First

Stuyt et al. (2006) also notice an increasing criticism of Dutch and Euro-

of all, they notice the effect of climate change. Weather circumstances

pean consumers about the way vegetarian and animal food is produced.

will be more extreme: more intensive precipitation, more peaks, and

For the delta, where there is more room than at other places, and where

more droughts in summer. The rising sea level will increase the level of

both agriculture and cattle breeding is present, the authors see oppor-

salinization in the delta, as will be shown in paragraph 5.4. The effect of

tunities for more sustainable forms of production. In this case, collective

these changes is an increasing demand for (fresh) water, water storage,

organisation of farmers and brand marketing will be necessary.

and water discharge, in order to keep the agricultural sector working
(Stuyt et al., 2006).

Conclusion
As this paragraph has shown, the agricultural sector is in trouble. Farm-

Secondly, Stuyt et al. (2006) point out the continuing liberalisation

ers have difficulties surviving the harsh conditions of governmental rules

of the world trade. Bulk products like grain and sugar will get more

and the world food market. The effects of climate change limit the

competition from countries with lower production costs. This means

supply of fresh water and increase the amount of polders influenced by

that only very large arable farms will be able to have a sufficient income

salinization. If Zeeuws-Vlaanderen does not want to lose its agricultural

from their land. Farms that are not able to do so do need further prod-

sector, action has to be taken. A more durable and flexible water system

uct intensification in order to survive. As other products will also get

is needed to guarantee enough fresh water during the year. Further-

more competition from other countries (South-Africa, South-America,

more, there is a need for other business structures and more freedom

Spain), farmers have to focus more and more on special products, the

in order to do so. Actually, farmers that want to survive have three

niches on the market, local products, and producing crops that are

options: 1) up scaling, 2) broadening (with recreation or other comple-

doing well in the Netherlands (bulbs, seed potatoes and tree nursery

mentary initiatives), and 3) innovation.

crops). Good water management is essential for these farms.

Chapter 6, the vision, will further react on these challenges and will
translate them into opportunities for the region.

Furthermore, Stuyt et al. (2006) believe that the delta can fulfil an
important role in the urbanized agglomerations of Rotterdam, Brabant,
and Belgium. Higher costs of energy and the nearness of big cities
with many consumers, could lead to an increasing demand of locally
produced food that can be transported to its consumers in a cheap
way. Also, the nearness of people, in combination with more spare
time and higher costs of fuel, could lead to more farmers broadening
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4.3 Challenges for recreation

(Kenniscentrum (kust)toerisme, 2011), while its area is bigger than
Walcheren, Noord- and Zuid-Beveland together (illustration 4.9 and

In an attempt to attract more visitors to the region and to stimulate

4.10). The numbers of holidays show fluctuations throughout the years.

economic growth, more and more recreation parks are built in Zeeuws-

From 2005 to 2008 the region faced a decline in visitor numbers, but

Vlaanderen. But with this development, the quality of the coast is slowly

the numbers of 2009 show already a small rise (Kenniscentrum (kust)

disappearing. As a result, the region does not attract so many tourists as

toerisme, 2011). The fluctuating numbers show the difficulty of keeping

other regions in Zeeland do (illustration 4.9). The touristic sector needs

attracting people to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

improvement and innovation. This paragraph will examine the chalOne problem with the current supply of tourism and recreation in

lenges for the future.

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is its one-sidedness: the focus is on sun, sea and
Outdated recreation sector

beach. Future generations of tourists are looking for more diverse, active

The North Sea coast is the pull factor for tourism and recreation in

and natural forms of tourism (see also the next section about challenges

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. About 30.000 people come to visit the beach on

for the future). Therefore, as the Gebiedscommissie West Zeeuwsch-

a sunny day. On a peak day it can even be 60.000 (Provincie Zeeland,

Vlaanderen (2004) states, the touristic sector cannot fulfil the wishes of

2004). Also nature, landscape, quietness, space, and the possibility to

the future tourist.

enjoy all these by foot or by bike are attractive forces for recreants.

The Gebiedscommissie West Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen (2004, p. 15) also

However, the tourism and recreation sector in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is in

points out the lack of quality in their report and vision ‘Natuurlijk Vitaal’:

strong competition with other regions in Zeeland. In 2009, only 18%

“the supply of high-quality recreational businesses in West Zeeuwsch-

of the domestic holidays in Zeeland took place in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

Vlaanderen is insufficient and the layout of many recreation parks needs

Holidays in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
18%

31%

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
Beveland & Tholen
17%

Schouwen-Duiveland
Walcheren

34%

> Illustration 4.9 | Regional difference in holidays in Zeeland, 2009
(after: CVO, 2010 in Kenniscentrum (kust)toerisme, 2011)
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> Illustration 4.10 | Regional difference in number holidays in Zeeland (x1000)
(after: CVO, 2010 in Kenniscentrum (kust)toerisme, 2011)

improvement in the field of landscape context and green surface. As
there is competition from other regions, there is a need for a quality
impulse to keep on attracting people to West Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen”. A
tour around the coastal recreation parks does indeed give the impression of parks as ‘islands’ in the landscape, completely fenced off by
hedges (illustration 4.11). Also, the quality of the accommodations
attracts attention. Quite a lot accommodations are caravans. However, as Ten Braak (2011, interview), project leader of Natuurlijk Vitaal,
states: the kind of touristic stays is going to change. In about 10 years,
people are looking for more luxurious forms of recreation: accommodations made of brick. Caravans and other low-quality and not-luxurious
accommodations will soon become outdated.
The municipality of Sluis is already working on better provisions for
cyclers, such as cycling routes. However, the circumstances for cyclers
are not ideal. As Goossen (2011, interview) points out: some polders
are so large, that it is not pleasant to cycle with the wind in opposite
direction.
The rapid expansion of recreation parks in the coastal zone endan-

> Illustration 4.11 | Typical recreation parks in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: outdated, not able to fulfil the wishes of the future tourist,
hidden behind fences and hedges, and no relation with the landscape

gers the open coastal landscape (illustration 4.14). Where there were
only built a few recreation dwellings a year in the last ten years, there
are plans for the realisation of about 1500 in the coming years (Ten
Braak, 2011, interview). Paragraph 5.3 will further address the conflict between recreational expansion on the one side and the need for
coastal protection for sea level rise on the other.

> Illustration 4.12 | Creek remnant: visible, but not accessible for recreants
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> Illustration 4.13 | Recreation parks at the North Sea coast in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

Challenges for the future

> Illustration 4.14 | Market model of incoming tourism (adapted from: NBTC,
2008)

high

Bureau voor Toerisme en Congressen (NBTC) (2008), the Dutch bureau
for tourism and congresses, examines the several factors that influence
the demand for and the supply of holidays: economy, demography,
geopolitics, climate, technology, and socio-cultural factors (illustration
4.14). This section will shortly examine the most important factors for

economic development

The character of tourism and recreation is changing. The Nederlands

Experiences

Luxurious goods
(such as designer clothes)

the future of tourism and recreation in the Netherlands and ZeeuwsVlaanderen. The next section is based on NBTC (2008), unless men-

Enriching
experiences

low

Material objects
(such as tv, car)

tioned otherwise.
Primary necessities of life

Economic growth has made tourism accessible to almost all Europeans.
An increased prosperity level will even lead to a growing number of
holidays – mostly shorter trips – by European residents.
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> Illustration 4.15 | Relationship between economic development and necessities of live (adapted from: NBTC, 2008)

Demographic change will change the character of tourism and recreation. The gap between the time-rich elderly and the money-rich young
professionals will increase rapidly. The growing group of vital, welleducated and wealthy elderly people will be an important target group
for tourism for the future, as they have the money and the willingness
to spend it on holidays. This does not only positively affect the number
of tourists, but also the character of holidays. Elderly prefer a focus on
health, wellness, and culture (Breman, Luttik and Vreke, 2009). They are
interested in holidays in a natural environment, with time for relaxation
as well as for activities such as biking, walking, dining, and visiting cities. On the contrary, the money-rich younger people long for adventurous and active forms of holidays (Breman, Luttik and Vreke, 2009). As
they have less time to spend on a holiday, they tend to look for shorter
holidays.

> Illustration 4.16 | Schouwen-Duiveland attracts many tourists on a yearly basis: is a broad coast the secret weapon?

Climate change is likely to affect the patterns of tourism. At this
moment, one-sixth of the journeys from North- to South Europe takes

to fulfil their basic needs and also in most material objects. As a result

place because of the certainty of nice weather. As result of a higher

of an aversion from globalization, many Western World consumers will

temperature worldwide, this pattern is likely to turn around. It is

attach more value to experiences than to possessions (illustration 4.15).

expected that the touristic sector in the Netherlands can profit from

An all likelihood, the meaning of ‘experiences’ will change to these

higher temperatures, at the expense of the Mediterranean Sea region,

consumers. Spare time and holidays will become more important and

where it could become too warm for many people.

it is expected that more people want to combine their holidays with per-

Also, it is expected that environmental taxes will rise in the future, in

sonal development. As a result, there is a change from the material to

order to diminish the emissions of fossil fuels. This will have a negative

the immaterial and the awareness of sustainability, authenticity, health,

effect on international tourism, but can lead to an increased number of

and wellness will increase.

domestic holidays in the Netherlands, so shorter holidays close by home
(Breman, Luttik and Vreke, 2009).

Conclusion
To conclude this paragraph, it has become clear that the current supply

In general, aspects such as sustainability, authenticity, contemplation

of tourism and recreation in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen does not fit the wishes

and nature-based tourism will increase in importance (Breman, Luttik &

and demands of the future tourist. As the prosperity level will be rising

Vreke, 2009). Inhabitants of the relative rich, Western World are able

and the demographic composition of the population will change, the
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> Illustration 4.17 | Social challenges for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: working on qualitative development of the landscape in a diffuse region: shrinking villages in the agricultural polders, that are under pressure by global socioeconomic developments and water problems, versus attractive, historic villages in the coastal zone, that is under pressure by recreational expansion and a lack of diversity and quality.

character of tourism and recreation is likely to change. The focus will

4.4 Conclusion

shift towards sustainability, authenticity, unique experiences, wellness,
health, culture, nature-based tourism, adventurous and active forms of

The aim of this chapter was to explore the social challenges for Zeeuws-

holidays and shorter holidays close by home. The outdated recreation

Vlaanderen – the challenges for the social organisation. It has become

parks in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen do not fulfil these exepectations. The chal-

clear that Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is in its earliest phase of shrinkage yet,

lenge will be to increase diversity, accessibility and quality in order to

which makes it hard to work on small scale spatial solutions already.

become competitive to other regions in Zeeland or even in the Nether-

However, patterns of regions and villages that will be affected by shrink-

lands. Another challenge will be to preserve and improve the beautiful

age are already noticeable, as shrinkage is interwoven with other social

coastal landscape in a time where both recreation and sea level rise put

processes in the region.

pressure on the coastal zone.

The effects of shrinkage are to a high extent related to the landscape
and the living environment. Therefore, the opportunities of the landscape will be an important focus for shrinking regions. Differentiation
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will be key for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The focus should be on qualitative development, recycling of land and buildings, and adaptation to
the changed needs of the population. In order to make the most of
the opportunities, it will be necessary for shrinking regions to act as
a region, rather than as separate municipalities. Not everything will be
possible everywhere, so there is need for well-considered choices.
There are two economic pillars that highly influence the landscape
of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: the agricultural sector and the recreational
sector. The agricultural sector in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is under pressure by global socio-economic developments and climate change, but
there are opportunities for improvement. The focus should move from
one-sided production towards upscaling, broadening (with recreation
or other complementary initiatives) and innovation. Furthermore, the
sector should interact more with the landscape: there is need for a more
durable and flexible water system that can guarantee enough fresh
water supplies during the year.
The challenge for the recreational sector will be to increase diversity,
accessibility and quality in order to become competitive to other regions
in Zeeland or even in the Netherlands. Another challenge will be to prevent uncontrolled expansion of recreation parks in the narrow coastal
zone. Especially in the future, when a rising sea level needs flexible
coastal defence (see also paragraph 5.3), this will be important.
The next chapter, chapter 5, will examine the natural challenges for
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. It will become clear how they influence the landscape and the economic pillars of the region - agriculture and recreation
- by processes such as sea level rise and salinization.
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5

Natural landscape challenges

Chapter 4 has examined the social challenges for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

importance of the saltwater tidal areas such as the Wadden Sea and the

and their influence on the landscape. It was stated that a focus on the

Westerschelde: “the remaining saltwater tidal areas are of outstand-

landscape could prove valuable in finding solutions for different prob-

ing international importance, both by their species (...), as by their

lems. As part of the integral approach to the landscape, this chapter

ecosystems (particularly the salt marshes that are not grazed are rare

focuses on the natural challenges that affect the landscape and the

in Europe), as by the extraordinary landscapes that this coastal world

economic pillars of the region.These natural challenges primarily come

brings along”. The natural values of these areas vary from breeding-,

down to the process of climate change, that will affect the delta region

migration-, and hibernation places for birds, to habitats of sea mam-

in different ways and brings along important challenges for coastal

mals, shellfish and water flora, to breeding places for fish.

defense strategies, safety, and water management. This chapter exam-

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is part of the river Rhine delta that is formed by

ines the effects of climate change in general and the specific effects for

the deposition of the sediment carried by the river as the flow leaves

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: sea level rise and salinization.

the mouth of the river. A definition of a delta can be found in Bucx,

Together with chapter 4, this chapter makes clear which challenges

Marchand, Makaske and Van de Guchte (2010, p. 14): “A delta may be

will put pressure on the shrinking region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the

(...) defined as a landform that is created at the mouth of a river where

future. In chapter 6, the vision, these challenges will be translated into

that river flows into an ocean, sea, lake or flat arid area”. A delta is

opportunities for a vision that improves more than just shrinkage.

thus a place where rivers meet the sea. The other way around, the sea
continuously influences the delta landscape, resulting in a complex, but
interesting relationship between sea and land.

5.1 The natural delta endangered

The Dutch delta bears so many ecologic, economic and social resources
that one cannot think about leaving them to the mercy of the sea. How-

The location of the Netherlands in the Northwest European lowlands,

ever, circumstances are changing. Vitousek, Mooney, Lubchenco and

in the mouth of the four rivers Eems, Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt, has

Melillo (1997) point out the devastating human influence on the earth’s

resulted in a high ecological diversity (illustration 5.1). The North Sea,

ecosystems. As they state: “Between one-third and one-half of the land

the Wadden Sea and the Westerschelde are the most natural and

surface has been transformed by human action; the carbon dioxide con-

dynamic parts of the Netherlands (Deltacommissie, 2008). Schaminée,

centration in the atmosphere has increased by nearly 30 percent since

Dirkx and Janssen (2010, p. 52) have pointed out the international

the beginning of the Industrial Revolution; more atmospheric nitrogen is
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fixed by humanity than by all natural terrestrial sources combined; more
than half of all accessible surface fresh water is put to use by humanity;

Wadden coast

and about one-quarter of the bird species on Earth have been driven
to extinction. By these and other standards, it is clear that we live on a
Eems

human dominated planet”.

Holland coast

Awareness of the changes on earth will be necessary. As humans
increasingly dominate our planet, the natural system will be under

Delta coast

threat. Climate is going to change and adaptation to the effects of
climate change will be necessary. This chapter will explore the characteristics, impacts and challenges of climate change for the natural (and
social) organisation principle of the delta.

Scheldt
Meuse

5.2 Context of climate change
Rhine

Climate fluctuations have been present since the emergence of the
earth, in the form of glacial periods and warmer interglacial periods.
Since the last glacial period, 12.000 years ago, a more stable climate has
been established, in which civilization has developed from an agricultural society into a modern, industrial society (Corporaal, Stortelder,
Schaminée & Huiskes, 2007). However, as KNMI (2009), the royal Dutch
meteorological institute, states, small climate changes have always
occurred, also during this relatively stable period. They can be traced
back to natural causes, such as differences in solar activity or volcanic
eruptions, and to human activities, such as differences in land use and
the emission of greenhouse gases. Large scale emission of greenhouse
gases, however, will cause a global climate change, as has been happening since the rapid industrial development from the 19th century
onward (Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009). Since

> Illustration 5.1 | River basins in the Netherlands.
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about 1860, the amount of greenhouse gas, mainly CO2, but also CH4

and N2O, has been rising, and it still does (Corporaal, Stortelder, Schaminée & Huiskes, 2007). The CO2 concentration has risen from 280 ppm

Climate | Climate is the average of the weather conditions in a certain area over a longer period of time. A description of climate

(parts per million) in 1860 to 380 ppm at this moment (Koninklijk Ned-

contains information about, amongst others, the average temperature in different seasons, rain, sunshine, and a description of the
extremes of a climate. A standard timespan to determine the averages and extremes of a certain climate is a period of 30 years, as this

erlands Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009). In the last century, the average

period generally contains most of the natural variety between years (30 years is the standard according to the World Meteorological

temperature on earth has risen with 0,7 degrees Celcius (Corporaal,

Organization) (Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009, p. 11).

Stortelder, Schaminée & Huiskes, 2007).
Climate scenarios | Climate scenarios are consistent and plausible images of a possible future climate. They indicate to which

It is nearly indisputable that the earth’s atmosphere is warming up and

extent temperature, precipitation, wind, etcetera, can change at a certain global climate change. Climate scenarios are not long-term

that this affects the sea level and the weather conditions (Deltacom-

weather forecasts: they do not predict the weather at a certain date, rather they do predict the average weather and the chance on
extreme weather in the future (Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009, p. 12).

missie, 2008). There is, however, a lot of uncertainty about the degree
of and the speed in which climate change takes place and about the
extent of the consequences. New researches do continuously adjust

> Illustration 5.2 | Definitions: climate and climate scenarios.

previous predictions (H+N+S and Deltares, 2009).
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) develops global
climate scenarios, based on emission scenarios (see illustration 5.2 for a
are based on worldwide socio-economic and technological scenarios.
As these scenarios do not give enough information to define the effects

winters are warmer and there will
be more precipitation (as a result of
west wind)

•

summers are warmer and there will
be more drought (as a result of east

changes and changes in airflow patterns (Koninklijk Nederlands Meteo-

wind)

rologisch Instituut, 2009). The most recent KNMI climate scenarios

•

1 oC temperature rise in 2050, compared to 1990

•

of climate change in a smaller area, the KNMI develops regional climate
scenarios for the Netherlands, mainly based on global temperature

W+

G+
•

have been published in 2006 and show the possible trends up to 2100

change of air current patterns

definition of climate scenario). These emission scenarios, on their turn,

2 oC temperature rise 2050, compared to 1990

•

winters are warmer and there will
be more precipitation (as a result of
west wind)

•

summers are warmer and there will
be more drought (as a result of east
wind)

rise of temperature in 2050, compared to 1990

(illustration 5.3). All four scenarios have in common that:
•

The rise of the average temperature will continue (2-5 oC on the
northern hemisphere);

•

More precipitation in the winter will cause wetter winters;

•

Summers will be dryer (resulting in a higher amount of evapora-

W

G
•

1 oC temperature rise in 2050, com-

•

pared to 1990

pared to 1990
•

no difference in air current patterns
in Western Europe

2 oC temperature rise in 2050, com-

•

no difference in air current patterns
in Western Europe

tion), but that (short-term) extreme rainfall in summer will occur;
•

The wind climate will change; and

•

The sea level will continue to rise (15-35 cm until 2050 and 35-130

> Illustration 5.3 | Overview of the four KNMI 2006 climate scenarios
(adapted from: Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009).
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5m

Vlaanderen, as part of the climate sensitive Dutch delta landscape? The
following paragraphs will explore the most important climate challenges

4m

for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: sea level rise, salinization, and precipitation.
3m
2m

5.3 Sea level rise

1m

2200

2150

2100

2000

2050

The Dutch coastline stretches about 350 kilometres and is the place
0m

where sea and land meet each other. This coastline protects the land
from high water and is therefore of enormous importance for our

KNMI 2006 scenarios

safety. The Dutch way of thinking about flood protection is pointed out

Deltacommissie 2008

by Kabat et al. (2009). The flood disaster (Watersnoodramp) of 1953, in

> Illustration 5.4 | Scenarios for sea level rise (m) (without soil subsidence)
(adapted from: Deltacommissie 2008).

which a storm surge broke through the dikes and inundated large parts
of the south-western delta, resulted in rigid measures by the Dutch
government. The first Delta Committee (Deltacommissie) was set up
and was asked to prepare a plan that could prevent future disasters. The

cm until 2100) (Deltacommissie, 2008; Koninklijk Nederlands

technical engineering works, that were recommended by the commit-

Meteorologisch Instituut, 2009; Bureau Stroming, 2006).

tee and implemented in the second half of the 20th century, comprised
the closure of several sea inlets and the reinforcement and expansion of

The Deltacommissie (2008) assumes that the sea level rise will be even

many dikes. The engineering works protected coastal areas from floods

more than expected by KNMI, as national and international climate

with an occurrence probability of 1 in 10.000 for a given year, and

experts have pointed out in complementary scenarios. Illustration 5.4

riverine areas from floods with an occurrence probability of 1 in 1.250

shows that the margins are broad: varying between 65 and 130 centi-

per year (illustration 5.5).

metres in 2100 and between 200 and 400 centimetres in 2200.
However, the existing standards for flood protection date back to the
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Although scenarios are uncertain because of their dependency on

1960s and are based on statistics and a sea level of that time. In 2006,

assumptions and predictions, it is clear that the climate will be changing

the government has found that between 24% and 56% of the current

in the future (Corporaal, Stortelder, Schaminée & Huiskes, 2007).

coastal defences do not even meet the old standards. The threat of

Climate change increases the need for adaptation measures that will

a changing climate with a higher sea level as result, did increase the

not be without consequences for the spatial layout of the Netherlands

need for new standards. Therefore, a second Delta Committee was set

(Deltacommissie, 2008). But how will this affect the region of Zeeuws-

up in 2007, and was asked to “develop strategies for the sustainable

erability.

on standards

od protection is etched
tive thinking. In 1953,
roke through the dykes
the southwest coast with
Property destruction was
over 1,800 people were
ch central government
up a committee — the
mmittee — to chart
on to prevent future
ommittee recommended
neering works to protect
including the closure
lets, and made plans
d expand many of the
ementation of these
ns fully began during
of the twentieth century,
construction of large
evees and dykes that
d the appearance of the
etherlands.
sting standards for coastal
n date back to the 1960s and
e statistical likelihood of
ges as assessed at that time.

However, as revealed in the 2006 audit
conducted by the Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management,
between 24 and 56% of current coastal
defences do not even meet the old
standards (see Fig. 1). And of course, the
number of people and the value of the

property that need to be protected from
flooding has grown steadily.
A changing climate and the anticipated
rise in sea level will only add to the
challenges faced by the aging flood defence
system. The Dutch government not only
recognized the growing vulnerability of
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Figure
1 | Flood safety standards
of dykes in flood
The Netherlands.
current level of
of protection
ranges from
> Illustration
5.5 | Existing
safety The
standards
the Netherlands,
a flooding probability of 1 in 1,250 per year inland to 1 in 10,000 per year along the coast.

based on

statistics and sea level in 1960 (in: Kabat et al., 2009).

30

deltacommissie 2008

> Illustration 5.6 | Expected effect of sea level rise and changed river discharge
rates on the Dutch drainage system in 2100 (in: Deltacommissie, 2008).
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development of the coast throughout the 21st century” (Kabat et al.,

30

2009, p. 451). The recommendations of the second Delta Committee

level the sea level will exactly be rising, but it is unmistakable clear

comprise an integrated approach for the protection of the coast and

that it will rise (Deltacommissie, 2008). As specific predictions are

the delta (illustration 5.6). They also take into account the provision

not possible, a flexible approach to sea level rise will be necessary,

of freshwater, the preservation of natural and recreational areas, and

in which options are kept open to adjust the measures after time.

It is not possible yet to predict at which moment and to which
deltacommissie 2008

sustainable energy. Sand nourishment along the beaches is an example
of a measure that is advised by the Delta Committee in order to keep up
with the new standards of safety.
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Physical impacts of sea level rise

decline as a result of insufficient sediment supply to keep pace with sea

As Nicholls and Cazenave (2010) point out, the immediate effects of

level rise.

sea level rise are increased flooding of coastal land, as well as saltwater intrusion in surface water. As pointed out by Ruimtelijk Planbureau

Problem

(2007), the Dutch coast has been subject to sand erosion for centuries

The rising sea level will cause stress on the coastal defence by, amongst

already, a process that will increase with a rising sea level. As more

others, higher waves, as a result of an increasing water depth, and by

intense storms will push up the sea level, the higher waves are more

increased tides (Van Vuren, 2000 in: Löffner et al., 2001). The high

likely to break through the coastal defence (illustration 5.7). Dikes need

water level will increase more than the average sea level rise. Presum-

to be higher, but also much broader and stronger to prevent erosion.

ably, the differences between low and high tide will become higher in

Nicholls and Cazenave (2010) point out that the longer-term effects

delta basins such as the Westerschelde. These differences will increase

of sea level rise include increased erosion and saltwater intrusion into

as the basin gets smaller land inward. Also the height of the waves will

groundwater. Even if the coast adjusts to the new conditions, these

probably increase in the basins. However, it is difficult to predict yet how

effects will occur. Coastal wetlands such as saltmarshes are likely to

sea level rise will specifically affect the basins, as also morphological
processes and dredging techniques will influence the effects (Löffner et
al., 2001).
As already noticed in chapter 3, the coastline of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is
quite narrow, mostly consisting of a single dike (illustrations 5.8 and 5.9

flooding

instability because of infiltration and erosion
when flooding

piping

and 5.13). Along the North Sea coast, this dike is expanded by seaward
dune formation. An advantage of such a narrow coastline, as noticed
by Löffner et al. (2001), is the small amount of space that it requires. A
disadvantage, however, is that the effects of any flooding will be huge
(illustration 5.10).

heave

inward micro-instablity

outward micro-instability

Especially the North Sea coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is vulnerable, as
many new developments, such as recreation parks, are planned just
behind the sea dike. The continuous expansion of developments in this
coastal zone endangers the flexibility in dealing with safety issues.

micro-instability

instability of revetment

instability of foreshore (slipping)

> Illustration 5.7 | Failure mechanisms of dikes (adapted from: Ministerie van V&W, 2006 in: Hartog et al., 2009).
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2011 | Current situation
•

Local sand nourishment is necessary in order
to prevent the North Sea coast from erosion

•

Altough the coastal zone is sensitive for
salinization, there are no direct effects on
agriculture yet.

2050 | When we do nothing...
•

The North Sea coast will be subject to erosion

•

The zone zone affected by salinization will
grow bigger

•

Directly behind the coastal defence line, the
effects of salinization will be so serious that
normal agriculture is not possible anymore.

> Illustration 5.8 | Narrow coastline along the North Sea: consisting of a single
dike and some small dunes.
2100a | Less extreme scenario
•

The sea level rises less than expected: the
dikes are capable of keeping the sea out

•

Erosion of the North Sea coast will continue

•

The effects of salinization are experienced up
to 7 kilometres from the coast (Ten Voorde
and Velstra, 2009).

2100b | Extreme scenario
•

The sea level rises so much that the dikes are
not capable of leaving the sea out

•

Extreme flooding of all area below sea level
is the result: 1/3 of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is
located below 1,3 metres (expected maximum
sea level rise in 2100) and will be flooded

•

> Illustration 5.9 | Narrow coastline along the Westerschelde: consisting of a
single dike.

The whole area will be subject to salinization.

> Illustration 5.10 | Scenarios for the impact of climate change on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
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damage in billion euros

1000 bn

spatial solutions that help to protect against climate change. The report

high, narrow dike
breach-free (broad) dike

of Silva and Van Velzen in 2008 was one of the first referring to the
concept of breach-free dikes, in which breach-free means: “the chance

100 bn

of dike failure is a hundred times smaller than the current standard”.
The tentative difference of financial loss between a high, narrow dike

10 bn

(current situation), and a broad, breach-free dike (preferable situation)

1 bn
2m

are showed in illustration 5.11. As a narrow dike is more vulnerable for
3m

4m

5m

6m

7m

8m

highest water level

> Illustration 5.11 | Tentative loss of narrow and broad dikes (adapted from: Vellinga, 2008 in: Hartog et al., 2009).

flooding when sea level rises, the financial loss will be much higher for
this type of dike.
A resilient strategy for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen offers opportunities for an
improved coastal defence system. A broad coastal zone offers opportunities for an attractive coast and for a more diverse and interesting
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Challenges for the future

recreation sector. The distinction between sea and land can become less

The Dutch way of thinking about safety and coastal defence is shifting

hard, resulting in interesting natural landscapes.

from a preventive strategy towards a more resilient strategy, as noticed

A broad coastal zone can be offensive (seaward expansion of the cur-

by Ruimtelijk Planbureau (2007). A preventive strategy means that haz-

rent coastal defence) or defensive (landward expansion of the current

ards are predicted beforehand and that the landscape is prepared for it

coastal defence). Illustration 5.12 points out the different options for

in order to prevent these hazards from happening. Specific calculations

both an offensive and a defensive coast. The most important way to

are the basis of engineering works.

obtain an offensive coast is sand nourishment, whether it be in the

A resilient strategy, on the contrary, is based on measures that make it

coastal zone itself or on the foreshore. Other ways of creating an

easier to recover from a disaster – “at least, if one still wants to speak

offensive coast are protection of the foreshore by a seaward dam, or

of a disaster, because the situation is not that bad if it is possible to

creating a broader foreshore by salt marshes and mud flats. A defensive

recover easily” (Ruimtelijk Planbureau, 2007, p. 80). An advantage of

coastal zone can be created by making a broader coastal area suitable

the resilient approach is that it will not be necessary to know the scale

for flooding. This can be done in three ways: constructing a new dike

and nature of the hazard.. It will only be necessary to know where the

farther from the sea, transforming the current dike into an overtopping

hazard comes from in order to arm the land.

resistant dike, or creating a controlled flooding area.

The necessity of another strategy was already pointed out by Löffner,

The offensive strategy is already adopted on several locations along the

Lassing, Poot and De Leeuw in 2001, referring to the concept of ‘buffer-

North Sea coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, on places that are indicated

ing’: a broader coastal defence zone that guarantees a higher level of

as ‘Zwakke Schakels’ (weak links). Sand nourishment has to prevent

safety. Bureau Stroming (2006) speaks about natural climate buffers:

erosion from happening. However, this development is only small scale

and is not linked to other developments in the coastal zone, such as
recreation.

OFFENSIVE coast
a) Protection of foreshore: a low, seaward dam breaks the forces of waves

When considering the different options of a resilient and broad coastal
defence system for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, it is important to take into
account the economic functions behind the coast. An offensive coast
will be a strategy for coastlines with important economic, historic, or

b) Sand nourishment in coastal zone

other functions and values. For Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, this is the case for
the North Sea coast. Just behind the coastline one can find the characteric old islands: some of the best preserved first endikements. Also,

c) Sand nourishment on foreshore

there are beautiful historic villages and many recreation parks that have
an important economic value for the region. These economically and
historically important aspects need to be preserved. A defensive coast

d) Broad zone with salt marshes and mudflats

would totally not fit here. An offensive coast will therefore be a better
solution for this area. Illustration 5.13 shows the differences in defence
line in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
Along the Westerschelde coast, especially in eastward direction, there is
more necessity for a defensive coast. The differences between low and
high tide will become higher in the Westerschelde and these differences

Defensive coast
e) Constructing a new dike further from the sea (removal of polders)

will increase as the basin gets smaller land inward. Therefore, there is a
need for extra room to store the extra amount of water.
This paragraph has examined the problem of sea level rise. It has been

f) Overtopping resistant dike (overslagbestendige dijk)

shown that sea level rise brings along serious challenges for the region
of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Although the effects are not clearly visible yet, it
is important to start thinking about it and acting already, as the effects
can be disastrous when we do nothing... A resilient strategy with a

g) Controlled flooding area

broad coast offers opportunities for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, not only for
coastal defence, but also for a more interesting and diverse coastal area.
Chapter 6 will further explore the opportunities of a resilient, broad
coast in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and will explain the design solution.

> Illustration 5.12 | Principles for a resilient, broad coast: seaward expansion versus landward expansion
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Cadzand-Bad | Small dune formation: villages and important economic and

Nieuwvliet-Bad | Dike and small dune formation: important economic (recreation)

Westerschelde | Salt marshes and mud flats: the dike is alreayd protected by these

historic functions behind the coast: an offensive coastal defence strategy is

and historic functions behind the coast: an offensive coastal defence strategy is

salt marshes: just dike reinforcement will be a good strategy here.

necessary.

necessary.

B

C

A
D
E

Het Zwin | Tidal area: this is already a broad, land inward tidal area. This defen-

Breskens | Dike and beach: because of location of Breskens just behind the dike,

Westerschelde | Single dike: increasing tidal differences in the back of the West-

sive, land inward strategy can be be proceeded.

an offensive strategy or dike reinforcement will suit here.

erschelde, need a defensive strategy in order to store the extra amount of water.

> Illustration 5.13 | Exploring the coastline of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: differences between broad, tidal areas such as Het Zwin and Land van Saeftinghe, and small coastlines along the North Sea and the Westerschelde.
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A - North Sea coast - dunes

+17.0m
+1.3m

high tide
low tide
beach

dunes

140m

140m

B - North Sea coast - dike & dunes

+11.5m
+0.8m

high tide
low tide
beach

dunes

70m

60m

C - North Sea / Westerschelde coast - Breskens

cycle path dike slope
10m

30m

+11.0m
+1.3m

high tide
low tide

beach

dunes

road

dike slope

150m

70m

10m

20m

D - Westerschelde coast - salt marshes

+8.8m
+1.7m

high tide
low tide
mudflats

salt marshes

dike

400m

150m

30m

E - Westerschelde coast - single dike

+11.0m
+1.3m

high tide
low tide

concrete

dike

40m

50m
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5.4 Salinization
The groundwater system in the Dutch coastal area is endangered by
the intrusion of salt groundwater: salinization (illustration 5.14). There
can be spoken of salinization “when water is too salt, or too rich of
chloride, for optimal landuse” (Fiselier et al., 2003, p. 5). This is a broad
definition and also literature does not point to a specific amount of
chloride. The differences for fresh water range from a chloride level of
less than 150 to 200 milligram per litre, whereas saline water is gener-

>5000 mg Cl/ltr

ally defined as containing more than 1000 milligram chloride per litre

2000-5000 mg Cl/ltr

(Fiselier et al., 2003; Stuyfzand, 1993 in: Deltares, 2009).

1000-2000 mg Cl/ltr

For the province of Zeeland, that has more brackish and salt groundwater, the term agricultural freshness was introduced: fresh water contains

500-1000 mg Cl/ltr

less than 1000 milligram chloride per litre, saline groundwater less than

200-500 mg Cl/ltr

3000 milligram (Deltares, 2009). In conclusion, salinization has a broad
lands, might still be relatively fresh in the province of Zeeland.

> Illustration 5.14 | Salt surface water in the Netherlands (adapted from: Lofvers
et al., 2008).

Causes and impacts of salinization

years ago, long before land reclamation started, salt seawater infiltrated

The causes of salinization can be found in human intervention since the

to the land. For a long time, this water was immobile because of the

Middle Ages already and in the effects of the expected climate change.

absence of topographic gradients. Under influence of endikement

definition. Water that is indicated as saline in the east of the Nether-

and reclamation, however, the saline water has come to movement: a
> [1] Land reclamation: influence on salinization

process that has been continuing until today and that will continue in

At first, the process of salinization can be traced back to the dynamic

the future as well. This process especially happens in the older, lower

history of the coastal landscape. Paragraph 3.1 has already shown that

polders and influences the pattern and intensity of salinization in the

the formation of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen was a dynamic process. Continu-

future.

ous endikements and land reclamation resulted in the characteristic
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polder landscape of today. But, as Ten Voorde and Velstra (2009, p. 4)

> [2] Soil subsidence: influence on salinization

notice: “the patchwork of polders, each with its own artificial polder

A second reason of increasing salinization in the polders is a combina-

level and groundwater level, has resulted in a complex situation of

tion of sea level rise and soil subsidence (illustration 5.15), a process

groundwater systems”. In times of peat formation, 7.500 to 3.500

that happens as a result of soil settlement of clay and oxidation of peat.

soil subsidence

+0,9m
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seepage
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> Illustration 5.15 | Influence of drainage on soil subsidence during the last 1000
years. Compared to a rising sea level (adapted from: Deltares, 2009).

> Illustration 5.16 | Influence of drainage on soil subsidence during the last 1000
years. Compared to a rising sea level (adapted from: Deltares, 2009).

This especially occurs in the older polders that were reclaimed first

are much more suitable to agricultural purposes (De Vries et al., 2009).

(illustration 5.17). In order to keep the polders dry, people have continu-

In general, chloride concentrations of both groundwater and surface

ously lowered the water level in the polders (Ten Voorde and Velstra,

water are higher in the low lying parts of the delta (illustration 5.17 and

2009). As the difference between sea level and polder level increased,

5.18). On the contrary, the elevated and sandy parts of the delta, the

more saline seawater could enter the aquifer layers, leading to saline

dunes, the higher creek ridges and Pleistocene sands, have a more deep

groundwater welling up from the deeper (marine) aquifers (Deltares,

fresh groundwater layer. But, as the groundwater levels in creek ridges

2009). The degree of salinization in the polders is dependent on the

are artificially kept low in some of these areas to make them more suit-

opportunity that saline water has to escape (illustration 5.16). Thick lay-

able to agriculture, freshwater lenses have not developed fully.

ers of heavy clay are less pervious to water than more sandy clay. As a
result, salinization will get more land inward at places where the soil just

> [3] Modern land use: influence on salinization

behind the coastline contains heavy clay (Pauw, 2011, interview).

A third factor that influences salinization is modern land use. Ten

Just behind the coast, fresh rainwater lenses are almost absent, which

Voorde and Velstra (2009) notice that as the area of built land increases,

increases the salt load in this area. In polders further from the coast,

at the expense of agricultural land, there is less infiltration of rain water

these rainwater lenses that are better developed and thicker than those

into the soil. Although the amount of agricultural land is getting smaller,

just behind the coast. For that reason, the polders farther from the coast

the pressure on fresh water increases as the agricultural sector is mov-
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7 km

> Illustration 5.17 | Location of low-lying, heavy clay polders (<1m NAP), where salinization will be most tangible. The blue line indicates a zone 7 kilometres from the coast,
where salinization will be tangible when sea level rises with 80-130 centimetres in 2100 (data: Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2011 and Ten Voorde and Velstra, 2009).

ing towards more capital-intensive crops, that need more water and

influence the land. Predictions differ from influence up to 7 kilometres

a higher water quality (meaning: less chloride). Also, as De Vries et al.

land inward (Ten Voorde and Velstra, 2009) (illustration 5.17) to influ-

(2009) indicate, population growth and the rise of economic activities

ence on the whole region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen (Lofvers et al., 2008).

in the last century have led to more groundwater distraction to meet

But, most experts agree that it will be an important issue in the future.

the demand for fresh water. The interface between fresh and saline

Another effect of climate change that influences salinization is the

groundwater has been rising at the places were groundwater has been

shortage of precipitation in summer, as explained in Ten Voorde and Vel-

distracted: a process that is hard to turn around.

stra (2009). During summer, there will be less runoff of fresh rainwater
to the groundwater. At the same time, there will be an increased evapo-
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> [4] Climate change: influence on salinization

ration of saline groundwater (De Vries et al., 2009). Both processes will

The fourth process that influences the ground water system is sea level

lead to higher chloride concentrations in surface water in polders with

rise (Deltares, 2009). The rising sea level will lead to rising groundwa-

seepage of brackish groundwater (Ten Voorde and Velstra, 2009). A

ter – and seepage - behind the dikes (Ten Voorde and Velstra, 2009).

shortage of precipitation in summer can also lead to the disappearance

Research reports do not agree on the extent to which saline water will

of fresh rainwater lenses, that ‘float’ on the saline groundwater (De

0 to -5 metres
-5 to - 0 metres
-10 to -5 metres
-25 to -10 metres
-50 to -25 metres

> Illustration 5.18 | Depth of brackish-salt interface (1000 milligram chloride per litre) (data: TNO, 2011).

Vries, 2009). If these lenses disappear, the saline water will quickly reach

salinization is caused by a combination between the structural increase

the root zone of plants and crops. The agricultural sector will unavoid-

of seepage and precipitation shortage in summer.

ably meet with the negative effects of these processes.
The earth consists for 70 percent out of water, but over 99 percent of
Problem

all water is not available for use, as these are oceans, seas, ice, saline

The previous section gave insight in the different causes of salinization.

water, or atmospheric water (illustration 5.19). Even of the remaining

Ten Voorde and Velstra (2009) notice that there are actually two dif-

1 percent only a tiny portion is reachable and usable for consump-

ferent types of salinization. The first is a structural increase of seepage

tion (Shiklomanov, 1993 in: Gleick, 1993). Fresh water is of enormous

pressure on regional scale, resulting in a higher salt load. This type of

importance for human life on earth. Illustration 5.20 shows how much

salinization is caused by the lowering of the water level, soil subsidence,

water is needed for the production of our daily supply of food. Food

human interventions, and sea level rise. The second type includes both

production is not only an agricultural endeavour but also the world’s

a temporal increase of chloride concentrations in surface water and a

largest water-resource challenge (Falkenmark and Rockström, 2006).

temporal decrease or disappearance of rainwater lenses. This type of

Climate change has far-reaching effects on the earth’s water supply. The
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atmospheric water
0,22%

saline
ground water
0,93%
saline lakes
0,07%

fresh water
2,5%

oceans
96,5%

ground water
30,1%

surface water
and other
fresh water
1,3%

glaciers and
ice caps
68,6%

lakes
20,1%

ice and snow
73,1%

biological water
0,22%
rivers
0,46%
swamps and marshes
2,53%
soil moisture
3,52%

agricultural polders with fresh water. The necessity for a more robust
and flexible water system is emphasized by Van Kalmthout (2011, interview), policy officer at Waterschap Scheldestromen, who explains that
the surplus of water is currently being discharged to the Westerschelde,
without using it.
Nowadays, there is no strategy to prevent salinization from happening.
Van Kalmthout (2011, interview) points out that there is not enough
fresh water to flush the polders. The awareness of salinization is rising,
but there are just no plans to adapt to it.
Pauw (2011, interview) mentions an interesting measure to chatch
brackish seepage just behind the coast. If the top layer of the heavy

total global water

fresh water

surface water and other fresh water

> Illustration 5.19 | Distribution of the earth’s water (In: Shiklomanov, 1993 in: Gleick, 1993).

clay soil just behind the sea dike will be removed, this causes brackish
water to seep. As long as this seepage stays in the indicated zone, this
measure takes care to prevent more inward salinization. This technical
details of measure are currently being researched by Deltares, a Dutch
research institute for water, soil and subsurface. There are no data yet,

process of salinization increases the pressure on nature areas and water

but it offers at least an interesting solution for land inward salinization.

reserves. As salinization is practically irreversible, the amount of fresh
water will only be decreasing in the future.

It will be an enormous challenge for the future to carefully manage the
remaining fresh water reserves on the one side, and to adapt our way of
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land use to the changing circumstances of salinization on the other side.

Increasing salinization is not only a challenge for water management;

In order to properly manage and increase the fresh water reserves,

it is also a challenge for agriculture and for managers of nature areas

Falkenmark and Rockström (2006) propose a new way of water

(Guldemond, Tolkamp and Van der Weijden, 2007). The agricultural sec-

resource planning and management. As they state, the conventional

tor is moving towards more water-asking crops in order to stay competi-

focus of water management is on liquid water, or blue water: water

tive. This is only possible when there is enough fresh water. Especially

that has been distracted from surface water or ground water. However,

when precipitation patterns will change with climate change, as pointed

blue water only represents one-third of the real freshwater resource.

out in paragraph 5.2, there is a need for a more flexible water system.

Rainfall is another important resource, but until now most rainfall is only

In times of extreme precipitation, this system should catch the surplus

infiltrated in the ground, used by vegetation and flowing back to the

of fresh rainwater. In times of drought, this system could provide the

atmosphere by evaporation. Falkenmark and Rockström (2006, p. 129)

1 egg
200 litres of water

1 kilo of cheese
5.000 litres of water

1 cup of coffee
140 litres of water

1 kilo of maize
900 litres of water

1 kilo of beef
15.500 litres of water

1 orange
50 litres of water

1 kilo of pork
4.800 litres of water

1 glass of whine
120 litres of water

> Illustration 5.20 | The use of fresh water for the production of our daily food and drinks (Adapted from: Wereld Natuur Fonds, 2010).

> Illustration 5.21 | Creek ridges in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen: a potency to become a new fresh water resource (data: Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2011).
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Fresh water lens formation
strong fresh water lens formation
moderate fresh water lens formation
little or no fresh water lens formation

Potency for expansion
high potency for expansion fresh water
storage in ridges
fresh water bodies <15 mtrs depth,
but potency for expansion to >15 mtrs

> Illustration 5.22 | Fresh water reserves and the areas that have possibility to expand the fresh water lenses (data: Geografisch Loket Provincie Zeeland and IWACO, 2000).

propose to make better use of the “rainfall that naturally infiltrates into
the soil and that is on its way back to the atmosphere”. Rainwater can
become the new fresh water resource, and thus “the ultimate task is to
manage the partitioning of rainfall for humans and ecosystems across
spatial and temporal scales” (Falkenmark and Rockström, 2006, p. 131).
For Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, this technique is especially suitable to the
higher, sandy ridges in the landscape: the creek ridges (illustration 5.21,
and see also: paragraph 3.3). The groundwater level in these ridges is
artificially kept low to make them more suitable for agriculture. However, these ridges have a high potential for expansion of the fresh water
ridges (illustration 5.22). Also this measure is currently being researched
by Deltares.
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5.5 Conclusion
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is located in the unique delta landscape in the

Vlaanderen, the old islands, are vulnerable. The shortage of fresh water

Northwest European lowlands.The delta has so many ecologic, eco-

is a problem for the agricultural sector, that needs more water in order

nomic and social resources that one cannot think about leaving it to the

to stay competitive in the future. Therefore, a more efficient and flexible

mercy of the sea. However, this is what will happen under the circum-

water system will be necessary. On the one hand, it will be important

stances of a changing climate, if no measures are taken. Although it

to chatch brackish seepage just behind the coast, as this will prevent

is unclear yet what the specific effects of climate change will be, it is

salinization land inward. This can be done by removing the heavy clay

unmistakeable that the effects will highly influence the landscape of

layers. On the other hand, it will be important to carefully manage the

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

fresh water reserves in the area. A better storage system is needed and
expansion of rainwater lenses in the sandy creek system seems to be a

In 2100, the sea level is likely to be risen with 65 to 130 centimetres.

good option.

This brings along serious challenges for the narrow coastal defence
line of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Especially at the places where important

It has become clear that natural processes form a challenge for Zeeuws-

economic or historic functions are located just behind the dike, this

Vlaanderen. However, the natural system also offers opportunities for

increases the pressure. Therefore, the challenge for the future will be

development. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 will further explore these opportuni-

to adopt a resilient strategy for coastal defence. A resilient strategy is

ties will explain the design solutions for the region.

not only necessary to prevent a disastrous flooding from happening,
but also to create a more diverse coastal area. An offensive strategy is
proposed for the North Sea coast, where villages, recreation parks, and
historic polders need to be protected from the sea. A defensive strategy
is proposed for areas such as Het Zwin, which is already a land inward
broad coast at this moment, or for the eastern part of the Westerschelde coast, where increased tidal differences cause the need for more
water storage capacity during high tide.
As a result of climate change, but also as the result of land reclamation,
soil subsidence, and modern land use, salinization is increasinly affecting the low lying part of the Netherlands. Although predictions for the
future are unclear, researchers agree on the fact that salinization will
become an important issue. Especially the lower polders of Zeeuws-
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In part II of this thesis we explored the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
We saw that the current landscape is the result of a long struggle
between land and sea. We also saw that shrinkage is not easy to discover in the region, but that it definitely affects the landscape in spatial
segregation of growing and shrinking areas next to each other and in a
declining spatial quality and liveability. However, we saw that there are
more social landscape challenges than just shrinkage. The agricultural
sector has great potential in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, but needs room for
upscaling, innovation and broadening and for a more durable and flexible watersystem. The recreation sector has great potential as well, but
the sector needs to increase in diversity, accessibility and quality. Also
natural processes form a challenge for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. A rising sea
level and increasing salinization form challenges for coastal defence and
water management.
In part III of this thesis we offer a seductive image for the future of

part III

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, based on both our fascination and the challenges

Envisioning
& designing

coast, we show our design for an offensive and broad coast that is
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discussed in part II. The aim of this image is to make people enthousiastic for these plans and to generate a first step towards strategies for
shrinkage in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. In Chapter 6, Envisoning the future,
we reflect on the position of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the coming decades
and on what the role of the landscape can be. In Chapter 7, Offensive
capable of both keeping the see out and of developing into a diverse
nature and recreation area. In Chapter 8, Productive polders, we show
our design for sublime, large polders that are capable of large-scale
food production. A fresh water system provides the polders with fresh
water. In Chapter 9, Design implications, we take a step back and reflect
on the implications of the design on a higher scale level and for the
villages of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Chapter 10, the last chapter, contains a
conclusion, discussion, and recommendations for further research.

I approach to

III ENVISIONING
the vision is inspired
by our fascination

shrinkage
chapter 2

chapter 1

AND DESIGNINg

conclusion: connecting
design and theory

chapter 6

fascination

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTural

combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture

landscape as the interaction
between nature and society

the lens forms the basic approach
to the following research and design

VISION

LENS
the vision is inspired by the
necessity of social change

a seductive image for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

our fascination is based on an important social challenge: shrinkage

II EXPLORING AND

the potentials of the beautiful landscape strengthen our fascination

UNDERSTANDING
chapter 5

chapter 7 & 8

the lens forms the basic approach
for research and design

chapter 3

DESIGN
chapter 4

offensive coast and productive polders

dynamic DELTA LANDSCAPE

SOCIAL LANDSCAPE

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES

exploring the effects of climate change
on Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

exploring the dynamic delta landscape

exploring the effects of shrinkage and the
changing agricultural- and recreation sector

NATURAL LANDSCAPE

chapter 9
IMPLICATIONS

the vision is inspired by the
necessity of climate adaptation

implications on higher scale level

reflection on our fascination: how does the
design contribute to shrinkage solutions?

chapter 10
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
combining shrinkage and landscape
architecture, next steps
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6

Envisioning the future

This chapter reflects on the possibilities for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in a

Why and for whom should we aim for such combinations? Is it not bet-

changing society. What are trends and opportunities in the coming

ter to let Zeeuws-Vlaanderen shrink and leave it to its fate? This seems

decade, and what is the role of the landscape in this?

to be the tendency in Dutch politics: government-Rutte’s main priority
is investing in those areas that are of greatest benefit for our national

6.1 Shrinking regions in the Netherlands

economy. In the government’s vision on Infrastructure and Space (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, 2011) it is stated that the major-

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen faces several challenges, as described in chapters

ity of investments will focus on the city regions such as Amsterdam,

4 and 5. Socio-economic challenges such as shrinkage – young people

Rotterdam and Eindhoven. The problem of shrinking regions is briefly

leaving the area, greying of the population, vacant houses – but also

mentioned, but no further explanation is given regarding the nature of

challenges for the natural system. In the coming decades, climate issues

the problems in these regions, let alone what possible solutions are (Re-

form a challenge for the main economical driving forces, agriculture and

nooy, 2005). In other words, shrinking regions are left to their fate. But

recreation.

is this a wise decision, regarding the challenges society is facing in the
coming decades? These challenges are enormous: an exploding health

What these socio-economic and natural challenges have in common is

care system, the need for food production, the need for new forms of

that they are hard to notice in everyday life: very slowly, they creep up

energy, and so on.

and influence the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The question is not
how to stop the forces of climate change and shrinkage, but how they

It is important to zoom out and realize that the potential of shrinking

can enforce each other; how valuable alliances can be created that

regions for dealing with these issues can be huge: there is space here

drive the region forward. The coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen for example,

to do things that are not possible in the crowded west of the Nether-

is beloved by tourists, but is losing terrain compared to other resorts

lands. To discard shrinking regions and invest everything in the Randstad

in Zeeland (paragraph 4.3). Instead of building yet another recreation

testifies of short-term thinking: they could play an important role for ev-

park along the coast line, it is better to develop strategies for valuable

eryone on the long term. Investing in shrinking regions is therefore not

landscapes on the long term: created through smart combinations with

only about solidarity, but also about working towards a better country,

coastal defence and other climate challenges; landscapes that have a

equipped for the challenges of the 21st century.

continuing pull on people in and outside the region.
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The Hague
Delft
Rotterdam
Dordrecht

Roosendaal
Bergen op Zoom

Antwerp

Bruges

Ghent

> Illustration 6.1 | Peripheral on the map of the Netherlands...

but in fact surrounded by a ring of cities.

6.2 Opportunities of the city ring

border is erased and the scope is broadened to include Belgium: it is
situated only a short driving distance away from the large Belgian cities

The direction Zeeuws-Vlaanderen takes is dependent on its position in

of Ghent, Antwerp and Bruges.

the Netherlands, and the city ring surrounding it. Several other regions
dealing with the effects of shrinkage such as Eastern Groningen and

What does this position within the city ring mean? The way Zeeuws-

Limburg are already thinking about unique qualities and potential

Vlaanderen develops itself will be highly dependent on it: whether it is

and use those as basis for their strategies for the future. It seems that

industry, leisure and recreation, or food production. One of the fun-

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is lacking behind somewhat, partly because they are

damental transitions that will take place in the coming decades is the

in a earlier stage of the shrinkage process than other regions, but also

enormous rise in numbers of older citizens.

because their image is not quite clear. The people in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
know what the region stands for, but it is hard to translate this to

Importance of the older citizen

the outside world. Something that is mentioned is the culinary image

The rise in numbers of elderly will not only be temporary. After the baby

(Paauw, Van Maenhout, Dierkx, 2011, interview) as a starting point, but

boom-generation, the percentage of retired people will drop slightly,

right now this is solely based on the 5 michelin stars in the region of

but remain high and stable (illustration 6.2). The current health care

West Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. So what are the opportunities for Zeeuws-

system in its current form will become unaffordable, as the popula-

Vlaanderen when zooming out?

tion lives longer and technological advancements in medical science
further increase costs (Nyfer, 2008). This means that there is a need for
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Although Zeeuws-Vlaanderen seems peripheral when looking at a map

innovative new concepts on how to deal with an ageing population. If

of the Netherlands, it is in fact surrounded by a ring of cities when the

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen takes a leading role now in anticipating the coming

Development of age groups in Zeeland between 2007 and 2050 (Provincie Zeeland, 2008)
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> Illustration 6.2 | Ageing is structural: even though the number of 60-80 yearolds declines again around 2030, the 80+ category keeps growing.

> Illustration 6.3 | The babyboom generation is active and has specific demands to the landscape.

wave of ageing, it can become the frontrunner in dealing with these

employees in the periphery (Bauman, 2010). One of the consequences

issues in the future, with all the economic benefits this will bring. And

of this development is that cities become fuller and more crowded, and

the potential is even greater when looking at the Belgian cities of Gh-

the contrast with the rural areas increases. Off course, also the elderly

ent, Antwerp, and Bruges; these cities will grow in the future, but will

will want to visit cultural events, theatre, movies, and restaurants. But

also experience a greying of its population (Ministerie van de Vlaamse

what if these cities are surrounded by a beautiful, healthy rural areas,

gemeenschap, 2005).

where the need for a natural environment and contemplation can be
fulfilled? Living in these quiet and beautiful rural areas, and visiting the

The first large wave of retired residents is the baby boom-generation,

city in the weekend then might then become the logical choice.

the generation born after the World War II, which will retire in the
coming decade. It is important to realize that they are not ‘elderly’; they

This requires a qualitative environment: an environment that is indeed

are just as active and adventurous as younger people, but with more

something else and forms this clear contrast with the city. A land-

free time on their hands. They seek activity, health & wellness, but also

scape that is not only interesting when the sun shines. As explained in

room for contemplation, nature and spirituality (Breman, Luttik & Vreke,

chapters 4 and 5, (challenges) especially in shrinking regions landscape

2009).

quality is not a logical development. And this landscape quality is crucial
in developing any economic activity aimed at that very important older

In the cities they may not find what they need. Cities will most likely

citizen: new initiatives of care, such as care-hotels, or collective care-

continue to attract people from the periphery, as they are looking for

farms, spa resorts, are all dependent on the landscape. The most suc-

jobs and adventure. It is a reinforcing cycle: in turn, employers move

cessful touristic regions in the world all bring a clear landscape image to

to large cities as well, as it becomes increasingly difficult to find skilled

mind, such as Tuscany (illustration 6.4).
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Tip! Bij Restaurant de Polderkeuken
in Stolwijk worden de geitenkaasjes van
Mooi Mekkerland en het heerlijke boerderij-ijs van ’t Klooster verwerkt in delicate, op hoog niveau bereide gerechten.
Europese keuken van het platteland met
verse ingrediënten uit de streek.
Restaurant de Polderkeuken, Frank en
Anita, Dorpsplein 7, 2821 AR Stolwijk, tel.
0182-343602, www.depolderkeuken.nl
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Verbindingsroute naar Schoonhoven (aansluiting met Boerenkaasroute Alblasserwaard/Vijfheerenlanden):
• In Vlist (bij 4• in de routebeschrijving) #, de Oost-Vlisterdijk vervolgen. Aan het eind rechts aanhouden, e bruggetje
over en meteen, vóór het e bruggetje, : Bonrepas.
• Na ,5 km einde :, Opweg en meteen ; Vlisterweg.
Wordt H.A. Schreuderstraat.
• Rotonde (Mr. Kesperplein) #, Pleinweg. Wordt Koestraat.
Bij de kerk :, Kerkstraat. (Na 50 m ligt links de Dam.)
• # gracht oversteken en ; Haven, water aan rechterhand.
Einde : Tol en e ;,Veerstraat. Onder de oude Veerpoort uit 60 door, naar veerpont.
• Lek oversteken met veerpont en naar Nieuwpoort,
waar de Boerenkaasroute Alblasserwaard/Vijfheerenlanden
van start gaat.

Gouda – Berkenwoude
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IJs

9• Einde over prachtige gietijzeren ophaalbrug uit 888.
Meteen :, niet oversteken maar Goudseweg (parallel aan
doorgaande weg N07) nemen.
30• Einde ;, Gouderaksedijk op. Rotonde : (3e afslag)
en Haastenburg over.
3. : Goejanverwelledijk. Bij volgende stoplichten ; omlaag, Fluwelensingel. Stoplichten : bakstenen Doelenbrug
over, Doelenstraat. Kruising #, wordt Walestraat.
3• Volgende straat ;, Spieringstraat. Verderop passert u
links het witte oudemannenhuis uit 1614 en rechts het prachtig bewaard gebleven oude weeshuis uit 1599, nu openbare
bibliotheek en dus toegankelijk. # (Jeruzalemstraat) langs de
tuin van de imposante St. Janskerk.
33• : Lange Tiendweg in en vervolgens ; Korte Tiendweg. Deze komt uit op de Markt, het eindpunt van deze
Boerenkaasroute. Hier kunt u de tocht afronden met een
bezoek aan de Waag ( apr-3 okt, di-zo 3.00-7.00 uur,
do vanaf 0.00 uur).

2935 CD Ouderkerk a/d IJssel,
t.hoogerwaard@hetnet.nl, www.hoogerwaard.info. Openingstijden winkel: ma, di,
do, vr 10.00-12.30 en 13.15-18.00 uur,
wo 10.00-12.30 uur, za 9.00-16.00 uur.
Verkoop van eigen Goudse Boerenkaas
in boerderijwinkel. Ook verkrijgbaar het
boek ‘Kijk op Kaas’ , uitgegeven in eigen
beheer door Teus Hoogerwaard, met veel
informatie over de kaasboerderij en de
Goudse Boerenkaas.
Verschillende activiteiten op afspraak:
rondleidingen, workshop kaasmaken,
kinderfeestjes, boerderijspelen, steppen
en speciale programma´s voor scholen.
Tijdens winkelopeningstijden ook koffie
met iets lekkers.
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> Illustration 6.4 | Tuscany brings a clear image to mind. How about ZeeuwsVlaanderen?

> Illustration 6.5 | Landscape plays an important role in the experience of food
production.

The power of the region in a globalizing world

Large scale food production

What if oil prices continue to rise the coming decades, because of the

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen has a long tradition of food production, and for

rise of new economies such as India and China? With their oil consump-

a long time, agriculture was the main economical driving force in

tion expected to triple by 2020 (Deutch, 2005), it remains to be seen

the region. As shown in chapter 4, the current agricultural sector is

of the cheap flights to warm holiday destinations such as the Turkish

under pressure. A large part of the agricultural businesses in Zeeuws-

sea resorts will continue to exist. With the rising temperatures caused

Vlaanderen are not very profitable, as they have limited possibilities for

by climate change, our regions might even be more attractive to stay at

enlarging their companies, and thus to stay competitive (paragraph 4.2).

than the current popular warm destinations, because these places get

That is why they seek more forms of revenue, such as campsites at their

too hot. If this happens, the attractiveness of our peripheral regions sud-

farms. But is it not strange, that businesses on the most fertile soils in

denly becomes important for their success as holiday destinations, and

the world have trouble in staying competitive? With the expected rise

important for everyone looking to escape the city for a couple of days.

in the world’s population to 9 billion, the production of food will only

The landscapes we have around the corner could then become much

become more important. So what can be the future of agricultural

more important. Why drive 1000 kilometres to France if you can have

businesses? As discussed in chapter 4 – Challenges, there are several

a second home or a short holiday trip to beautiful areas 100 kilometres

options: broadening of the business model to include other activities,

away?

increasing business size, and innovating.

Broadening of activities is a possible strategy to increase income, but

Slow food

may not work everywhere; at a certain point, there are enough camp-

On the other side of the spectrum, there is the experience of food

sites. It also has its influence on the landscape: the many campsites are

production, and the care and attention for the origin and quality of

scattered throughout the landscape without adding much quality to it.

our food. Just as in Germany, where biological food is very popular and

For some businesses, up scaling and innovating will therefore become a

where the origins of food are standard information in any fruit store,

necessity to survive.

the tendency to buy biologically soundly produced food is also (slowly)
emerging in the Netherlands (NRC, 2011). With the adaptation towards

The good news is: the space needed for this is available in Zeeuws-

saline environments near the coast, new products could be developed

Vlaanderen, but it has to be concentrated in certain parts: the parts

that are unique for the area and that respond to the public’s need for

without much pressure from the leisure industry; the very large scale,

authenticity and locally produced food.

open landscapes with relatively good soil conditions. But all possible
energy and effort must be put in to make it work: a durable and sound

With the cities of Antwerp, Ghent, Bruges, Rotterdam and The Hague

water system, effective infrastructure, and space for large production

around the corner, regional products and ‘slow food’ could become

buildings. All production activities can be concentrated in large agglom-

powerful tools for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The culinary image that Zeeuws-

erates of buildings, and have the personnel live elsewhere.

Vlaanderen tries to promote could be developed much further. If people
can see and experience the production of these products, it adds an-

Large, effective units have the advantage of large scale, effective and

other dimension to this culinairy image. With the right strategy, Zeeuws-

therefore competitive production, but also of specialization. A farmer

Vlaanderen could develop itself into a well-known food region, where

(or rural entrepreneur) can direct all his or her energy to innovating and

production of crops and products is diverse and takes place on different

developing a certain product. Which products this will be, is to a large

scale levels: from small scale farms at the creek to saline production

extent determined by conditions on the global market. The thing that

near the coast. And the landscape plays an important role here: it adds

we can do is put a framework in place that is effective and ensures an

to the joy of seeing food being produced. Slow food cycling routes are

efficient and productive business in the future.

a great example of how landscape quality and the experience of food
production are related (illustration 6.5). Initiatives such as these would

Efficiency and short production lines will become much more impor-

not work without landscape quality: they enforce each other.

tant in the future, if the expected rise in costs of fossil fuels continues.
Efficient connections to the large cities will be a benefit, and with the

Combined with large productive zones, food production and agricultur-

harbours of Antwerp and Terneuzen in the vicinity, large scale food

al will remain of vital importance for the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

production can be very profitable.

Envisioning the future
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> Illustration 6.6 | The coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is relatively open compared
to the fully built coast of Belgium.

> Illustration 6.7 | Knokke: a brick wall facing the sea. This has an attractiveness
of its own, but if this happens everywhere the coast loses quality.

The coast

6.3 Natural system as guiding principle

The coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is one of the biggest assets the region
possesses. It is still relatively open, but ever more recreation parks are

The opportunities for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as described in the previous

developed (chapter 3 and 4). With its relatively abrupt transition be-

paragraph, need a motor to drive them forward. The climate problems

tween sea and land – only a small coastal zone with a sea dike and little

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen faces (chapter 5) can be the mechanisms that fuel

dune formation – the development of these parks affects the spatial

the adaptation of the landscape. The realization that natural forces can

quality of the coast. This is a process that already has taken place in

be of economic benefit and can actually help solving the problems that

Belgium, where almost the entire coast is fully built (illustration 6.6). The

the changing climate causes, is becoming more popular.

contrast between Zeeuws-Vlaanderen and Wacheren, for example, with
a much broader dune system, is becoming increasingly larger (illustra-

Gutkind (1952, in Laurie, 1986) describes two basic relationships be-

tion 6.8). A valuable strategy for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen would therefore be

tween man and nature, and four different stages in these relationships.

to develop a natural coastal zone that contrasts with the Belgian coast.

The two basic relationships are I-thou and I-it, where I-thou stands for

A vital component in this development would be to involve the existing

a mutual adaptation between man and nature, and I-it stands for man

villages of the old islands in the coastal zone, as their cultural historic

exploiting nature. Over time, the basic relationship between man and

centres have the most authenticity and quality. When these villages are

nature developed from I-thou to I-it. The first stage of this relationship

to be part of a broad coastal zone, this could prove a valuable strategy

was man being afraid of nature, in ‘primitive societies with a very direct

for the future that adds quality to the area.

relationship with the landscape in which they work and live’ (Laurie,
1986, p3). The second relationship is still based on the mutual adapta-
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> Illustration 6.8 | The coast of Walcheren: a broad dune system and varied, attractive beaches.

tion of I-thou, but with a higher degree of rationality and adaptation of

But a new development is visible as well, to which landscape architec-

nature (for example the rice terraces in Indonesia). In the current society,

ture can contribute. This development is the realization in society that

we have developed an I-it relationship with nature, where man sees na-

nature is valuable, in the sense that its incredible forces can be put to

ture as a commodity, free to use it as he pleases. According to Gutkind,

work to create solutions that would cost much more otherwise. This is

the next phase is a renewed interest and respect for nature, forced by

highlighted by the Delta commission, which sees natural processes as a

the negative effects of the I-it attitude. During the development of his

very effective way of defending the low-lying land against the sea (Delta

theories, he did not notice the emergence of this school of thought yet.

Commissie, 2008). Not surprisingly, it is much easier to generate sup-

Laurie, in 1986, notes the first signs of a sense of ‘ecological aware-

port for measures aimed at bringing back natural systems and dynamics

ness’. Since then, quite a lot has changed. The value of ecosystems, the

if they have a clear protective function, and save money as well.

importance of biodiversity and sustainable ways in dealing with natural
resources have received much more attention. This attention for ecological awareness, with the emergence of new economies such as China
and India and the effects they have on the world’s natural resources, will
become only more pressing in the future.
As landscape architects, we always strive for Gutkind’s fourth ideal
stage between man and nature. This is predetermined by the nature
of our profession, with an education in natural systems and processes.

Envisioning the future
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1) low and salt creek
2) creek fills up with sediment
3) endiked situation: higher than
surroundings, with small depression
of last stream gulley. Beneath the
sandy ridge rain water lenses start
to develop.

> Illustration 6.9 | The drowned land of Saeftinghe, a tidal marsh: once low and
salt, now one of the highest parts of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen through continuous
sedimentation.

> Illustration 6.10 | The inversion landscape: once low and salt parts are now
high and contain fresh water.

6.4 The potential of the delta

This way, the natural system can become leading in creating a more
resilient and diverse landscape. The natural potential of the site is used,

The potential of natural processes can play an important role in

instead of the best immediate economic interest at that moment. It is

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as well. As described in chapter 4 and 5, the driving

the difference between creating quality on the long term and going for

economical forces in the society of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can be affected

immediate economic gains.

by the effects of climate change. In the old islands most new developments take place in the low lying parts, but no spatial quality is added.

The latter option is mostly the leading principe, while quality creation

As the areas behind the coast line are built fuller and fuller, less flex-

on the long term could be what keeps the region going some decades

ibility remains for dynamic solutions. The agricultural sector has great

from now. By giving more room to the natural system slower and

potential as described in the previous section, because of its good soils

faster zones are created, with corresponding levels of investments and

and the position of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the city ring of Belgium and

comfort. This means focusing investments: a wise strategy for shrinking

the Netherlands, but faces serious climate issues as well, such as the

regions, where money is scarce. The combination of climate measures

shortage in fresh water.

can also mean that money becomes available for large projects, such
as coastal development. If these projects are combined with projects of

By being aware of these challenges in the natural system and understanding the functioning of these processes, the potential of these
driving forces can be used, instead of only seeing them as problems.
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local investors, both sides gain something in the process.

> Illustration 6.11 | Elevation map shows creek structures.
> Illustration 6.12 | Fresh water lenses start to develop under the high ridges.

In Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, the mechanisms for these natural solutions are

This means that the delta can be used in a new way, a way that is

in place, they only have to be rediscovered. The interesting thing is that

beneficial to society. In some current developments, such as in the new

the characteristics left behind by the delta history, can be used in an

recreation park Waterdunen where the tidal influences of the sea are let

entire new way. Through natural sedimentation for example, the parts

back in, the past is recreated for recreational and natural purposes. Let-

that were once low and salt, are now high and contain fresh water. The

ting the sea back is a very emotional issue for the population, and plans

drowned land of Saeftinghe is an example of this (illustration 6.9). The

such as these meet a lot of resistance. It is also possible to combine such

polder was inundated during military conflicts, and never reclaimed.

with solutions that actually benefit the region in other ways: by making

Through continuous sedimentations deposited by the Westerschelde-

it work against salinization, instead of increasing the problem.

river, the area is now among the highest in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, up to 4
metres above NAP!

The next paragraph describes how these potentials can be applied on a
larger scale level and how they are combined with the challenges in the

The creeks that used to wind through the landscape and transport salt

social organization.

water between the old islands, are now the best places where fresh
water lenses can be developed. They too were once salt and low, and
through sedimentation (illustration 6.10), they are now high ridges in
the landscape with excellent water storing capacity. This can be developed much further in the future.
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villages that are not attractive anymore because of outdated housing
withdrawing agricultural sector
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> Illustration 6.13 | The shrinking society of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

> Illustration 6.14 | Main concept: a diverse and flexible broad coast protects
productive inner land, while attractiveness of the coast itself is increased.

6.5 Combining social and natural potential

A brackish seepage zone protects the fertile soils land inwards from
salinization (see illustration 6.17). At the Westerschelde coast, with not

In formulating the vision for the future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, the chal-

much villages bordering at the coast and less developments along the

lenges in the social and natural system were combined. Illustration 6.13

coast line, there is room for a defensive coast. A more flexible system,

describes the challenges of a shrinking society, which are combined with

with the same principle: by creating salinization zones, land inwards the

the potential in the natural system. This has resulted in two different

fertile soils are protected. This is further discussed in paragraph 6.6.

zones: the broad coast, and the productive polders. The main concept
is that the broad coastal system (offensive and defensive in nature, see

Productive polders

illustration 6.15), protects the productive innerland by countering the

The agricultural industry is still a valuable part of society in Zeeuws-

effects of salinization and sea level rise (illustration 6.14).

Vlaanderen, but is under pressure. By creating a defence line of brackish
seepage zones, the fresh water system further land inwards is protected.

Broad coast

The creeks form the heart of the system: they store the surplus of water

In the west of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, an offensive strategy is adopted to

in the winter, and fresh water bulbs are formed under the higher ridges.

protect the land behind it. The coast is expanded seawards, to protect

They supply the large productive zones with water in dryer periods.

the valuable historic villages. A higher absorption capacity is achieved

Agricultural business get room to grow, and to stay competitive. This

for recreation parks and other developments. The beautiful old islands

is possible because there is enough space, and less pressure from the

with historic villages are a large potential that is underutilized right now.

recreation and leisure industry. These principles result in a differentiation

By creating a broad coastal zone, these islands and villages are pro-

of zones, as illustrated in ill. 6.15 on the right page.

tected against sea level rise, and become part of the coastal landscape.
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> Illustration 6.15 | Vision map
for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

Broad coast

Productive polders

Offensive coast

Seepage zones

Defensive coast

Large production spaces

Creek systems

A seaward expansion of the beach

The seepage zones can be found in low

In the empty eastern landscapes bor-

In the large polders, agricultural busi-

The creek systems form the heart of

and dunes, by the use of dams against

lying parts, which are prone to salini-

dering at the Westerschelde, the same

nesses get all the space they need to

the fresh water productive zone. They

erosion. Valuable historic polders and

zation. By removing the thick clay layer

principles as in the seepage zone can

expand. Fresh water is supplied by the

store the surplus of water in winter,

villages are protected, and a more

on certain parts and letting salt water

be applied. These can be broad zones

creeks, guaranteeing good production

and transport it to the large agricultu-

diverse and broad coastal system is

seep there, salinization further land

that also have a function for coastal

in dry times. The present small creeks

ral plots in summer. They have cultural

created, with more room for recreation

inwards is prevented. Gradients are

defence and saline agriculture (see

in these polders form the watersystem

historic meaning as well, as forts and

and other developments.

created with villages on higher sandy

par. 6.6)

and can be slow routes through the

defence lines from military conflicts can

landscape for humans and animals.

be found here.

ridges, such as Groede.
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3
1

2

4

> Illustration 6.16 | Seawards coastal expension, construction of dams to prevent erosion.

> Illustration 6.17 | The dune system (1) is expanded seawards (2) (Deltares, 2010), the thick
layers of clay (3) are removed (4) to prevent seepage further land inwards (Pauw, 2011).

technical measures

technical measures

- creating dams to trap sand and prevent erosion

- removing clay layers in deep polders

- large scale sand nourishments

- raising water levels in sandy ridges to create deeper fresh water lens,
which gives an extra counterpressure ot salinization land inwards

This section explains the measures
that are proposed for each zone.

Offensive coast

Seepage zones

With an offensive strategy the sea is pushed back: by creating dams of

By removing the thick clay soils of the old islands (just behind the coast),

1 km length erosion of current coastal line is prevented (Deltares, 2010).

that were deposited by the sea, saline seepage has less resistance and

Dams are placed strategically at the most forward points of the current

comes up in these zones. This way, it is prevented from going further

dunes, to ‘catch’ as much sand as possible. By controlled dynamic sand

land inwards. The beach walls with fresh water lenses underneath form

nourishments (letting natural forces of wind and water distribute the

another natural defence line against salinization: as the lens increases

sand, but in combination with fixed elements such as dams - see also

in size, it pushes the salt-water intrusion back (Stuyt et al., 2006). This

paragraph 7.2) in between these dams, a natural and varied sandy

means that the brackish seepage areas behind the coast form a defence

coast is created with new dunes, dune lakes and beach walls (Deltares,

mechanism against salinization further land inwards.

2010). The old dune ridge will become more rough and overgrown, and
will have a higher absorption capacity for different permanent types of

The seepage zones will have a lot of gradients: from high to low, from

recreational activities and buildings.

salt to fresh, from open to more planted. Small fresh water lenses can
be developed locally on small heights in the brackish zones.
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> Illustration 6.18 | Development of creeks’ water storing capacity (based on
Iwaco, 2000).

> Illustration 6.19 | The creek landscape provides the large productive zones
with fresh water.

technical measures

technical measures

- raising water level in creek ridges (1). The higher ground water levels give

- removing roads, rationalizing plots

pressure in downward direction, creating a larger fresh water lens
- increasing storage capacity in low parts of the creek (2), which gives a
counterpressure to seepage from higher parts and stores water for winter

Creek systems

Large production spaces

The creeks are used to increase the water storing capacity of the lower

Agricultural businesses in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can remain competitive,

parts and the higher ridges. The lower parts are used to store the sur-

if a durable fresh water system is created and the sector is given space

plus precipitation in winter, and through continuous infiltration and the

and efficient infrastructure. In these large productive spaces infrastruc-

raising of the ground water levels, the ridges can store more fresh water

ture is organized in a way that is most efficient for agricultural purposes:

than they do today. After a couple of decades - the exact time frame

less roads, larger units, no added plantings along roads and dikes,

is unknown and is dependent on local situations (Iwaco, 2000) - more

etcetera. These are changes that are profitable on the long run, since

intensive use of the creek ridges can be allowed, enabling the produc-

the land is protected well into the 21st century.

tion of high quality crops and orchards, dependent on the availability of
fresh water.

Present landscape elements such as dikes and creek remnants can
remain, but in the future it may be a more sensible strategy to remove
these as well to stay competitive. In the present situation, they have
added value to the landscape and they can form a network of small
paths and corridors for humans and flora and fauna.

Envisioning the future
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> Illustration 6.20 | Design of a possible future for West Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.
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Scale 1:100 000

hN

6.6 Designing a possible future
In this chapter, it was described how challenges in the natural system
can prove valuable for the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, by anticipating on these driving forces and use their potential for social challenges
that are important now. In the next chapter, this is translated into a
design for the region of West-Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. This part of ZeeuwsVlaanderen is chosen because all different types meet each other here
- the offensive coast, brackish seepage zones, the creeks and production
space - which makes it a good illustration of the intended strategies.
The map on the left shows a possible visualization of how West ZeeuwsVlaanderen could look like in the future. The defensive coastal system is
not discussed in the next chapter, as it plays a minor role in the west of
Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The small natural zone that can be seen on illustration 6.20 is sufficient for dealing with saline seepage, as the soils in this

> Illustration 6.21 | Visualization of a flexible defensive coast (Groven & Officer, 2008).
Groven and Officer have done research into a broad coastal system for their master thesis in Landscape Architecture in
2008, titled ‘Medicating the broad coast’. They have made a design for the area of Terneuzen. Their location differs from

area have a relative low resistance, and thus seep easily directly behind

the vision map for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen below (illustration 6.22), but the principles proposed by them can be applied in the

the coast. For further research on the broad coastal zone, see the box

zones below as well. For the vision map, the location of heavy clay soils was taken as guiding principle: in these zones,

on the right.

the clay can be removed to disrupt the seepage flow land inwards. Combinations with coastal defence, the main focus of
Groven and Officer, have to be investigated further.

Chapters 7 and 8 will further discuss and illustrate how the principles
discussed in the previous paragraphs can be the basis for further developments.
Chapter 7: Broad coast

Chapter 8: Productive polders

Offensive coast

The creek landscape

paragraph 7.2

paragraph 8.2

Brackish seepage zone

Large scale production

paragraph 7.3

polders
paragraph 8.3

> Illustration 6.22 | Section from the vision map (illustration 6.15).
Envisioning
Landscape
the theory
future
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7

Broad coast

This chapter visualizes how the principles presented in chapter 6 are
translated into a design. The broad coastal zone exists of an offensive
seawards expansion (7.2), and a brackish seepage zone (7.3).

A story in 2050...
Marije (55) – My life as fulltime secretary and mother of three grownups is always turbulent.

salinization rate in this coastal landscape has resulted in a brackish seepage zone. The image

Living in the big city of Antwerp does not help to find some rest in the little free time that

of saltmarsh grass, common sea lavender and saltmarsh rush was astonishing! The woman

I have. While seeking a place for relaxation, I was attracted by the idea of a friend of mine

gave me some sea lavender to taste, it is delicious! She told me that there are some really

to rent a second home near the coast of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. After a visit to Zeeuws-Vlaan-

good restaurants here in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, where you can have locally produced sea foods

deren I was totally convinced of the beauty of this little part of Holland. I did not know that

for dinner.

such an amazing coast and polder landscape would exist in the Netherlands!
Finally, the tour brought me to the North Sea coast – and I must say I have rarely seen such
I decided to make a cycle tour along the coast, to see what it has to offer. The first part of

a spectacular sight. Strolling in the dune landscape, sunbathing on the broad beach, or just

the tour brought me to the historic village of Groede, located on a former beach wall. What

viewing the amazing, endless beach that stretches about a kilometre long...I wish I could

a lovely village! The historic city centre is surrounded by small neighbourhoods, each with a

have stayed here longer!

character of its own. In the direction of the coast, I have seen beautiful estates, surrounded
by lanes and orchards.

After this tour, I was convinced of the beauty of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen! It is a place where I
can walk, cycle, relax, and retreat from the busy life in Antwerp. I am even thinking to buy

From this small scale and dense landscape on the former beach wall, the second part of

a second home here, where I can relax in the weekends and where I can grow old after my

the tour brought me to the polders of Cadzand. This polder landscape is one of the oldest

retirement...

land reclamations of Western Europe! The many dikes remember of the constant endikements that have taken place in this landscape. I met a woman who told me that the high

Broad coast
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> Illustration 7.1 | Design for the broad coast.
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7.1 A diverse and resilient coast
3

The broad coastal zone provides safety against sea level rise and resilience against salinization.The offensive seawards expansion of the coast

1

protects against floods, and the brackish seepage zone protects the
fertile soils land inwards against salt seepage. The landscape becomes
more diverse and attractive, with a higher absorption capacity for
recreation. On the higher sandy beach walls (see chapter 3, paragraph

2

4

3.3), the potential of the cultural historic villages such as Groede, is
developed much further. The rich landscape it once was (illustration
7.3) is recreated by planting orchards, small patches of forest and lanes.

> Illustration 7.2 | Key principle for broad coast: the original narrow dune system (1) is expanded seawards (2), the original
thick layers of clay (3) are removed (4) to prevent seepage further land inwards.

Through connecting routes the villages become part of the broad coastal zone. Beneath the sandy beach walls a fresh water lens is developed,
and on the transition from beach wall to brackish zone ecologically valuable gradients can be found.

Offensive coast

Brackish seepage zone

> Illustration 7.3 | 1850: agricultural land meets sea: one dike. > Illustration 7.5 | Deeper old island and high beach walls.

Beach walls

Zwin nature area

> Illustration 7.4 | Present: recreation parks are built in former > Illustration 7.6 | Proposed design: much broader coast,
polders.
beach walls planted, contrast with open brackish zone.

Broad coast
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7.2 The offensive coast
The importance and benefits of working with nature in coastal defence
was expressed by the Delta commissie (2008), who recognized that
alowing natural dynamics has not only ecological benefits but also economical benefits. For the Delta coast the strategy of seawards expansion

Technical requirements
> Table 7.1 | Required amount of sand, surface of dams, and indication of costs
for realisation of dams (Adapted from Deltares, 2010).
costs (M €)

0,1

800

4-4

0,2

1000

5-6

35

5,4

3600

55-65

140

22

9000

190-240

area (ha)

the shore. In case of a sea level rise of 130 cm (chapter 5, paragraph

50

0,35

5.2), this is a necessity to guarantee the safety of people and invest-

100

1,4

500
1000

ments behind the coast. The coast is broadened by sand nourishments

sand nourishment (Mm3)

concrete slabs
dams (m2)

dam (m)

was proposed, with the use of natural processes to transport sand onto

in combination with dams, to prevent erosion caused by tidal movements (Deltares, 2010). This is why the used strategy is called ‘controlled
dynamic coastal development’ (Deltares, 2010, illustration 7.8): it is a
collaboration between the technical skills of man and natural dynamics.

> Detailed design on p. 139

Envisioning and designing

coastal expansion
(m)

free dynamic
coastal expansion

controlled dynamic coastal
expansion
coast line

dam

In the case of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, this strategy has multiple benefits. By

50

€ 45-65 / m2

€ 110-140 / m2

€ 1000-1050 / m2

creating a much broader coastal zone, the absorption capacity for differ-

100

€ 45-65 / m2

€ 110-140 / m2

€ 400 -420 / m2

ent developments, such as recreation, is increased and a more diverse

500

€ 45-65 / m2

€ 110-140 / m2

€ 150-180 / m2

1000

€ 45-65 / m2

€ 110-140 / m2

€ 140-170 / m2

and interesting landscape is created.

> Illustration 7.7 | Location of the offensive coast.
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> Table 7.2 | Indication of prices of realisation of free dynamic and controlled
dynamic coastal development (Adapted from Deltares, 2010).

> Illustration 7.8 | Controlled dynamic coastal development in Texel, the Netherlands: the use of dams prevents erosion by fixating sediment (Deltares, 2010).

Dune formation processes are very complex and dependent on multiple
factors, and therefore hard to predict (Sherman, 1995 in Hesp, 2002).
Some general assumptions can be made however, based on the current
morphology of the dune system, and the predominant wind direction.
In Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, this direction is parallel to the coastline (WestSouth-West) (KNMI, 2011), which has led to a moderate dune forma200 m

tion in the past (Gysels, 1993).

200 m

> current situation: multiple

Illustrations 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 give insight in probable dune formation

dams, approximately 200 m.

processes and the different stages.

long and 200. m apart

1 km
4 km

> current situation: relatively narrow dunes because of dominating WSW-wind, parallel to the coast (KNMI, 2011). In lees sand
is fixated and somewhat broader dunes are formed

> new dams are placed up to 4
km apart. Material of old dams
can be re-used (Deltares, 2010)

140 hectares

> future sitution (approximately 50 years): dams are placed

> after sand nourishment,

strategically at points that already have broader dunes, to fixate

approximately 140 hectare

as much sand as possible. Dunes gradually grow seawards, with

new land (per dam) is formed

lower foredunes in front of them. Parabolic shapes are likely to

(Deltares, 2010)

occur (Hesp, 2002)

> Illustration 7.9 | The influence of dominant winds on dune formation.

> Illustration 7.10 | Requirements for dam formation.
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> current situation: a relative narrow dune ridge

> phase I (0 - 5 years): construction of dams, removal and re-use of old dams
(Deltares, 2010)

> phase II (5-40 yrs): sand nourishments behind each dam, gradual growth of
the coast. Foreplanes emerge, and the original coast line becomes less exposed
to the influence of water and salt (Deltares, 2010)

> phase III (40 yrs - further): as nourishments progress, the original dunes
become more rugged and the foreplaines develop themselves into higher dune
older and rugged
dune vegetation
younger dune vegetation
(grasses)
sand

> Illustration 7.11 | Different phases in dune formation.
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ridges. Blowouts are created (vegetation dries out and blows away), creating
parabolic shapes in the dune landscape (Hesp, 2002)

North Sea

beach

young dunes

dune lake

overgrown older dunes

> Illustration 7.12 | Cross section of offensive coastal zone.

> Illustration 7.13 | Visualization, standing on original dune ridge.
The coastal zone has not only become broader, but also more diverse. The old dunes have grown
more rugged, while the foredunes are more dynamic and open. In between dune lakes are formed.
The coastal zone has a higher absorption capacity: more space to roam and get lost, to be alone. The
enormous beach has plenty of space for everyone. The long dams are accessible and give a fantastic
view in the direction of the sea and Walcheren. The large vessels sailing to the harbour of Antwerp
form a real attraction.

> Illustration 7.14 | Original situation.

Broad coast
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7.3 Brackish seepage zone
The brackish seepage zone will become a landscape of gradients. By
removing thick clay layers brackish ground water is allowed to seep,
thus preventing it from going further land inwards. The small sandy
elevations (see illustration 7.5) become islands in a natural and wet area.

> present situation: entire area in use

Higher up, near the beach wall of Groede, there is room for extensive

as agricultural land, including low

forms of farming. The villages of Groede and Nieuwvliet are embedded

parts (old creek streambeds)

in a new landscape structure of lanes and orchards. The fresh water
lens beneath this beach wall stops salinization from going further land
inwards. These areas are discussed further in chapter 9, (paragraph 9.4).

summer: lowest ground water level under parcels, salt seeps here

summer: salt water seeps to lowest water level, in seepage zones

> step 1: patchwise removing of thick
winter: lowest ground water level in water bodies: salt seeps here

> Illustration 7.15 | Current situation in winter and summer
(Based on: Stuyt et al., 2006).

winter identical: salt water seeps to lowest level, in seepage zones

clay soils, deposited further away from
the original creek

> Illustration 7.16 | New situation in winter and summer.

> step 3: higher sandier ridges are
preserved, the patches where clay
is removed become natural seepage
areas

> Illustration 7.17 | Location of brackish zone and higher sandy beach walls.
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> beach wall is further discussed in par. 9.4.

> Illustration 7.18 | Different steps in brackish zone formation

> Fig. 2.3 | Scenarios for sea level rise (m), exclusively soil subsidence

dunes

seepage zone

brackish nature

old dike

low-lying older polders

beach wall

> Illustration 7.19 | Cross section with beach wall of Groede on the right, brackish zone on the left.

> Illustration 7.20 | Visualization, walking on dike in brackish area.
The brackish landscape is characterized by a high degree of tranquility. Building density is low, with
more luxurious houses built near the water or on the higher ridges. Routes and paths make the area
accessible, cars can only be found at the edges. The richness in gradients gives a varied palette of
species (see p. ... biodiversity). The area borders at the dunes, with rugged and thick dune species,
and further land inwards on the higher beach wall of Groede. Underneath this beach wall, a fresh
water lens is formed. This forms a natural barrier for salinization, and where fresh and brackish water
meet, the perfect conditions are created for rare species such as marsh samphire (zeekraal). In the
grasslands, there is room for extensive grazing by sheep and cattle.

> Illustration 7.21 | Original situation.
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seawards expansion, multiple dune
ridges with highest absorption capacity
on old ridge
New developments are scattered
throughout dune landscape, embedded in vegetation

> Illustration 7.22 | Design principles for the offensive coast.

> Illustration 7.23 | Reference image: living in the dunes.

No hiding of recreation parks...

but embedding in lanes or patches of

preserve space between recreation parks and

woodland

original sea dike, lanes as connecting elements

> Illustration 7.24 | Design principles for higher beach walls.

> Illustration 7.25 | Reference image: lanes on higher parts.

differentiation between high and low parts, brackish and fresh, open
and overgrown: valuable ecological gradients and high aesthetical value

> Illustration 7.26 | Design principles for brackish seepage zone.
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> Illustration 7.27 | Reference image: wet and brackish nature in seepage zones.

> Illustration 7.28 | Detailed design of broad coast. Higher parts with recreation park, offensive coast, and brackish seepage zone.

Scale 1:10 000

hN
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> Intermezzo Zwin

> Illustration 7.29 | The Zwin area.

> Illustration 7.30 | The Zwin area harbors
half of all bird species in Belgium.
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> Illustration 7.31 | Importance of the Zwin for species migration is enormous:
coast of Belgium is fully built and the Zwin forms a safe haven.

> Illustration 7.32 | ‘The climate trap’: as suitable habitats shift in northern direction because of changing temperatures, migration routes to new habitats are
needed. If they are not present, species are trapped in their current habitat.

Biodiversity and climate change

change are therefore very much dependent on the Zwin as lifeline. Half

Biodiversity is tremendously important for the resilience of ecosystems,

of the birds spotted in Belgium can be found in the Zwin nature reserve

for human health and wellbeing, and for natural resources (World

(Sincfala, 2006).

Resources Institute, 2005). Climate change puts a further strain on
biodiversity, which is already under pressure. The suitable climate zone,

Measures that need to be taken to adapt to changing climate circum-

the zone where a certain species functions best, is shifting north for

stances are (Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, 2010a):

many species because temperatures rise (Geertsema, 2009). This would

1. Enlarging biodiversity within the area: more functional species groups

not be a problem, if all species could freely move to new habitats

means a higher chance of recolonization after a disruption;

further north. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Devictor et al. (2008)

2. Increasing internal heterogeneity and dynamics: with more varied

(in Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, 2010) have, for example, found

and diverse areas, there is a higher chance that some areas remain

that breeding colonies of birds have shifted 90 km in northern direction

unharmed in case of a disruption. From these patches, the area can be

in 20 years, while their suitable climate zone has shifted 270 km. This

recolonized.

means that they are already 180 km behind. In a

3. Enabling larger populations: this means larger nature areas and better

way, one could state that species can get trapped

connections. Larger populations stand for a lower chance of distinction

in their own habitat.

in case of climate related events, such as long periods of drought.

Why is the Zwin area important?

These solutions can be incorporated in the proposed measures for

As discussed in chapter 6 (paragraph 6.2), the Belgian coast is fully

dealing with the effects of climate change on safety and salinization.

built, and the present coastal nature has become fragmented (Planbu-

By enlarging the Zwin area and creating more gradients (closed/open,

reau voor de Leefomgeving, 2010a). This built coastline is a huge bar-

fresh/salt, high/low), the resilience of the area is enlarged. The brackish

rier, especially for birds, dependent on the type of marine salt marshes

seepage zone behind the coast can serve as a corridor and extra habitat

that can be found in the Zwin. Birds migrating north because of climate

for bird species as well.

> Illustration 7.33 | Current expansion plans for the Zwin (left). In proposed
situation (right), the higher ridge and streambed are fully included

> Illustration 7.34 | By including higher ridges in the expansion, valuable gradients are created: from fresh water (under the
ridge) to salt (in the streambed), from open to closed vegetation, from high to low areas

> Illustration 7.35 | Proposed design for the Zwin area: the village of Retranchement will fully border on the Zwin. 		
scale 1:100 000 hN

> Illustration 7.36 | Aerial photograph of the Zwin, illustrating the range of different vegetation types and gradients.
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Productive polders
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Landscape theory

This chapter visualizes how the measures for the productive polders
presented in chapter 6 (paragraph 6.5) are translated into a design. The
productive polders consist of the creek landscape (8.2) and the large
scale production polders (8.3).

A story in 2050...
Piet (61 years old) - When I was young, my father had a farm near Schoondijke, in the region

of opportunities for expanding their businesses, and the fresh water shortages are a thing of

of West Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Already when I was a little boy, my father saw me as his dedi-

the past.

cated successor. However, he could not foresee that times were going to change. When I
was about the age of choosing whether I wanted to succeed my father or not – it was about

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen has become a forerunner in agriculture, and this has been a good move.

2010 - agriculture was no longer as profitable as in other regions in Europe. If I would have

The region is known for the wide range of different products, from saline to traditional

succeeded my father on the farm, I would definitely have implemented some moderniza-

crops. The infrastructural connections to the bigger cities in Belgium have improved a lot,

tions. However, up scaling was not among the options, as strict environmental policy and

compared to forty years ago. It gives the farmers in the region a real advantage in getting

fresh water problems would make it too difficult to make it profitable. As there was not

their products to the cities quickly.

really an opportunity to modernize the farm, I decided to leave Zeeuws-Vlaanderen to study
in Rotterdam and to find a job somewhere in the Randstad.

Moving back to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen after my retirement is a serious option for me. It has
become a vital region, with good facilities and pleasant places to live. It is not as lively as in

At this moment I am almost retired and I am thinking about moving back to Zeeuws-Vlaan-

the bigger cities nearby, but that is just what attracts me to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. I seek more

deren. The region has undergone such an amazing change, compared to when I was young!

rest and would really appreciate the view on the wide polders from my window and the joy

Always when I come back to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, for family visit or just a small holiday, I am

of tasting their products in good restaurants...

astonished by the openness of the landscape and the possibilities that it offers for agriculture! It pleases me to see that the farms of my old friends are doing well. They have plenty

Productive polders
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8.2 Creek system
- uitleg principe
- fasering: hoe lang duurt het voordat zoetwaterbel groot genoeg is,
wanneer is welk type beplanting mogelijk
- vegetatie: welk type beplanting is geschikt voor kreekruggen
- potenties voor zorg, landgoederen, bedrijfsverbreding boederijen,
boerencampings, recreatie
- aansluiten bij staatsspaanse linies
- plaatje ontstaan kreekrug

> Illustration 8.1 | Design for productive polders, with creeks and large scale production spaces.
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8.1 Production landscape
The productive inner land is characterized by the contrast between
large scale production spaces and small scale creek systems. The creek
system stores water, for direct use on the creek ridges for crops with a
high demand of fresh water. It can also be transported into the large
scale production areas. Efficiency and up scaling are the main principles
in the large scale areas, whereas the creek systems with the combination of creek ridges, wet streambeds are more diverse and attractive to
explore. Here is also room for developments such as farms selling local

> Illustration 8.2 | Main principle: creeks retain water in depressions and in
lenses in creek ridges, supplying it to large scale production spaces.

products, campsites, and other activities. These can easily be embedded
in the creek landscape, in the many leftover spaces created by the winding dikes. The traces of the military history can, with some difficulty, be
spotted in the landscape. These places with a cultural historic meaning
can be redeveloped and thereby add another layer to the story of the
landscape (intermezzo, p. 150).
Creek ridges

Creek streambeds

> Illustration 8.3 | 1850: a part of the Zwin still visible.

> Illustration 8.5 | High ridges and streambeds of creeks.

> Illustration 8.4 | Present: small polders are remains of
endikments of creeks.

> Illustration 8.6 | Proposed design: using depressions for
water storage, increasing water lens in ridges. Planting of
dikes to transform into coherent zone.

Developments
(farms, campsites, etc)

Large scale production
polders

Productive polders
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> Illustration 8.7 | Present: monofunctional use of ridges and streambeds.

> Illustration 8.8 | Higher ground water level causes downwards pressure, and
the fresh water lens grows larger (Iwaco, 2000). Water retention in low streambeds prevents seepage from creek ridges to lower parts. Small scale lanes can
be added.

> Illustration 8.9 | Situation when fresh water lens stabilizes: a higher
and constant quantity of high quality fresh water can be withdrawn for
water intensive species, orchards, etc. (Timeframe: couple of decades,
Iwaco, 2000).

8.2 The creek landscape
The natural potential of the creek remnants is used to create a durable
water system, by increasing the fresh water lens in the higher parts
(chapter 6, paragraph 6.5) and storing water in the lower parts. Because
the old creeks were often endiked last, they are embedded in small
polders. By planting the dikes of these polders, a beautiful and diverse
small scale landscape is created. The farms in these area can very well
broaden their businesses with extra activities such selling home made
products, or running a campsite.
> Illustration 8.10 | The creek systems.
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> Detailed design on p. 149.

No data is available yet regarding the exact amounts of water, research
institute Deltares is currently conducting further research (Pauw, 2011).

dike

creek: water storage and -supply

sandy ridge: rainwater lens formation

> Illustration 8.11 | Cross section of creek system with higher ridge and streambed.

> Illustration 8.12 | Visualization: walking along the creek.
The creek landscape is a landscape of discovery and surprise. Following the winding creek and going
around the corner, a high creek ridge emerges with a sharp gradient from the high and dry field to
the low streambed of the creek. Cattle is grazing in the lower parts. The landscape has become better accessible, with several slow routes being added alongside the creeks, and through the fields of
the high creek ridges. Local products from the orchards and fields are being sold in the farms in the
area.

> Illustration 8.13 | Original situation.

Productive polders
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By planting on one side of the dike, the creek landscape becomes a coherent
whole. The landscape can be experienced from the dike or from within, which is
now often not possible.

> Illustration 8.14 | Design principles for creek ridges.

> Illustration 8.15 | Reference image: room for activities in small scale creek landscape

In summer, the water level is lower. This leaves an intermediate plane which can be explored,
and can be used for grazing by cattle or sheep. These parts are now often inaccessible; by
opening them up and connecting them, the landscape becomes more challenging to explore.

> Illustration 8.16 | Design principles for creek streambeds.

> Illustration 8.17 | Reference image: the intermediate parts are excellent for grazing.

New developments can be made next to the
higher fertile ridges, with a lane or patch
of woodland as a stage behind it. Beautiful
houses should not be hidden...

The existing dike patterns are very curvy
because they often followed the shape of
the creek besides them. Utilize the strange
corners that are created for developments.

> Illustration 8.18 | Design principles for developments.
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> Illustration 8.19 | Reference image: house at the edge of a field.

old fortification structure (next page)

> Illustration 8.20 | Detailed design of the creek landscape.

creek ridges

old fortification structure (next page)

orchards

low streambed

intermediate flooding plain

Scale 1:10 000

Productive polders
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> Intermezzo Military history

> Illustration 8.21 | Small scale landscape with higher absorption capacity.

The fortifications of numerous military conflicts can be found in the

remains of the fortifications can become part of this story. The fortifica-

creek landscape, as they were the ultimate defence line against the en-

tions are rarely visible as the original structures; mostly only small height

emy who tried to invade the land (see also chapter 3, par 3.1 and 3.4).

differences can be seen. Despite this relatively poor visibility, they can

The creek landscape can evolve into a small scale productive landscape

still be very interesting to use as starting point for further developments.

with a higher absorption capacity. The experience of food production

This is illustrated on the page on the right.

and the story of the landscape is important in these areas, and the
location of exemplary design on right page

> Illustration 8.22 | Places where remains of fortifications from the Staats-Spanish wars can be found (H+N+S, 2003). They can be used
as the places where new developments - new farms, estates, campsites - can take place.
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> Illustration 8.23 | Not much remains of these fortifications, but traces are
visible in the landscape and form an interesting narrative that can be further
developed.

Current situation: old fortification is visible on elevation map, and only slightly in the lands-

In the proposed design, the fortification is given a new meaning by adding a small path

cape (illustration 8.28). Normally, you would easily pass it without noticing it. By showing

towards it, making the connection with the water once again and thereby revealing its

these relicts, visitors of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can be informed about the military history and

former function. On top of the fortification, a new building can be built. Trees are removed

the logic of landscape: that the small gulley next to the dike is a reminder of a vast and wild

to create a better visual connection with the low stream bed, which receives some of its

marsh landscapes.

former wild character by broadening of the streambed. New developments can take place in
the space between the farm and fortification.

> Illustration 8.24 | Current elevation situation: old fortification clearly visible.

> Illustration 8.25 | Current situation: old fortification is used as farmland.

> Illustration 8.26 | Proposed design.

Scale 1:5000

hN

> Illustration 8.27 | Current situation: the round basis of the fortification can be spotted in the current landscape. The position next to the low streambed of the creek tells the story of the inundations: fortifications bordering
at wild and vast natural areas.

Landscape
Intermezzo
theory
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> Illustration 8.28 | Design of large production spaces and Westerschelde coast.
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> detailed design on p. 157.

Scale 1:50 000

hN

8.3 Large scale production polders
The large scale production polders are rationalized and effectively organized: effective production is given priority. This means less infrastructure, and effective agricultural clusters at strategic points. Smaller farms
might slowly disappear from the current landscape. The creeks that
were endiked with the current polders (see chapter 3, paragraph 3.5),
and that now function in the water system, can be used as slow routes.
They are often surrounded by a small strip of grass land, often not used.
By making this accessible, the large scale and sublime productive land-

> Fig. 8.29 | Main principle: removal of roads, further up scaling, effective and productive clusters of agricultural buildings.

scape can be explored, from a different perspective than usual.
The Westerschelde dike can be further heightened to stay protective.
The lineair and industrial character fits the large scale landscape. Behind
the dike, there is a small seepage zone. Clay removal is not necessary,
since soils are sandier here (Stuyt et al., 2006).
Large scale polders

Creeks - watersystem

> Illustration 8.30 | 1850: dense parcel patterns.

> Illustration 8.32 | Small variations, creek depression visible.

> Illustration 8.31 | Present: land has been rationalized
further, creek remnant is still used as wasteland.

> Illustration 8.33 | Proposed design: removing roads, further
up scaling of the landscape. The creek can serve as slow
route for animals and humans.

Heightened dike,
seepage zone

Agricultural clusters

Productive polders
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The future of agriculture in the large productive polders
The main concern in areas where up scaling of agricultural businesses is
taking place, is how larger buildings can be integrated into the landscape, and how the loss of ‘landscape elements’ can be compensated
(Agricola, 2010). In the large productive polders, agricultural entrepreneurs get all the space they need: this means that parcels can be
combined, and large buildings can be clustered. But this can be done
in a beautiful manner: by using the ‘corners’ of the landscape, and add
transparent plantings (see illustration 8.39).

> current situation: many small farms, dense road network

Landscape elements are already scarce in this area, but the few that
remain can be preserved. These are mainly creeks, and they have a clear
function in the water system. Some dike remnants are also present, but
they might be removed in the future. Buildings are built in clusters on
strategic places, using existing ‘corners’ in the landscape, so that the
loss of space is minimal.

> larger farms remain, smaller farms disappear because of lack of succession

> only large competitive clusters remain, infrastructure is efficiently organized, creeks
serve as slow routes through the landscape

> Illustration 8.34 | The large productive spaces
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> Illustration 8.35 | Different steps of development in the large agricultural
spaces.

existing planted dikes

large-scale agricultural cluster

creek for water supply and slow routes

production polder

> Illustration 8.36 | Cross section: creeks as slow routes through the landscape,
large productive clusters.

> Illustration 8.37 | Visualization: large sublime landscapes.
The large productive landscape is fully designated for large scale production. Roads have been efficiently organized, to enable quick connections from the large, agricultural units to large cities such
as Ghent and Antwerp, or the harbour of Terneuzen. Interesting relicts remain, such as old dikes
and planted canals or creeks, and are the basis for slow routes through which these landscapes can
be explored. These are often already in use as grassland, so with a minimal investment this sublime
landscape can be made accessible. These creeks can also be used for ecological purposes.
One of the beloved characteristics of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, the great openness of the landscape, is
fully preserved and even enhanced in the large production polders.

> Illustration 8.38 | Original situation.
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using ‘corners’ of the lands-

no shrubs, but trees: high degree of visibility and openness.

cape for new agricultural
clusters.

> Illustration 8.39 | design principles for agricultural clusters.

> Illustration 8.40 | Reference image: beautifully planted farm, high transparency.

Efficient routes connecting
agricultural clusters. The present amount of roads is based
on old agricultural patterns
and is expensive in maintenance. By removing roads and
investing in the main routes,
businesses have less barriers in
expanding.

> Illustration 8.41 | Design principles for infrastructure.

> Illustration 8.42 | Reference image: efficient roads.

The present creeks serve a vital
function in the water system,
and their edges can be used as
slow routes through the landscape. By connecting them with
other creeks and existing planted dikes (which are now often
fragmented), a varied route that
intersects with the agricultural
landscape is created.

> Illustration 8.43 | Design principles for slow routes through the landscape.
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> Illustration 8.44 | Existing planted dikes can be connected with creeks by routes.

> Illustration 8.45 | Design of large scale productive polders

Scale 1:25 000

Productive polders
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> Intermezzo Biodiversity

> Illustration 8.46 | The sand lizard is
a characteristic animal in dunes.

It has already been stated in paragraph 5.1 that the Dutch delta land-

Birds use the beach zone as a place for forage, while their nesting

scape has a high ecological diversity. This design offers opportunities for

places can be found in the inner dunes. Characteristic bird species are

a more diverse landscape, not only in nature areas such as Het Zwin.

the Oyster-catcher (Haematopus ostralegus), the Shelduck (Tadorna

The introduction of a water system based on a division between salt

tadorna) and the Black-headed gull (Larus ridibundus) (Stortelder, De

and fresh offers opportunities for more gradients between wet and dry,

Waal and Schaminée, 2005). Other animal species characteristic for the

salt and fresh, low and high, and thus for a greater variety of vegetation

dune landscape are the Root vole (Mictrotus oeconomus), the Pond bat

types. This section addresses the vegetation types that will characterize

(Myotis dasycneme) and the Sand lizard (Lacerta agilis). From inter-

the landscape and that make out the quality of nature and landscape in

national perspective, the Dutch dune landscape is also known for its

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. The figure on the next pages illustrates the text.

amount of bee species (Schaminée, Dirckx and Janssen, 2010).

Offensive coast

Brackish seepage zone

The most dynamic part of the broad coast can be found near the coast-

Salt and brackish water areas are of international importance for spe-

line. Sand couch (Elytrigia juncea subsp. Boreoatlantica) and Marram

cies and ecosystems. The lower areas, that will be affected the most by

grass (Ammophila arenaria) are capable to fixate enormous amounts

brackish water, will be dominated by species such as Common salt-

of sand, that form the younger dunes (Schaminée, Dirckx and Janssen,

marsh grass (Puccinellia maritima), Sea purslane (Atriplex portulacoides)

2010). The more land inward dunes will be less exposed to the influence

and Sea lavender (Limonium vulgare). Higher areas, that are less influ-

of the sea and will soon have shrub development with species such as

enced by brackish water, will be dominated by species such as Saltmarsh

Wild prevet (Ligustrum vulgare) and Sea buckthorn (Hippophae rham-

rush (Juncus gerardi), Sea wormwood (Artemisia maritima) and Sea

noides). Dune valleys can also contain trees such as the Pubescent birch

thrift (Armeria maritima) (Schaminée, Dirckx and Janssen, 2010).

(Betula pubescens) (Schaminée, Dirckx and Janssen, 2010).

> Illustration 8.47 | The avocet is a
characteristic animal in brack.

> Illustration 8.48 | Sand couch is able to fixate enormous amounts of sand.
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> Illustration 8.49 | Sea lavender in the brackish seepage zone.

The brackish landscape functions as a place for forage and as a nesting

Creek system

place for birds that eat grass: the Bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica),

The lower parts of the creek landscape will function as a place for fresh

the Curlew (Numenius Arquata), the Dunlin (Calidris Alpina) and the

water retention. Streams and wetlands will be a common view with

Redshank (Tringa totanus) (Schaminée, Dirckx and Janssen, 2010).

plant species such as Water foxtail (Alopecurus geniculatus), Jointed

Polders that are or will become influenced by brackish water offer

rush (Juncus articulatus), Lady’s smock (Cardamine pratensis) and Goat

opportunities for saline agriculture. Species and crops that have good

willow (Salix caprea) (Het Zeeuwse Landschap, 2011).

characteristics to grow under saline circumstances are Common sea

The creek landscape will be rich of meadow birds that have their nesting

lavender (Limonium vulgare), Sea sandwort (Honckenya peploides), Sea

places here, such as the Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus), the Shoveler (Anas

beet (Beta maritima), and Green cabbage (Brassica oleracea convar.

clypeata), the Greyleg goose (Anser anser), the White-fronted goose

Capitata var. sabauda).

(Anser albifrons) and the Godwit (Limosa limosa). The area can be
grazed by, for instance, Heck cattle (Bos domesticus).

Beach wall
The elevated beach is characterized by a dry, nutrient poor, fresh, and

Productive polders

somewhat loamy sandy soil. Plantations will be characteristic for a dune

The productive polders will be place for large scale production of, for

forest, predominantly a Birch-Oakforest. Characteristic species are the

instance, Seed potatoes (Solanum tuberosum), Sweet corn (Zea mays),

Juneberry (Amelanchier lamarckii), the Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and

Onions (Allium cepa), etcetera. The landscape elements that cross the

the Wild black cherry (Prunus serotina). Characteristic animal species are

polder landscape, such as dikes and creeks, will be important patches

the Purple hairstreak (Neozephyrus quercus), the Great spotted wood-

for plants and animals. Species that live on these patches are Coltsfood

pecker (Dendrocopos major) and the Vole (Microtus arvalis) (Stortelder,

(Tussilago farfara), Common dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) and Com-

De Waal and Schaminée, 2005).

mon spike-rush (Eleocharis palustris) and all kind of animal species.

> Illustration 8.50 | Sea lavender is also a delicatesse.

> Illustration 8.51 | Grasses will be a common view in the lower creek system.

> Illustration 8.52 | The purple hairstreak on the beach wall.
Intermezzo
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FRESH & DRY

precipitation & infiltration

Beach and dunes

SALT & WET

SALT & WET

Brackish seepage zone

Brackish polders

fresh water seepage
brackish seepage

sand couch

marram grass

sea buckthorn

FRESH & DRY

SALT & WET

SALT & WET

Beach and dunes

Brackish seepage zone

Brackish polders

> Characteristic plant species
Sand couch | Elytrigia juncea subsp.
Boreoatlantica
Marram grass | Ammophila arenaria
Wild prevet | Ligustrum vulgare
Common elder | Sambucus nigra
Sea buckthorn | Hippophae rhamnoides
Rose hip | Rosa rubiginosa
Barberry | Berberis vulgaris
Common buckthorn | Rhamnus cathartica
Pubescent birch | Betula pubescens
> Characteristic animal species
Root vole | Microtus oeconomus
Pond bat | Myotis dasycneme
Lesser black-backed gull | Larus fuscus
Black-headed gull | Larus ridibundus
Rabbit | Oryctolagus cuniculus
Sand lizard | Lacerta agilis
Natterjack | Epidalea calamita
Bee: ‘Schorzijdebij’ | Colletes halophilus
Bee: ‘Schorviltbij’ | Epeolus tarsalis

black-headed gull

common saltmarsh grass

sea purslane

sea wormwood

bar-tailed godwit

> Characteristic plant species
Common saltmarsh grass | Puccinellia
maritima
Sea purslane | Atriplex portulacoides
Common sea lavender | Limonium vulgare
Marsh samphire | Salicornia europaea
Saltmarsh rush | Juncus gerardi
Sea wormwood | Seriphidium maritimum
Sea thrift | Armeria maritima
Sea couch grass | Elytrigia etherica
Red fescue | Festuca rubra
Creeping bentgrass | Agrostis stolonifera
> Characteristic animal species
Bar-tailed godwit | Limosa lapponica
Curlew | Numenius arquata
Dunlin | Calidris alpina
Oyster-catcher | Haematopus ostralegus
Redshank | Tringa totanus
Avocet | Recurvirostra avosetta
Spoonbill | Platalea leucorodia

common sea lavender

sea kale

> Characteristic animal species
Sheep | Ovis aries
Wild duck | Anas platyrhynchos
Greyleg goose | Anser anser
Common Wood-Pigeon | Columba palumbus
sea beet

greyleg goose

> Illustration 8.53 | Typical plant- and animal species per landscape type (based on: Schaminée, Dirkx & Janssen, 2010, Stortelder, De Waal & Schaminée, 2005).
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> Characteristic plant species / crops
Common sea lavender | Limonium vulgare
Sea st | Honckenya peploides
Sea beet | Beta maritima
Sea kale | Crambe maritima
Sea chamomile | Matricaria maritima
Sea grass | Genus Zostera
Green cabbage | Brassica oleracea convar.
capitata var. sabauda
Brussel sprouts | Brassica oleracea var. rubra
Kohlrabi | Brassica oleracea var. gongylodes
Porsnip | Pastinaca sativa

FRESH & DRY

precipitation & infiltration

Beach wall

precipitation & infiltration

FRESH & DRY
Production polders

silver birch

wild black cherry

purple hairstreak

precipitation & infiltration

Creeks
fresh water supply

common oak

FRESH & WET

fresh water storage

FRESH & DRY

FRESH & DRY

Production polders

Pleistocene sand area

fresh water supply

FRESH & DRY

FRESH & WET

FRESH & DRY

Beach wall

Creeks

Production polders

> Characteristic plant species
Common oak | Quercus robur
Silver birch | Betula pendula
Juneberry | Amelanchier lamarckii
Aspen | Populus tremula
Rowan | Sorbus aucuparia
Wild black cherry | Prunus serotina
Common honeysuckle | Lonicera periclymenum
Blueberry | Vaccinium corymbosum
Wavy hair grass | Deschampsia flexuosa
Common bentgrass | Agrostis capillaris
> Characteristic animal species
Purple hairstreak | Neozephyrus quercus
Great spotted woodpecker | Dendrocopos
major
Squirrel | Sciurus Vulgaris
Fox | Vulpes vulpes
Hedgehog | Erinaceus Europaeus
Rabbit | Oryctolagus cuniculus
Roe deer | Capreolus capreolus
Vole | Microtus arvalis

water foxtail

jointed rush

goat willow

redshank

> Characteristic plant species
Water foxtail | Alopecurus geniculatus
Jointed rush | Juncus articulatus
Lady’s smock | Cardamine pratensis
Common marsh bedstraw | Galium palustre
Watermint | Mentha aquatica
Goat willow | Salix caprea
White willow | Salix alba
Common reed | Phragmites australis
> Characteristic animal species
Lapwing | Vanellus vanellus
Redshank | Tringa totanus
Godwit | Limosa limosa
Oyster-catcher | Haematopus ostralegus
Shoveler | Anas clypeata
Greyleg goose | Anser anser
White-fronted goose | Anser albifrons
Wigeon | Anas penelope

seed potato

onion

> Characteristic crops
Seed potato | Solanum tuberosum
Barley | Hordeum vulgare
Wheat | Tritium aestivum
Sweet corn | Zea mays
Rapeseed | Brassica napus var. napus
Sugar beet | Beta vulgaris
Onion | Allium cepa
Bulbs
> Characteristic plant species
Common reed | Phragmites australis
Coltsfood | Tussilago farfara
Common dandelion | Taraxacum officinale
Common spike-rush | Eleocharis palustris

sweet corn

sugar beet
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9

Design implications

During this thesis, we have focused on the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, rather than on the direct spatial effects of shrinkage. These spatial effects are still rare, as Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is in the earliest phases
of the shrinkage process.
By focusing on the landscape, a different viewpoint is adapted. A viewpoint from a higher stance, and looking further ahead, into processes
with a long time scales such as the effects of climate change. These are
the natural driving forces in the landscape, that can be used to initiate a
more diverse and resilient landscape.
The design strategies proposed in chapters 7 and 8 lead to a landscape
of differentiation, with fast and slow zones. In this chapter, we zoom
out again and reflect on the implications of the design on a higher scale
level. What are the implications of the design for infrastructure, services,
and the connections to Belgium?
By reflecting on the implications and potential of the design for the
villages of West-Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, we return at the starting point of
the thesis. How can these villages redefine themselves and discover their
potential in the future landscape?
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Social organisation
for attractiveness of the region

on food production

+

Developments in the social system
can be influenced by climate stra-

success of food production

+

+
+

+

recreation and leisure industry

positive influence of food production

positive influence

+ possible influence on population through
population development

increased visitor numbers/immigrants

tegies: by creating a broad coastal
zone and a qualitative landscape,
visitor numbers might rise. By
safeguarding the fresh water system land inwards, the agricultural
industry might once again flourish
and have an important role for

climate measures sti-

positive influence on

mulate attractiveness

recreation sector

of the region

salinization
buffering of salinization

-

surrounding cities. It is difficult to
predict the effect on the develop-

increase in

+

fresh water

ment of the population, but this is
not a goal in itself.

Natural organisation
+ effects of sea level rise

supply

present

fresh water availability

increased safety

+

brackish zones development

2050

2100

offensive coast development
climate measures

fresh water storage and lens development

> Illustration 9.1 | Timeline: recognizing the potential of challenges in the natural system in the coming decades can enrich current developments.

9.1 Uncertain future

And these driving forces will create differentiation: the interplay
between natural and social processes leads to slow and fast zones,

The future is uncertain, and sometimes, predicting it seems like an

to hotspots of developments and spots of slow rhythm of the delta.

impossible task. The challenges that Zeeuws-Vlaanderen faces are no

This means investing in some places, and taking a step back in others.

different: the effects of shrinkage and climate are difficult to predict.

The question if Zeeuws-Vlaanderen will grow again in the future can

Unforeseen events might occur that shake everything up: what if Vlaan-

therefore not easily be answered, as this focuses on the total economic

deren decides to join the Netherlands, the border is erased, and Belgians

success of a region. Some areas might grow in this respect, for example

move en masse to Zeeuws-Vlaanderen? Such events would change the

in the broad coast. Some areas might shrink, but still be a satisfying and

development of the landscape substantially, and completely change

productive living environment for the people living there. But in some

the current perspective on shrinkage. But steps need to be taken now,

areas, shrinkage might not be a bad thing, if growth in other areas is

and the fact of uncertainty has to be dealt with. We have tried to look

achieved, such as wellbeing and quality of life.

ahead and to recognize the challenges in the natural and social system
that will become important in the coming decades. How serious these

Paragraph 9.2 reflects on the consequences of the design for the posi-

challenges will be is not yet clear, but that they will become driving

tion of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the ring of cities surrounding it.

forces in landscape change is certain.
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The Hague
Delft
Rotterdam
Dordrecht

Roosendaal
Bergen op Zoom

Antwerp

Bruges

Ghent

> Illustration 9.2 | The potential of the city ring (chapter 6).

9.2 Implications of position in the city ring

of villages, and the level of services is mainly based on the agricultural
logic that dominated the area for a long time. With each new polder,

The position of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in the city ring of Ghent, Antwerp,

a new road was built, which has led to an enormous dense network

Bruges and the Dutch cities is decisive for its future. The potential of

in infrastructure. As the agricultural sector employed a fair amount of

this position (illustration 9.2) was described in chapter 6, ‘Envisioning

people, several villages were founded not far apart to house employ-

the future’. The role of agriculture can once again be very important, if

ees working on the land. As the agricultural industry changed and up

a durable and robust water system is created, and if trends such as the

scaling became a necessity to stay competitive, the current pattern of

growing interest in slow food and biological food production are recog-

villages and infrastructure became outdated. In the current shrinkage

nized. Landscape quality will become an asset in attracting the greying

strategies, this pattern is tried to be maintained, but the logic behind it

population from the larger cities surrounding the area.

has disappeared. A new logic can be created by giving natural processes
a more prominent role. The differentiation this creates in the landscape

The changing demands to the landscape these people have require

can be followed by the social organization. The large scale production

a shift in thinking about infrastructure and services. Less roads and

zones will become much emptier and silent than, for example, the small

services in some places, to improve ‘slow’ infrastructure and services in

scale and more natural creek landscape.

another. In the current system, the infrastructural network, the layout
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> Illustration 9.3 | Slow and fast
zones in relationship to city ring

Bruges

Antwerp

Ghent
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Productive

High

zones with

potential

efficient in-

development

frastructure and large clusters.

spots: historic villages in broad

Low rate of change, dedicated

coastal zone. Higher absorp-

to agricultural competitiveness.

tion capacity for developments.

Zones with

Connections

Slow axes for

from Belgium

development:

natural

in north/south

small scale

dynamics: low

direction. Investments in these

initiatives for local production,

lying polders where salinization

connections are necessary for

selling home made products.

is allowed, and the defensive
coast.

utilizing potential of city ring.

Main axes for exploring the

Connections to large cities and

Ghent-Terneuzen: axis for

inner land of Zeeuws-Vlaan-

harbors are vital.

industrial development.

deren.

> Illustration 9.4 | A new way of organizing services.
Differentiation in services: through improved connections to Belgium, large services such as universities can easily be reached. For
all other services, the larger central villages in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen
can continue to play an important role, by specializing: Terneuzen
for example is suitable for a large hospital because of its central
position and good connections.

Bruges

Antwerp

Ghent

The relatively larger villages in

Large Belgian cities can have
an increased importance for

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen can specia-

services

lize in types of services and are
offer sufficient basic needs for the surrounding
villages
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Implications for infrastructure
Maintaining all roads and services in ‘slow zones’ is unnecessary and
unproductive. These efforts can better be directed to investing in routes
to Belgian cities for visitors and the transport of the agricultural products (illustration 9.3). Getting people into the area is necessary to fully
utilize its position in the city ring. And once they are here, they probably want slow routes to discover the many diverse areas in ZeeuwsVlaanderen. In the current landscape, these routes can hardly be found.
Accessibility is optimal, but every road is made of tarmac, because that
was required by the agricultural system. These roads are monotone in
character because of their length and material, and often protection
from sun and wind by trees is lacking. Roads such as these are hardly
suitable to make long walks, and the region therefore needs to invest
> Illustration 9.5 | Current situation: agricultural network.		
							

Future situation: differentiation in slow and fast 			
routes, paths follow creek patterns. 		

in a network of slow infrastructure, like walking paths alongside the
creeks.
Infrastructure is very determining in creating quiet and natural zones.
Alongside the entire North Sea coast for example, a tarmac road runs
parallel to the coast line (illustration 9.6). This is an example of a road
created for agricultural purposes (the road on the outer dike of old polders), but which facilitates unwanted spatial developments in a lineair
pattern alongside the coast. By making parts of this road inaccessible
for cars, more quiet zones are created. This adds to the quality and
experience of the natural, open and wet brackish seepage zones.
The higher beach walls can absorb more developments because of their
dense character. By developing more on these walls, instead of the open
polders behind the coast, the original villages get a more important role
in the coastal zone, and the village centres can profit from the stream

> Illustration 9.6 | Current situation: roads everywhere, alongside
the coast as well.
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Future sitution: brackish seepage zones become quiet and natural
zones, main infrastructural connections go through the villages.

of visitors. The main routes parallel to the coast go through the villages
(illustration 9.6), which further stimulates this.

9.3 Villages in a new context
The villages of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen need to differentiate as well. With
agriculture becoming less important as source of labour, the right of
existence of some villages is slowly disappearing. This does not mean
the village will disappear as well, but maintaining everything that once
was present will become unaffordable. In the new context of the future
landscapes of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, some villages will have increased
potential for development, and efforts can be concentrated here.
The historic and attractive villages on the old islands (chapter 3, paragraph 3.3) such as Groede, will have more potential for development
since they are bordering on the broad coastal zone. The aesthetic value,
the connections to the coast, beautiful places to spend the night in a
care-hotel: these are issues of vital importance here. Investments and
efforts are concentrated here, a strategies for development can be
made; to adapt the village and connect it to the natural structures of
the orchards and lanes on the beach wall.

Brackish seepage

Beach wall:

Creek landscape:

Large scale

zone: Cadzand

Groede

Oostburg

production:

For the villages in the quieter and emptier production zones, the
approach is different. For a village such as Schoondijke, it might be
hard to find investors for a spa or hotel bordering at the agricultural
landscape. It might happen, but these will be small scale initiatives that

Schoondijke
Par. 9.4: Historic villages in the broad coastal zone

Par. 9.5: Villages in the productive polders

> Illustration 9.7 | Design and position of different types of villages.

cannot be foreseen. In villages such as these, services might slowly
disappear. This is not necessarily a bad thing: it may be hard to adapt to

acupunctural interventions might work.

at first, but the quietness and openness of the vast agricultural spaces

In the context of shrinkage, every village needs to rethink its future

surrounding the village may become a quality of its own. Here, ‘acu-

position and what its strong points are. The next section describes the

punctural interventions’ become the guiding principle: interventions on

different types of villages and their potential for the future.

a lower scale level, such as greening of the environment and re-use of
buildings. What can be done right now, is pointing out the potential
for future spatial strategies, and giving examples of how these

Design implications
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> Illustration 9.8 | Groede: green ‘island’ bordering on the brackish seepage
zone.

> Illustration 9.9 | 1850: the good soil conditions and fresh water supply beneath
the beach wall are expressed in the land use.

9.4 Villages in the broad coastal zone

water lens can be developed further beneath it by raising the ground
water level (see paragraph 6.5 for used principle). This water is used

The historic villages in the coastal zone have great potential to become

to create an attractive landscape with orchards, lanes, and patches of

part of the coastal landscape. Even though they are separated a few

woodland. In 1850, the potential of the water lens was still utilized (as

kilometres from the coast, they feel as a part of this zone, as they

can be seen in illustration 9.9) but slowly these elements have disap-

border on the brackish seepage zones. The village of Groede, situated

peared. Using this principle is not only for historic reasons. It serves a

on a former beach wall, is an example of such a village (see chapter

function in the new landscape, as it forms a framework for develop-

7, broad coast). It has a beautiful historic centre, but is surrounded by

ments and increases the very important spatial quality in this zone. With

neighbourhoods of a later date and lesser quality. Some recreation parks

its cultural historic centre, and the position next to a quiet and natural

are developed at the edge of the village as well (in the direction of the

brackish landscape, the potential for care initiatives can be very realistic.

coast), but these make no connection with the village, nor with the

On the northern edge of the village for example, an estate zone can

landscape surrounding it. In fact, they only diminish the quality of the

be developed, with slow routes on the edge of the wall to the brack-

present landscape, instead of increasing it.

ish zone. The quality of the landscape is vital for the success of these
developments, and investors can be asked to make a contribution to the

To embed these developments, and to let old neighbourhoods connect
to the old village, is is proposed that the higher beach walls become the
planted ‘islands’ that border on the brackish zone. Because of its sandy
character (see paragraph 3.3) it has water storing capacity, and a fresh
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development of the brackish seepage zone, as it is in their best interest.

technical measures
- removing clay layers in deep polders
- raising water levels in sandy ridges to create deeper fresh water lens, which gives an extra counterpressure ot salinization land inwards

> Illustration 9.10 | Original situation

> Illustration 9.11 | Visualisation: lanes, orchards and woodland form the framework for care estates and recreation parks
In the northern part of Groede, excellent opportunities are present for creating a rich and varied zone. The quality of the
landscape and the connections in the direction of the coast are very important. By adding lanes, orchards and woodlands,
a beautiful area is created. This might increase the willingness and enthusiasm of investors to start new initiatives. The
health benefits of the landscape are discovered more and more, and initiatives in the care industry are being undertaken
to start ‘care-hotels’ in peaceful and healing environments (Horlings & Haarmann, 2009). With the growing number of
elderly and the great natural potential of the area this could be a very valuable strategy for the historic villages near the
coast.

low quality recreation parks without
connection to landscape
Design implications
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create

preserve

A crossroads on the beach wall

A church was built on the cross-

After World War II, neighbour-

Recreation parks were built on the

was the a logical place to found a

roads, and small houses and shops

hoods were quickly added in

northern edge of the village, also

village.

were built in a cirlcle around it, and

patchwise developments for the

in a patchwise pattern without

farms alongside the roads exiting

much needed housing.

connections to the village

transform

the village.

> Illustration 9.12 | Historical development of the village of Groede (based on: Beenhakker, 2003)

> Illustration 9.13 | Different strategies for Groede: creating a green zone for
recreational developments, preserving the centre, and transforming post-war
neighbourhoods.

Defining what the specific challenges for the future of a village are, is
dependent on its strategy on a higher scale level. For agricultural villages
it is no problem to have large scale farms at the village edge, but for
Groede this is problematic since the strategy is to create an attractive
transition zone to the coast (Illustrations 9.11 and 9.13).
The centre can be preserved in its current form. The old and beautiful houses will probably remain popular, as they are among the most
charming the region has to offer. Adding green structures is not neces> Illustration 9.14 | Location and aerial photograph of recreation parks near Groede: strange entities in the landscape.

sary, as the architectural quality is of such a high level that the houses
alone convey a strong enough image (see also paragraph 9.6).
For the post World War II-expansion neighbourhoods, a strategy can
be to transform the neighbourhoods to fit in the beach wall landscape,
while at the same offer a shrinking strategy, if this is needed. Currently,
these neighbourhoods are not connected to the structures of the village: the neighbourhood on illustration 9.15 can only be entered and
left with one exit. On the next page, a strategy is proposed on how such
neighbourhoods can be transformed.

> Illustration 9.15 | Closed neighbourhoods: this neighbourhood has only one entrance and exit, no connections to the centre.
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1) Current situation: closed

4) Possible scenario: all

off neighbourhood, no vi-

buildings are demolished.

sual or physical connection

An attractive landscape

with the landscape (see

with lanes, orchards and

illustration 9.15).

gardens remains.

2) Connecting the neigh-

5) Possible scenario: slowly

bourhood with the city

old buildings are replaced,

centre and the surrounding

and new building blocks

landscape: adding lanes as

are added to the existing

a framework for develop-

landscape framework.

ments.

3) Building blocks are removed from the neighbourhood. The best strategy
is to demolish those buildings, that coherent shared
spaces are created that can
be used by the neighbourhood for urban agriculture,
orchards, etc. (see also
paragraph 9.6).

> Illustration 9.16 | Strategy for transforming post-war neighbourhood in Groede.
Design implications
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> Illustration 9.17 | Visualisation: the village of Cadzand embedded in a saline landscape.

> Illustration 9.18 | Original situation

Cadzand is situated in a new brackish landscape. When the hard border of the village is opened up, and new potentials
emerge for restaurants, etc. For these types of development, the quality of the landscape is very important. By embedding and connecting these villages in and to the landscape, they become part of the broad coastal zone. In their plans for
the future, the villages can use the opportunities this creates.

potato field is endangered by salinization
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the building blocks give the village
edge a closed character

> Illustration 9.19 | Potential for Oostburg: rediscovering the connection to the
creek system.

> Illustration 9.20 | Renewed landscape context for Oostburg: bordering at the creek system.

9.5 Villages in the productive polders
For the villages in the productive polders, there are less resources for
large scale interventions such as in the broad coastal zone. Here it is
about recognizing potential, and adding spatial quality by making these
potentials guiding for development.
In the case of Oostburg, the position at the creek system is very valuable. If this system is further developed and a network of slow cycle-

> Illustration 9.21 | Current situation: no visual or physical connection with the creek landscape.

and walking routes is added, the position at the creek becomes more
important. Currently, the border between the creek and the city is
closed off: green hedges prevent any type of physical or visual relationship. An important strategy for Groede could be to develop this relationship and focus on investments at the waterfront (illustration 9.19).
For the old neighbourhoods, no direct landscape strategies can be
formulated, and small scale initiatives and solutions have to be applied.
Adding green structures and making landscape connections could
increase spatial quality of these neighbourhoods (see paragraph 9.6).

> Illustration 9.22 | Rebuilt neighbourhoods in Oostburg, after bombings during World War II. Low quality housing, with no
trees whatsoever in the streets.
Design implications
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> Illustration 9.23 | Visualisation for Oostburg: opening up of the city edge and making the creek accessible.

> Illustration 9.24 | Original situation.

New routes make the village of Oostburg accessible in new ways. Where the only access from the south used to be a
busy road cutting right through the creek system, it is now possible to walk alongside the creek as well, right into the
centre of the village. Trees and shrubs are removed, which creates a visual relationship between the village and the creek
landscape as well.

the city edge is ‘hidden’
behind trees and shrubs
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the creek is
not accessible

A crossroads in the lineair Renais-

A rectangular square was desig-

In post-war developments, the

sancepolder (chapter 3), was

ned around which houses were

square was minimalized and

taken as the basis for the village.

built.

patchwise developments took place.

> Illustration 9.25 | Historical development of Schoondijke.

> Illustration 9.26 | Potential for Schoondijke: moving away from the busy
road, discovering relationship with potential at the edges of the village (ill 9.28).

Schoondijke
Schoondijke is a typical agricultural settlement (see chapter 3, paragraph
3.5). Its original design was a rectangular square at a crossroads. A good
idea at the time, but as the roads got busier the main square and the
main roads became less attractive places to live (illustration 9.27). In the
current situation, the most attractive places are actually at the edge of
the village, near the creek and the dike.
It is very well thinkable that the houses near the road cannot be sus-

> Illustration 9.27 | Low quality housing next to very busy road, located along entire road (see map above).

tained. In villages such as these, residents can afford to be picky about
where they live. Why buy a house at a busy road, if a quiet neighbourhood is just around the corner? For Schoondijke it is very probable that
these houses will disappear, or be used for other purposes than living
(ateliers, etc.). Acupunctural interventions can increase spatial quality and thereby increase the liveability of the village: connecting to the
creek, making it accessible, and greening of the neighbourhoods (see
also paragraph 9.6).
> Illustration 9.28 | The other face of Schoondijke: beautiful houses at the creek.
The dike and two agricultural roads (all at the edges of Schoondijke) form the other attractions.
Design implications
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> Illustration 9.29 | Visualisation: by making the beautiful edges of Schoondijke accessible, the relationship with the large scale agricultural landscape is strengthened.

> Illustration 9.30 | Original situation.

In Schoondijke, investment levels will probably be lower than in the villages in the broad coastal zone. Here it is about
small scale interventions that increase the quality and attractiveness of the village. The edges of the village are hidden
treasures - the creek, the dike, old agricultural winding roads - but are unknown to most visitors. The strategy to move
away from the busy roads, and discover the potential of these edges, can increase the quality of the living environment.

fences block the view
on the beautiful creek
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the creek is only visible from the
small bench, access is not possible

9.6 Spatial quality in shrinking villages
For the villages in the productive zones, small scale interventions can
preserve the liveability and attractiveness of the neighbourhood. These
are often solutions that can be implemented by the people themselves,
for example by starting a vegetable garden on a vacant plot.
Especially in those neighbourhoods where the quality of housing is low,
the importance of a green environment is enormous. In the historic village of Groede the lack of trees in most streets is not a disturbing fact:
the richness in materials, colours and textures gives enough variation
and spatial quality (illustration 9.33).

> Illustration 9.31 | Schoondijke: paved environment adds to
the feeling of misery surrounding this housing block.

> Illustration 9.32 | Another neighbourhood in Schoondijke:
same type of housing, much better living environment.

Principle illus-

Principle illustration above: in

In Schoondijke however, subject to bombings in World War II, these

trations below:

shrinking neighbourhoods, spaces

beautiful houses are lacking, and a stronger green environment is very

the oblique

as in illustration 9.32 are vital

orientation to the

for keeping the living environ-

road creates small

ment attractive. These are small

attractive spaces.

interventions, but make a world

much needed to preserve or create spatial quality. This is shown by
illustrations 9.31 and 9.32: although the housing quality is comparable
in both illustrations, the green central space in illustration 9.32 makes a

of difference for the perceived

world of difference.

quality of a neighbourhood.

> Illustration 9.33 | Centre of Groede: richness in details and variation in materials makes the absence of trees not a problem.

> Illustration 9.34 | Diedenweg in Wageningen: example of the importance of the landscape context of buildings. The apartment buildings themselves are not particularly beautiful, but still a very pleasant environment is created.
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Conclusion and discussion

Conclusion

scape architects and from the great potential we recognize in the delta
landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

This thesis started with a fascination for shrinkage, and from the belief

The insight of landscape architecture in natural processes leads to

that it is necessary for the profession of landscape architecture to study

awareness of coming challenges for shrinking regions, such as climate

shrinkage and to become skilled in dealing with shrinking regions. The

change, and of the opportunities of these challenges. This way, they

aim of this thesis was to research how a landscape architectural design

are not only seen as problems, but as driving forces that can be utilized

experiment can contribute to strategies for dealing with shrinkage in

in changing the landscape for the better. By focusing on the natural

Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

system and the hidden potential in the landscape, we have demonstrated how sea level rise, salinization and fresh water shortage can be

A landscape architect’s contribution to shrinkage

battled, while at the same an added value is created for the economical

During this thesis project it has become clear that shrinkage is a creep-

driving forces of recreation and agriculture. Rather than focusing on the

ing process, that slowly changes the living environment. In Zeeuws-

direct spatial consequences of shrinkage, our contribution as landscape

Vlaanderen, direct spatial effects are hard to notice, as the region is still

architects can be to focus on the challenges and opportunities on a

in its earliest phase of shrinkage. Clear spatial solutions and designs for

longer time scale. This is looking through the lens of landscape architec-

demolishment of houses, or restructuring of neighbourhoods are there-

ture: taking a leap forward, and reflecting on what can drive the region

fore not yet necessary.

forward in decades time.

But the term ‘shrinkage’ stands for a range of different problems,
and its influence goes further than direct spatial consequences on the

The landscape approach, based on the idea that ‘landscape’ is the result

housing market. There is a tension between new developments on the

of the continuous interaction between nature and society, has proven to

one hand, and neglect of the existing problems. In the coastal zone for

be a useful approach for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. By discovering potential

example, new recreation parks are being developed, while at the same

in the natural system, developments in the social system that are taking

time, there is no attention for the villages at some distance from the

place right now, can be enriched. These are often principles that seem

coast. Farmers have no successors, and their competitiveness is under

contradictory at first hand. In the coastal zone for example, natural

pressure because of a lack of space for up scaling. With the current

brackish seepage zones are proposed, while there is also a high pres-

trend towards water-needing crops, the durability of the water system

sure from the recreation industry in these locations. This seems to be a

is insufficient. Because of these developments, the landscape slowly

conflict, but by creating these zones, the lowest and most risky locations

changes in character.

remain empty, and a defense mechanism against salinization further

As Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is situated in a ring of large cities, it was argued

land inwards is created. Developments in recreation can be embedded

that the quality of the landscape can become one of the biggest assets

better in the landscape, on the higher parts of the former beach walls

of the region. This thesis focuses on the potential of the landscape and

and higher polders. This way, the coastal zone becomes more diverse,

the natural system in the city ring. This results from our lens as land-

safe, and attractive.
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Looking ahead, recognizing these opportunities in the landscape, and

This is also true for the villages. Even though there are no clear spa-

visualizing how these opportunities can lead to more attractive and

tial problems yet, it is still useful to consider their position on a higher

diverse landscapes, is a clear contribution of landscape architecture for

scale level and their landscape context. The opportunities that emerge

shrinking regions. Working with nature can, in the end, save money.

from this context can give guidance to possible strategies in dealing

But it often goes against the options that give the highest immediate

with shrinkage. An example is Oostburg, where the rediscovery of the

economic gain. Therefore, the added value of natural processes has to

relationship to the creek landscape can have a positive influence on the

be made clear, and design is a valuable tool for this. This approach can

attractiveness and livability of the village. These are steps that can be

stimulate another way of thinking in shrinking regions: not only focus-

further researched and developed in the later stages of the shrinking

ing on economic growth on the short term, but on “prosperity without

process. In places with potential for further development, such as the

growth” and the creation of quality on the long term.

villages in the coastal zone, steps can be taken right now to increase
their potential. These possible strategies have a higher chance of receiv-

The value of a regional vision

ing funding, as the economic interests in these areas are higher.

Current measures for shrinkage are often only organized on a municipal
scale level. This results in competition between villages, and investments

The value of a design experiment

that are not carefully considered. The added value of a landscape archi-

This landscape architectural design experiment for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen

tectural design experiment is the focus on the regional scale level. The

has offered a range of seductive images for the region. The aim was not

key word of the design for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen is differentiation: the

to come up with a final design, but rather to give the basis for discus-

interplay between natural and social processes leads to slow and fast

sions about the future of the region. The design experiment is valuable

zones, to hotspots of developments and to spots of the slow rhythm of

when it raises awareness of long term problems, and when the design

the delta dynamics. This means: investing in some places, and taking

solutions inspire the next steps for local projects. Seductive images can

a step back in others. So even though the use of visions on a regional

generate enthusiasm and support by politicians, experts, opinion leaders

scale level is being debated (under influence of a new government and

and inhabitants, which can lead to alliances between them. Inhabit-

budget cuts), in shrinking regions they are still necessary. The presented

ants can be actively involved by participant-oriented methods, such as

vision attempts to recognize where investments can be focused, for

interviewing or workshops. Their involvement and enthusiasm is vital for

example in the coastal zone. By taking a step back in the large agricul-

a better future of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen.

tural landscape, opportunities emerge for the agricultural industry to
remain competitive. A regional vision can be the basis for differentiation

In conclusion, a landscape architectural design experiment can stimulate

in the landscape, and to create awareness that not everything is possible

a different way of looking at shrinking regions, in which the potential

everywhere.

of natural processes and the opportunities in the landscape become
guiding for developments. This approach can be the starting point for
revitalizing shrinking regions.
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Discussion and recommendations for further research

views (Van Kalmthout, 2011; Pauw, 2011) in order to specify our design
solutions. Still, they could not provide us with all necessary information.

Although the initial idea of this thesis was to develop a method that

Further research needs to be done on the following issues:

landscape architects could use for dealing with shrinking regions in

•

The brackish seepage zone: how large should this zone be in order

general, this turned out to be impossible within the time limits of this

to catch all brackish seepage? How much of the heavy clay layer

thesis and because of the differences between shrinking region in the

should exactly be removed? How rich in chloride will this zone be?

Netherlands. Further research has to be done on the applicability of this

•

design experiment, approach and methods to other shrinking regions.

The Zwin area: what is the minimum size of a nature area to guarantee maximum biodiversity when clime zones shift northward? Is
the new dike – further from the sea – safe enough? Can the design

The character of this design experiment is to give a promising image for
the regional level. Although this level is not very popular in national poli-

for the dike incorporate gradients as well?
•

Fresh water lens formation in creek ridges: how much has the

tics, we plea for an intermunicipal approach to shrinking regions. Only

ground water level to rise? How much time does it exactly take

a municipal approach cannot lead to a vision that is able to prevent a

before the lens is big enough to use the water for agricultural

shrinking region from falling into the downward spiral. The experiment

purposes? How much extra fresh water does this measure gener-

is not a final design; its value is to show a vision and to bring about

ate? What specific plant species and crops can grow on the creek

discussion and create awareness of coming challenges. In order to gen-

ridges?

erate enthusiasm and public support, this vision needs to be presented
to governments, politicians and other parties involved.

•

Coastal development: to which sea level is the broad coast sufficient? When is the tipping point when the broad coast cannot keep
up with the sea level rise and starts to erode? This has to be made

This design experiment shows a vision for Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, based

clear by research in the coming decades.

on natural solutions with a varying time frame. The development of
the offensive coast for example, is a continuous process that has to be
constantly reviewed and adjusted. It is not sure whether solutions that
are proposed now will still be working in some decades. Because of
the uncertain nature of both shrinkage and climate change, it will be
important to continuously adjust planning and design.
The design has shown how different climate solutions can be applied to
the landscape of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen. Some of these solutions are relatively new and have to be further investigated. We have used detailed
literature (e.g. Deltares, 2010; Hesp, 2002; IWACO, 2000) and inter-
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8.20 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.8

Data: Geodesk Alterra

11115&photo=alopecurus-geniculatus

6.17 Based on Pauw (2011), Deltares (2010)

8.22 Data: H+N+S (2003)

9.9

Data: Geodesk Alterra

18 http://www.carolscornwall.com/Plants%20

6.18 Based on Iwaco (2000)

8.23 http://www.ahn.nl/viewer

9.12 Based on: Beenhakker (2003)

6.20 Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.24 http://www.ahn.nl/viewer

9.14 Data: Geodesk Alterra, Google Earth

6.21 In: Groven & Officer (2008).

8.25 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.15 Data: Geodesk Alterra, Google Earth

7.1

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.26 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.16 Data: Google Earth

20 http://raym.deds.nl/redshank.html

7.2

Based on Pauw (2011, interview), Deltares (2010)

8.27 Data: Google Earth

9.20 Data: Geodesk Alterra

21 http://www.agripress.be/start/artikel/280963/nl

7.3

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.28 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.27 Data: Geodesk Alterra

22 http://www.goeievraag.nl/vraag/helpen-uien-

7.4

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.30 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.28 Data: Geodesk Alterra

7.5

http://www.ahn.nl/viewer

8.31 Data: Geodesk Alterra

9.34 Data: Google Earth

7.6

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.32 http://www.ahn.nl/viewer

9.35 (from top bottom, left to right)

7.7

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.33 Data: Geodesk Alterra

1 http://www.knnv.nl/amsterdam/texel2005.htm

24 http://free-photos.biz/photographs/food/vegeta

7.8

http://www.kustfoto.nl

8.34 Data: Geodesk Alterra

2 http://www.panoramio.com/photo/22502616

bles/282651_suikerbiet_bloeistengel_beta_

7.9

Data: Geodesk Alterra

8.35 Data: Geodesk Alterra

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hippophae_

vulgaris.php

- K. Tomeï (2005), Toekomstvisie Zuidwestelijke
delta 2050

15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Amerikaanse_
vogelkers_bessen_Prunus_serotina.jpg
16 http://zoom.nl/foto/1378967/macro-s/
eikenpage.html
17 http://www.biopix.info/photo.asp?photoid=

Lichens%20and%20Fungi/rushes.html
19 http://bomen-inventaris.irisnet.be/arbre/
Brussel_Korte_Groenweg/3352/

verkoudheid.11745
23 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Sonsbeck_-_Mais_01_ies.jpg
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